
Introduction
Welcome to this prototype of the Air Mail News on CD ROM. As you can see it 
comprises five sections as listed below. This CD is being distributed to all members 
for two main reasons. Firstly to enable each of you to decide which is the most 
appropriate version to subscribe to. Secondly, to ascertain by your use what 
problems you encounter, if any. It has been tested on a number of different 
computers and operating systems. Members with newer systems should have no 
problems, however members with older equipment may find they will have to scroll 
through to get to the appropriate place.

It is one sequential document like any other printed version, but will 
eventually, given your support, run to a few hundred pages as more material is 
added, and so a means of jumping from this Introduction to each section and back 
has been built in. Click on one of the red arrow below to jump to that section, and 
to return click on the red arrow on the first page of each section. Within each 
section where there is a contents list on the opening page. Again a click on the red 
arrow next to each item’s title should take you to that page. At the end you will find 
an upward pointing red arrow. Clicking on this will return you to the section’s 
introductory page. The same red upward arrow on the section’s contents page 
returns you to this page.

I hope you find the CD ROM version of the Air Mail News a pleasurable 
experience, and that it works satisfactorily for you. I am sure it is not perfect, so 
please let me know what you like about it, what you do not like, what extras you 
would like incorporated, and in particular what problems you encounter. Please 
include a brief description of your computer, its operating system, and the pdf 
reader program you use, ie Adobe Reader, etc.

My email address is: john@penwith.eclipse.co.uk
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President’s Report

Not a Report this month, things have been quiet since the 
AGM. Although I suspect that after reading this entire 
issue, including, if you are able, the enclosed compact disc 
(CD), there will be issues to address in the next issue of 
Air Mail News.

One of the local stamp clubs that I belong to set 
the old grey matter going with a recent meeting subject. 
The programme read ‘All Members Display – ‘The Pride 
of my Collection’”. I thought long and hard. I have no 
single or group of items that meets such a description. I 
consider my collections to be of equal merit. Then I 
thought; I’ve been collecting since the age of seven, con-
tinuing up to the age 14, then recommencing at 19, having 
spare time, during National Service. Then with family re-
sponsibility, gave up until the age of 30, when I started to 
specialise in the stamps of  USA.

It was when I was trying to locate three US airmail 
stamps, those with the Martin M130 depicted, and sup-
plied for the PanAm TransPacific Flights, an older mentor 
suggested that we go to Stampex  to see if they could be 
found. I found them with little trouble, on cover. Thinking 
I could soak them off – wait though, my mentor pointed 

out that these covers were from the First Flight! Indeed, 
by a famous Flying Boat. I was hooked; my Air Mail days 
and long nights had started. I was into many, many years 
of  research and fun.

A word had also entered my philatelic world; Seren-
dipity defined as the faculty of making happy chance finds. 
I guess I’m not alone here. Many of our members must 
have experienced similar situations, but here is a prime 
opportunity to put those finds into writing. Many of our 
newer members would appreciate information; that they 
could adopt and adapt for their respective interests. We 
have ‘The Cover of the Quarter’ section, but I’m sure our 
Editor would welcome some short anecdotes from you.

Some of you must show to local societies. How 
about blowing BAMS trumpet and making that ‘Happy 
Chance Find’ of a new member? We must grow our 
membership to survive.

Finally, the enclosed CD version of Air Mail News  
if you have not got the wherewithal to read it; you will 
find it makes an excellent bird scarer to keep them away 
from your garden peas, strawberries, soft fruit etc!

Keep collecting Air Mail.
Bill Trower

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆

From the Editor

Two years ago I embarked on the editorship of your jour-
nal, introducing the revised A4 format. I know some of 
you still prefer the previous A5 layout with its ease of 
storage on your bookshelves, but in general it received 
very little adverse comment and has in general been well 
received. Now another major shift in publishing policy; 
the introduction of  the Air Mail News on CD ROM.

It is one of the more truthful aphorisms that ‘life is 
full of compromises’. This has certainly applied in the 
production of both a printed version and a digital version 
of your journal. I have had to make compromises, and so 
the familiar layout of the printed journal has had to be 
modified, not too radical I hope. I sent out a number of 

draft copies to ten members to gauge reaction. Let me 
straight away thank those who responded, I am most 
grateful to them for their most helpful and encouraging 
comments. One most constructive response was the need 
to ensure page numbering was consistent in both versions, 
and with the current layout this was not possible due the 
inclusion of illustrations removed from articles and placed 
on the colour cover pages.

To overcome this difficulty I have divided the mate-
rial contained in the journal into two separate sections: the 
administrative content, this editorial, the President’s mes-
sage, reports, reviews, etc – The Newsletter, and secondly the 
aerophilatelic material, Q & A, the Quarter’s Cover, arti-
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cles, etc – The Journal. You should notice very little differ-
ence in the former, whilst in the latter the illustrations will 
be embedded in their respective articles. Each section will 
be individually paginated. The CD ROM version, as 
promised contains the additional sections: the Auction list 
(forthcoming sales, bid form and prices realised); links to 
useful websites and finally an archive section containing 
useful reference material and articles from the past.

As you are all aware the CD ROM version was in-
troduced following the agreement to an increase in sub-
scriptions at this year’s AGM, coupled with a significant 
reduction for those willing to accept the CD ROM in 
preference to the printed version. Your committee agreed 
it was only right for every member to receive a copy of 
the CD ROM thereby enabling you to make the appropri-
ate decision when it comes to forwarding your subscrip-
tion to the Membership Secretary, Peter Lister. Let me 

make two pleas at this point. Please accept that while the 
CD ROM format is ninety percent finalised, this copy 
remains in a draft form, there remains more to be done, 
and that includes responding to any constructive com-
ment you care to send me. I am sure Peter would endorse 
my request you let him know as soon as possible as to 
your choice of subscription, thereby enabling him or me 
to finalise the contracts for the printing of the journal, and 
the production of  the CD ROM.

I would like to welcome on your behalf Mr P Hollis 
from Nottingham. I hope he finds membership of our 
society a pleasurable experience.

Finally can I ask you all to correct an error entirely 
of my making by changing the signature on Jeff Brown’s 
Obituary to Sue Burn. My sincere apologies to those con-
cerned for this inexcusable mistake. 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆

Letters to the Editor

AIR MAIL NEWS ON CD
 
Whilst I voted for this option at the AGM, as I think it is the way forward, at the end of  the day I shall always 
want a hard copy. Anyone who is 100% sure that they will be able to read a CD in 15 years time is a supreme op-
timist. Remember Betamax, 3½in floppies and videos?
So, rather than spend time, effort, paper, expensive ink and binding costs, I shall be more than happy to pay the 
extra £15 for someone to do it for me. The postage stamps will find a good home, too.
However, there is talk of  putting additional material on the CD, and I would not want to miss out on this. How 
much extra will I have to pay to have the CD as well?

Regards
John Rawlins

See the Membership Subscription details following on from the list of  Society Officers on page vii. Ed.

John
I read with interest the latest edition and cannot praise the committee enough for taking the decision to go digital. 
I myself edit the Hampshire Philatelic Federation Bulletin and  Hampshire Post and am fast coming to the con-
clusion if we don’t go digital we will not be able to continue. I am more than happy to receive Air Mail News on 
CD but would actually prefer it as a pdf  file by email. I will go with the majority.
I have been a member of the Society for many years but am not really an aerophilatelist. My main interest area are 
airports. I collect all sorts of material and have a five frame open display in Stampex in September, The Evolution of 
Airports. Not sure if  the judges will like it but it was an excuse to write it all up.
Good luck with Air Mail News.

Best regards
Tom Fowler
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The Josh Spoor Vase

Dear John
I would like to thank and acknowledge the kindness that both you and the British Air Mail Society have 

shown in bestowing upon me the Josh Spoor Vase for past contributions to our Journal. As you know I was un-
able to attend on the day to receive the award personally as I had put my hand up earlier in the year to be chef du 
cuisine at the barbecue for the group of East Anglian campanologists annual bash. It met with a measure of suc-
cess, with the Bell Captain having to feed his golden retriever Tolly, with only two burnt offerings! 

I have enjoyed in equal measure my offerings to the Editors desk of Air Mail News and hope that not too 
many have been thrown to the dogs? It is indeed a joy to share our hobby with others in whatever way we can and 
it is to be recommended to all  our membership to enter into the spirit of that ethic in whatever way they feel able. 
I suppose my first offering was some twelve years ago when I answered question 236 posed by Peter Little, about 
the Imperial Airways Yacht “Imperia” in the May 2001 issue and my reply was given an airing  in the following 
number. Imagine my surprise when that dear man Peter telephoned me to thank me for the reply I gave and 
wished to send me the print of the photograph which appeared with his question in that edition of AMN. What a 
lovely gesture and attach here the very print that was sent to me.

I have mounted thereon  the cover sent with one of Imperial Airways early flights in North East Africa 
from Khartoum to Cairo date stamped SUDAN AIR MAIL 12.III.31 KHARTOUM and back stamped CAIRE 
PAR AVION 14MR31 and additionally the date stamp of XANIA 23.III.31 together with the faint circular hand 
stamp of AIRWAYS HOUSE. The item of real note for me though is that the cover is addressed to, The Station 
Superintendent, Imperial Airways Ltd., on board the M.V. “Imperia”, Agios Nicolaas, Crete, and each time I 
see the envelope it reminds me of  the kindness of  Peter, and which in addition makes a perfect exhibit. 

So you see all you guys and girls out there it really is worth pressing those keypad buttons or putting pen to 
paper in the, “good old fashion way” 

My best wishes
Julian van Beveren

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆

The British Air Mail Society Visit to San Francisco, April 2013
The Pillage Trophy Competition, and the 46th FISA Congress.

Personal Impressions

Richard Saundry

Four representatives from the British Air Mail Society (BAMS), Bill Trower (President), Eddie Spicer (vice-President), Grahame 
Boutle (Treasurer) and myself (Secretary) made the long journey to California to attend the 53rd Westpex stamp show, held in the 

San Francisco Airport Marriott Waterfront Hotel (26th to 28th April 2013). We had been informed by many of our American 
friends that WESTPEX is one of the best stamp exhibitions held annually in the United States, but this was not the principal reason 

that the four of us found ourselves on the morning of Wednesday 24th April flying westwards on the 10½ hr. journey from 
Heathrow  to San Francisco in a Boeing 747B operated by British Airways (BA). Stamp shows are always eagerly attended by all four 
of us, with the promise of the chance to mingle with like-minded collectors, to see other people’s exhibits, and to rifle through the 
boxes of wares vended by different dealers, the quest (rarely fulfilled) to locate those elusive items to fill the gaps in our collections. 
No, to fly that distance and to shell out the cost for the fare (£650 each for the return trip) and stay five nights in a plush modern 
hotel, you would probably think we were either mad or over-obsessed to do that – no, the reason we were going out to California 
was to represent BAMS in the bi-annual head-to-head competition against a team representing the American Air Mail Society 
(AAMS), for the Pillage Cup Competition, and to attend the 46th FISA Congress which was also being held in conjunction with 
WESTPEX. I  am writing these notes several months following our return from the States – like good wine that is supposed to 
improve with the keeping, I thought that after leaving a little time to reflect and cogitate on several aspects  of our visit, the more 
memorable incidents and impressions would improve with age, and some of the little irritations or glitches  which inevitably one 
experiences when making a visit of this kind would more than likely fade from the memory. What follows is most definitely a 
personal impression and comments or views I express  should not be taken as any kind of official record of our visit, or endorsed by 
BAMS. As many members know  I don’t deliberately set out to be controversial, but sometimes I  say or write things which on 
reflection might originally have been expressed with a little more tact. The bottom line is that our trip to California ticked all of the 
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boxes, we were royally entertained by our American colleagues, and we earnestly believe that BAMS continued support for the 
Pillage Cup competition and FISA should be encouraged.

There is little place in an aerophilatelic journal to give 
mundane details  of journeys, such as what we ate or drank, or 
what the four of us talked about on our trip. I  do remember, 
however, one of us ventured to say that, perish the thought, if 
the plane went down major changes to the BAMS organisation 
would have to be made since the four of us comprised the 
President, vice-President, Treasurer and the Secretary, i.e. all 
elected officials of our Society. Suffice to say, the flight itself 
went without a hitch and as the atmospheric conditions the 
whole way were perfect the ride was very, very smooth. BA 
performed as  well as one would have expected, and the food 
was more than adequate (it was with some degree of pride that 
I found when flying over Greenland, the sweet course served 
with our lunch was accompanied by a little pot of Rodda’s 
Cornish Cream, supplied by the dairy firm situated near 
Blackwater, not more than 15 miles from where I live). The 
security checks at both Heathrow  and San Francisco were 
perfunctory and non-invasive, and unlike the delays we might 
have encountered at other entry points into the USA we soon 
passed through the US Homeland Security checks at San 
Francisco without waiting very long. When we went to 
Washington, a few  years back, it took several hours  waiting in 
line to get through the checking desks. The only minor hiccup 
experienced this time was that when we went to retrieve our 
baggage from the carousel, Bill’s bag in which he incidentally 
had placed the Pillage Cup seemed to have gone astray. 
Thankfully, however, after a long, very long wait, the missing 
bag together with the bags for a few  other passengers arrived 
in the now  near-deserted baggage hall. I  can only imagine what 
was going through Bill’s  mind – not only the thought of losing 
his luggage, but how  were we going to explain to the AAMS 
and the organisers of WESTPEX that we had managed to 
lose the very trophy that we had travelled so far to try and 
compete for. However, all’s  well that ends well, and soon we 
were on the courtesy bus to the hotel which we had booked, 
the venue for WESTPEX Stamp Show.

Settling in for our first night, Derrick Pillage who had 
flown a few  days  earlier to the States, met us in the hotel, and 
suggested we might like to go to a nearby restaurant called the 
Elephant Bar. Here we had a gargantuan meal, but we found 
the Elephant Bar crowded and far too noisy for more refined 
British tastes, and for the remainder of our visit we invariably 
ate in the hotel restaurant, or snacked at a little café a few 
blocks away that was earnestly recommended us by Ken 
Sanford. We never did find out how  Ken discovered this small 
isolated out of the way café, or, for that matter, where he 
stayed during WESTPEX, since unlike the majority he appears 
not to have stayed at the Marriott.

I guess some of you are wondering why we elected to 
fly out to San Francisco, a full day before the show  officially 
opened ? Well, apart from deliberately trying to obviate the 
inevitable debilitating effects of jet lag through having a full 
day to ‘come to’ before the show’s opening, the Thursday was 
also when the exhibitors  were expected to arrive with their 
exhibits. On this occasion we had the six individual 16-sheet 
single-frame exhibits for the Pillage Cup Competition that 
needed to be mounted, (one each from the four of us, plus 
exhibits we had also carried with us  belonging to Peter Lister 
and Duncan Crewe). Additionally Bill Trower had entered a 
further one-frame exhibit, and yours truly a two-frame exhibit 

into the general competitions. I’ll come to all these exhibits a 
little later, but first a few  words about mounting exhibits at 
American stamp shows which I  believe British organisers 
ought to be encouraged to emulate for our national 
exhibitions. Between 4.00p.m. and 8.00p.m the exhibitors were 
expected to bring their exhibits and personally mount them in 
the allotted frames. You had to report to one official who 
checked the paperwork and for security purposes you had to 
sign “the dotted line”. Each of us was then allocated an 
official helper, and only then were you allowed to enter 
through the security door into the exhibition area. Your helper, 
with the aid of a special pole, lifted up the Perspex  screen over 
your frame(s) and you were invited to mount your own pages. 
While this is going on other like-minded collectors are ‘milling 
around’, admiring each other’s exhibits, and it is  all too easy to 
get distracted from what you should be doing. For my part I 
should have paid closer attention to what I was  doing since it 
was only the following day when the judges had started work 
was it pointed out by one senior collector that in my two-
frame exhibit of Romanian air mail covers I had inadvertently 
mounted a line of four pages in reverse order and thus part of 
my entry was chronologically out of sequence. I usually 
number my sheets, so the judges, I later learned, fully realised 
what I had done and had not heavily penalised me for my 
error. At least with the American system where the exhibitors 
mount their own material and the exhibits are judged in situ, 
you cannot ever blame the organisers for not correctly 
displaying your material. Incidentally I also learned that for 
this particular exhibition, the material from only two 
exhibitors had been sent by post. The mechanism certainly 
exists for those wishing to compete to send their entries in by 
post, but in American national exhibitions you are normally 
expected to bring and take away your material yourself. I  guess 
it is one way the cost of staging competitions is minimised, 
since the organisers  do not have to fund the insurance for the 
storing and return of lots  of valuable exhibits. Frame costs 
this exhibition were $30 per frame which I  know  to be 
generally only a fraction of the costs incurred by exhibitors at 
British national exhibitions. It is my impression that costs of 
exhibiting rarely deter American collectors from exhibiting at 
their nation exhibitions, whereas here in the UK I have all too 
often heard collectors moan about the high costs incurred 
when exhibiting.

Immediately we had finished mounting our frames of 
material, the Perspex security covers were closed and secured, 
after which we were free to roam around to see what others 
were up to and exchange comments. At this  stage Bill Trower 
could be seen in animated conversation with Allen Klein over 
their respective exhibits. Both Allen and Bill are collectors  of 
early transatlantic airmails and they had immediately found 
points of common interest which they admired in each other’s 
collections. That is what exhibiting in America is really all 
about, the friendly atmosphere leading to the making of fresh 
acquaintances and friendships that will long outlast the close 
of the exhibition, the pooling of new  ideas and exchange of 
useful information. Two collectors who I did not know, 
individually mentioned to me how  fantastic were the British 
rocket mail covers exhibited by Peter Lister. Incidentally, we 
later learned that one member of the AAMS team had not 
arrived in time to mount his exhibit before the official 
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8.00p.m. deadline had passed, and thus was in real danger his 
exhibit would be disqualified from the Pillage Cup 
Competition. It appears this particular exhibitor had been 
misinformed when the mounting session was to take place and 
the kind officials had allowed him to mount his exhibit when 
he eventually arrived very late at about 8.30p.m. The one thing 
I like about exhibiting in the States is how  everyone, including 
officials, will bend over backwards to be as  helpful as possible 
to the exhibitors and, provided the exhibitors  are not 
deliberately pushing boundaries, will always do their very best 
to accommodate individual eccentricities. For my part, I 
earnestly believe in Britain we could learn a lot from this. 
Rules are rules, but we in Britain are in danger, I sometimes 
feel, especially at local and Federation level, of putting off 
prospective exhibitors, especially those participating for the 
very first time, through making exhibiting appear as difficult as 
possible by rigidly enforcing stuffy rules when with a little 
latitude and some appreciation of certain individuals’ 
difficulties many more of us could be successfully encouraged 
to take part. The collecting of air mail covers is supposed to 
be a fun occupation, and exhibiting is supposed to be an 
integral part of our favourite hobby, to be encouraged, not to 
be frustrated by enforcement of  draconian rules.

Friday morning was a period of relative relaxation. The 
show  was officially opened with a Grand Ceremony at 
9.30a.m. Access to the exhibition itself by the public began at 
10.00am. There were sixty competitive exhibits on show, 
occupying 314 frames of 16-sheets. Of these sixty exhibits 
there were no less  than 23 aerophilately and/or air mail stamp 
exhibits, comprised of fourteen single-frame exhibits 
(including the twelve exhibits in the Pillage Trophy 
Competition : 6 each for AAMS and for BAMS, plus  two 
individual exhibits not judged as part of the Pillage Trophy 
Competition), and nine multi-frame exhibits. All the exhibits 
were to be judged using APS national rules. We will come to 
the results later. It is worth pointing out, however, that from 
the outset, as  soon as we saw  the exhibits the result of the 
Pillage Trophy Competition in 2013 was never really in doubt. 
The calibre of all six  of the AAMS exhibits was outstanding. 
The BAMS team had been “ambushed”, the AAMS had truly 
pulled out all the stops, some of their “big guns” had been 
encouraged to compete, and we knew  we had been trounced. 
And well done to the Americans ! They deserved all the 
plaudits that could ever be given. Make a note – we must 
endeavour to be better organised and compete at a higher 
level. Not of course that we Brits should feel ashamed or 
downhearted. We had six truly excellent exhibits on show  at 
WESTPEX, but we were competing against a mouth-watering 
array of exhibits, all of world class standard. At the end of 
this presentation I will append a few  thoughts about the 
organisation of future Pillage Trophy Competitions, and if 
even only a fraction of my suggestions are implemented they 
may serve, in part, to “level the playing field” 

Later that afternoon your BAMS Team members 
attended a meeting of the AAMS which did not appear to be 
as well organised as we initially expected it to be. All four of 
us appeared wearing our new  sweaters with the BAMS/AAMS 
Pillage Trophy Competition logos expecting to formally 
exchange souvenirs with our counterparts, but the AAMS 
Team just did not appear. After a long wait, Jim Graue, 
President of AAMS, gave an interesting overview  of the 
current state of our hobby as he understood it, and how  he 
believed air mail collecting might develop in the near future, 
emphasising the role in which modern means of 
communication (internet, etc.) would influence how  collectors 
would likely embrace our hobby. We were entering a phase, 
Jim believed, where there were really no longer expected to be 
any really significant development of new  air mail routes or 
services, and this in turn results in a concomitant falling off of 
interest in the active collecting of contemporary first flight or 
commercially flown covers. It was evident the collecting of air 
mail covers would primarily be driven by the desire to 
document historic events. So how  would our organisations 
flourish?  We would have to adapt and embrace developments 
in mass media so as to entice future generations of collectors 
to join our respective organisations. After this address, Ross 
Wood, Aerophilatelic representative of F.I.P. and current 
President of F.I.S.A., gave an interesting power-point 
presentation of “Post-War Airmail of Czechoslovakia”. Personally 
I found Ross’ presentation most stimulating and it was a pity 
so few  of the many air mail collectors at WESTPEX were in 
attendance – perhaps they were eagerly scouring the dealers’ 
stocks of covers at the exhibition hoping to enhance their 
collections.

Later, the same afternoon, we attended an informal 
gathering in one of the hotel rooms which acted as the 
“Hospitality Suite” where we were right royally entertained by 
the organisers  of WESTPEX. It was at this informal meeting 
we met, at long last, with most of the team members  from 
AAMS, and where we exchanged tokens. That same evening 
the four of the British team were accompanied by Derrick 
Pillage for our evening meal in the Elephant Bar in the hotel 
which was enjoyed by all. Still suffering from jet lag an early 
night, especially as we knew  the following day would be busy 
for each and every one of  us.

Early the next day we made our respective “bee-lines” 
to the exhibition area to see the awards given to the 
competitive exhibits. I’ll describe more fully the results later in 
this report but the BAMS members were largely disappointed 
at the level of the awards given for our respective exhibits. In 
the afternoon there was scheduled to take place a Judges’ 
Feedback Forum which I will also endeavour to describe. Most 
of the morning was taken up with my attendance at the FISA 
Congress.

The 46th Congress of the Federation International de Societes Aerophilateliques , FISA
(The International Federation of Aero- and Astro-Philatelic Societies)

The Congress, convening in the Bayside 1 suite in the hotel, 
was opened by FISA President Ross  Wood (Australia), minutes 
taken by FISA Secretary General Wolfgang Porges. Ross Wood 
gave his Presidential Report expressing his  thanks for those 

who had helped foster FISA during the two years following 

his election at the 45th Congress in Graz, Austria. Following 
the uncertainty about the future survival of FISA, no 
subscription fees were collected in 2011, but were collected in 
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2012. At present there were 24 fully paid up member clubs 
and societies in FISA. Our web-master, vice-President of 
FISA, Stefan Bruylants was to be congratulated on regularly 
updating the web site (www.fisa-web.com) and incorrect 
information appearing there should be sent to Stefan and 
Wolfgang as soon as possible. There had been a Board 
Meeting held in Prague, Czech Republic in September 2012 to 
discuss arrangements for the current 46th Congress, to grant 
awards, and to discuss new  board members to be elected. It 
was with great Sadness that Gerard Collot (France) had 
resigned from the Board.
Financial Statements for FISA activities for years 2011 and 
2012 had been prepared by FISA Treasurer Hans Mierl 
(Austria) who could not attend the Congress, but were 
presented by FISA Auditor Peter Beer (Switzerland). Briefly, 
during 2011 FISA had experienced a working loss of 1810 
Euros, but made a working profit of 559 Euros during 2012. 
At year’s end 2012, the total assets of FISA were a healthy 
15,243 Euros. Hans had suggested that existing subscription 
rates should not be increased. The accounts were adopted with 
thanks to Hans for all his hard work.

Elections : the existing Board of Members were elected nem 
com. The exception was Gerard Collot who had decided to 
resign for reasons of age. New  Board Members: Peter Beer 
(Switzerland), Dominique Petit (France) and Richard Saundry 
(United Kingdom). As the existing auditor, Peter Beer, was 
now  elected a full Board Member, he could no longer act in 
his former capacity, and Johannes Palmer (Germany) was 
elected to the post of  FISA Auditor.
Stefan Bruylants agreed to continue as FISA web-master. Bill 
Dwyer (United States) offered his professional assistance gratis 
to refurbish the FISA web-site, together with Stefan, to 
maintain improvements and to create a forum for all aero- and 
astro-philatelists to participate in.
The long awaited updated New  Constitution was approved. 
The official languages of FISA would be both German and 
English. The German version of the New  Constitution was 
read at the meeting, followed by the English language 
translation. Kendall Sanford (United States) agreed to tidy up 
the English translation.

Granting of  Awards :
FISA Gold Medals: James (Jim) R. Graue (United States); Gerard Collot (France)
FISA Silver Medal: Dieter Leder (Germany)
FISA Bronze Medal: Christian Schmied (Germany)

FISA Patronage was granted to the forthcoming AAMS-
organised International Aerophilately Exhibition, Bellefonte, 

Pennsylvania, USA 11th to 14th September 2014. FISA would 
support this event with a grant of 750 Euros. Individual 
members  of FISA-affiliated organisations would be able to 
exhibit at Bellefonte at same rates as US nationals, the 
difference in frame fees being defrayed by FISA.

Next FISA Congess: this  will be hosted by BAMS 12th May 
2015 on the occasion of the London 2015 Europhilex 
Exhibition in London.

The formal proceedings of the 46th Congress having been 
brought to a successful conclusion, the members and delegates 
retired to the Elephant Bar Restaurant in the Waterfront Hotel 
to enjoy a convivial celebratory lunch.

The Judges’ Feedback Forum

In the afternoon of Saturday, a public meeting was 
held whereby the Jury (Chairman John Hotchner, and five 
judges: Santiago Cruz (Colombia), Jerry Miller, Dr. Daniel 
Warren, Patrick Walters and William Fort, III, gave feedback 
on the various exhibits. The expert judges  for the various 
aerophilatelic exhibits  were Santiago Cruz, Patrick Walters and 
William Fort. This Feedback Forum was a very memorable 
and worthwhile experience. It was explained all the exhibits 
had been judged using US national rules, and each exhibit had 
been marked by three of the six judges. Starting from the 
lesser awards, those present were invited to ask the judges 
their comments. It was immediately obvious that the judges 
really knew  their subject, they had clearly researched all the 
subject material in advance of the exhibition. The organisers 
had asked exhibitors  furnish photocopies of the first pages of 
the exhibits before the exhibition, and many had also sent in 
synoptic pages. Personally I feel this is where we in Britain 
have a lesson we should endeavour to follow. Use of synoptic 

pages really helped the judges  understand what they should be 
looking for, and these benefitted not only the judges but also 
the exhibitors in that they could explain exactly what they were 
trying to show. As I understand it, we in Britain are not 
encouraged to furnish synoptic pages, they are generally 
ignored by British jury members, and everything should 
appear on the title pages of the exhibits. Here in the USA the 
judges’ comments on each exhibit was more than helpful, they 
explained exactly why they had given each award, and they 
gave pertinent words  of encouragement how  to improve. 
Some of the comments given by judges engendered 
conversation from both the jury and the audience, but it was 
definitely an amazing “two-way” experience. I much preferred 
this kind of jury feedback meeting to that of following judges 
around the various exhibits, although this was also operational 
here at San Francisco.

The awards given to the various aerophilatelic exhibits:

Pillage Cup Competition
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American Air Mail Society: 
Dickson Preston (Gold) “Processing Graf  Zeppelin and Hindenburg Passenger Mail”
Allen Klein (Gold) “Flown Mail on U.S.S. Shenandoah”
James W. Graue (Gold, WESTPEX Grand Award – Single Frame Exhibit)) “DLH South Atlantic 1934-1939: Crashes and 
Recovered Mail”
Kendall C. Sanford1 ( - ) “Air Crash Mail of  Imperial Airways and Pan American World Airways”
Derrick Pillage ( - ) “The 3p Provincial Semi-Official of  November 25-26, 1933”
Don David Price (Gold) “ “The Jenny” – Printing Variations of  America’s First Airmail Stamp”

British Air Mail Society: 
Richard Saundry (Vermeil) “French Acceptances for Mail Flown from New  York during the Uniform Rate Period 
1927-1939”
Peter Lister (Vermeil) “The United Kingdom Experimental Rocket Posts”
Grahame Boutle (Silver) “Wartime and Early Post-War Proving Flights to/from Australia”
Duncan Crewe (Silver) “Hong Kong Airmails: Pre-War Connections to Europe. The KLM Service.”
Eddie Spicer (Silver Bronze) “Via New York: Catapult Mail of  the North Atlantic to Europe 1928-1935”
Bill Trower (Silver Bronze) “The “Yankee Clipper”: Accelerated Transatlantic Air Mail. United States of America to Europe 
and Return”

In addition to the 12 single-frame entries for the Pillage Trophy, the following air aerophilatelic exhibits were awarded:
Single-Frame Exhibits:

Dr Uttam Reddy (Gold) “The World’s First Official Aerial Post, 1911”
Bill Trower (Silver Bronze) “Imperial Airways Experimental North Atlantic Operations June 1937 – September 1939”

Multi-frame Exhibits:
Derrick Pillage (Gold) “Uruguay Airmails (1921-1946)”
James W. Graue (Gold) “Zeppelin South America Flights 1930-1937”
Brian Callan (Gold) “Graf  Zeppelin 127 – The Postal Globe Trotter”
David Collyer (Gold) “ Postal Charges on Airmail France – Australasia 1933-1993”
Michael Peter (Gold) “Swiss Zeppelin Mail to the Americas 1930-1937”
William J. Snider (Gold) “The Beacon Air Mail Stamp”
Richard Saundry (Vermeil) “Romanian International Air Mail 1922-1939”
Jaroslav J. Verner (Vermeil) “Czechoslovakia – Air Mail of  the First Republic”
Ross Wood (Silver, and an Award of Honor given by the American Association of Philatelic Exhibitors) “Czechoslovakia 
Airmails 1945 to 1975”

It would appear that Grahame Boutle’s entry was the 
only hand-written exhibit on display at WESTPEX. How 
things have changed in the last decade. A few  years ago 
computer written exhibits were in the minority, nowadays 
competitive exhibits  are almost exclusively prepared using 
computers. Grahame’s exhibit was  not disadvantaged by being 
hand-written.

At the end of the Judges’ Feedback Forum, each of the 
exhibitors received the written judges’ worksheets and 
comments. Interestingly, I did not have the marks on my sheet, 
whereas all my fellow  members of the BAMS Team received 
itemised marks: I guess we will never know  by how  many 
marks the AAMS beat BAMS in the competition, although 
clearly with so many gold awards being given to the Americans 
the outcome of the competition was never ever going to be in 
doubt. Possibly many of us might well have taken issue with 
some of the judges’ comments, but we were without exception 
highly appreciative of the honest and professional way our 
exhibits were evaluated. Many of the comments will stand us 
in good stead for future ventures into the competition arena.

That evening we attended the Awards Banquet where 
the result for the Pillage Trophy Competition was officially 
announced and where we were presented with our individual 
medals. The Awards  Banquet was a prestigious event and the 
food was really excellent (not a bit like the feared “rubber 
duck” that one AAMS Team Member had predicted, 
explaining why he deigned to appear at the awards ceremony). 
The Banquet proved a good chance to unwind and to meet 
other American collectors and their families.

Sunday was a more relaxed occasion. There were two 
events that attracted the four BAMS team members: (a) the 
Docent Tour of the FISA/Aero/Astro Exhibits conducted by 
Ross Wood, FISA President during the morning, and (b) 
Banquet hosted by AAMS for those participating in the Pillage 
Trophy Competition, and the three specialist judges. Firstly, 
showing my almost complete ignorance of the English 
language, I confess I had not previously come across this  word 
‘Docent’ and surmised it was a mis-print in the WESTPEX 
official programme. It turns out ‘Docent’ is  a perfectly good 
English language adjective meaning ‘to teach or instruct’ - so 
much for the oft quoted phrase “America and Britain are two 
nations divided by a common language”. Thus a small group 
of us  were led from one aero exhibit to another by Ross, who 
explained why each exhibit had attracted the awards given by 
the jury, a real learning experience. Clearly Ross  from 
Australia, and the European exhibitors, did show  a real point 
of difference from our American friends – we just did not 
expect to see pages of stamp studies in the middle of an air 
mail exhibit where flown covers is  the expected norm. We all 
agreed that purely philatelic studies of air mail stamp issues 
constituted an important and desirable facet of aerophilately, 
but competitive exhibits of only stamps should more properly 
be judged in one of the ‘Traditional’ Classes, not in the 
Aerophilately Class. We were, of course, looking at the judging 
in an open class at an American National Exhibition, not at an 
International or European National Competition. We were 
surprised, however, that Don Price’s mouth-watering one-
frame exhibit of “The Jenny” would have been used in 
competition for the Pillage Trophy. Truly there was so much 
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wonderful material on display at WESTPEX, and we were 
highly indebted to Ross for pointing out so many hidden 
aspects in the various  air mail exhibits, many of which might 
well have escaped the attention of  most of  us. 

Midday and we attended a lunch hosted by the AAMS 
for those participating in the Pillage Trophy Competition, and 
for the three specialist judges Santiago Cruz, Patrick Walters 
and Bill Fort, and their wives. Again, a chance to socialise and 
talk with our gracious hosts, a very pleasant occasion, an event 
much appreciated by the British team members.

Sunday was the end of the show  and the last chance to 
visit the dealers’ stands and perhaps buy a few  items for our 
collections. Personally I  was more than a little disappointed 
with the dealers. WESTPEX was not only for air mail 
collectors as there had also been a number of events taking 
place organised by the German Philatelic Society. The number 
of dealers carrying air mail material was definitely in the 
minority, and for someone like me who collects some very 
“oddball” countries such as Costa Rica, Romania and Bulgaria, 
the available pickings were very slim. I didn’t, however, come 
away from San Francisco completely empty handed as I 
acquired some useful covers from collectors I met who did 
not have stands at the show. I cannot speak  for my fellow 
travellers, but suspect they had similar experiences to mine. 
WESTPEX was/is an American Nation Philatelic Show, 
attended by American collectors, and the vast proportion of 
all the material available was US-orientated. I  would never 
recommend WESTPEX for British collectors, unless of 
course you specialise in US air mails. As I say, from the point 
of view  of acquiring material WESTPEX was a big 
disappointment. but that is the only reservation I have about 
WESTPEX. It was a large well organised event and I shall 
treasure every memory of  my visit to San Francisco.

To round out our involvement at WESTPEX, we had 
to collect our exhibits at the end of the afternoon. And here is 
something else that perhaps we in Britain might wish to copy. 
Too often, in my experience, having acted as  a Federation 
competition secretary, and having personally exhibited at all 
sorts of exhibitions in the UK, there is too often an undue 
mad rush by exhibitors  to retrieve their sheets and depart. 
This can create undue stress  for the organisers, leads to errors 
and sometimes  ill feelings, and not least of all also put strain 
on the overall security of the event. Our American friends 
seem to have solved this problem in a novel and very fair way. 
Numbered cloakroom tickets were placed in what I believe 

was the actual Pillage Trophy. The exhibitors  were then invited 
to draw  out a ticket, and after the draw, those who had drawn 
tickets with the lower numbers were the first to be allowed to 
go into the exhibition area, escorted with helpers, to take 
down their exhibits. This method was eminently fair and 
obviated the irritation I  often experienced as an organiser of 
competitions, of exhibitors pressurising you to get their 
material back, often before the exhibition was actually 
scheduled to close.

That evening the four of us  had a pleasant relaxed 
meal together. The following morning we were to check out 
from the hotel, Bill, Eddie and Grahame were going to spend 
a couple days more in downtown San Francisco, whereas I was 
flying back to the UK the following afternoon. I think, in 
retrospect, all four of us enjoyed immensely our visit to 
WESTPEX and we had made new  friends with our charming 
hosts. Was our visit worthwhile? The jury is very much out on 
that one. We could not secure the Pillage Trophy so that was, 
of course, a big disappointment. It was very expensive for the 
four of us having to travel out to California, and quite frankly 
the organisation of the Pillage Trophy Competition by the 
AAMS did not always go as smoothly as, perhaps, we might 
have expected. I am not apportioning blame in any way, it’s 
just that at time there seemed to be confusion as to who was 
supposed to be doing what. Derrick Pillage seemed to be a 
port on a storm when things went awry, but that was not what 
should have happened. AAMS were organising the 
competition, not Derrick. My main beef was  that to run the 
competition as part of a major national exhibition proved far 
from ideal. We appreciate what the Americans tried to do, and 
why they did it, but in retrospect it seems to me far better to 
organise the Pillage Trophy Competition separate from any 
major philatelic exhibition, even if it is to be scheduled to 
coincide with a major philatelic event in order to attract 
exhibitors to participate.

To summarise, I  trust that the preceding account has 
not taken on the appearance only of a boring travelogue as 
that was  not my intention in writing, but to be a record of a 
signal BAMS event. Hopefully when we host the next 
competition in conjunction with the 2015 London Exhibition 
we will be equally as successful in organising the event as our 
hosts in San Francisco were. Participation in the Pillage 
Trophy Competition is eminently worthwhile and participating 
is fun.

Personal Reflections

I said at the beginning I would append some thoughts 
about future competitions. Last year, as  BAMS Secretary, I was 
tasked by our President to organise our team to go to San 
Francisco to compete against the AAMS for the Pillage 
Trophy. Quite frankly, I have to tell you, the whole experience 
was fraught with unimaginable difficulties which largely 
stemmed from the fact there were few  published rules or 
guidelines. It is my impression that over the years the rules for 
the competition had evolved through direct interaction 
between Derrick  Pillage and former BAMS President, Peter 
Lister. The rules  had seemingly changed from one competition 
to the next, depending on circumstances. Of course I had 
more than a little knowledge how  to organise the BAMS team, 
but I did start from two important misconceptions. I  had 

believed that it was supposed to be a competition between two 
teams of six, that all six individuals were expected to be 
present at the venue (as the competition, as originally 
envisaged was primarily meant to be the means for social 
interaction between members of our two national air mail 
societies), and it was supposed to be the “Brits vs. the Yanks”, 
that is  to say we were supposed to field a team of six British 
members. With these ideas in mind I appealed for volunteers 
to go to San Francisco with little success. Clearly travelling 
from the UK to California was proving far too expensive to 
attract possible team members. Six months before the 
Competition itself I had only four of us willing to go, 
including myself. Should we pull out? I  desperately wanted to 
discuss the problems I was experiencing at the BAMS 
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Christmas meeting in London, but as it turns out I was 
prevented from travelling up to that meeting as it was 
physically impossible to travel because the autumn storms 
resulted in all rail links from Cornwall to the capital being 
severed. Recourse to telephone and internet messages between 
Derrick, Bill Trower, Eddie Spicer and Stephan Reinhard in 
the States allowed me chase up BAMS members not resident 
in the UK. It turns out we had always been authorised to use 
exhibits from any bona fide fully paid up member of BAMS, 
irrespective whether he or she were resident in the UK or 
overseas. Unfortunately good intentions earlier expressed by 
some of our overseas members proved fruitless and I was still 
left faffing around without any further volunteers. The AAMS 
kindly agreed dispensation to let us bring two exhibits out to 
California from members who could not attend in person, 
principally because the organisers of WESTPEX, and Ross 
Towle in particular, had already reserved six  frames for each 
team. We were highly appreciative of the help given by 
Duncan Crewe and Peter Lister in providing two excellent 
exhibits.

With all these inherent difficulties in mind, I think it 
wise we have some sort of written rules – I prefer to call them 
friendly guidelines for the person or persons responsible for 
organising future BAMS Team efforts. May I  suggest the 
BAMS and AAMS adopt the following guide lines:-
1. When it is the turn of AAMS to host the competition 

this should be at a suitable venue in the eastern part of 
the United States, certainly not California. This serves 
to cut down travel costs for BAMS participants.

2. Teams should comprise four members, but may be 
increased to five or six, providing all members  of the 
visiting team are willing to travel with their exhibits. If 
the visiting team can provide five or six  members 
willing to travel, then the hosts should ordinarily be 
expected to match those numbers.

3. Eligibility to compete should be limited to bona fide 
members  of their respective Societies, but not limited 
to residents of the United States or the United 
Kingdom.

4. Venues for competitions may be chosen to coincide 
with other philatelic attractions such as national or 
international philatelic exhibitions in order to attract 
overseas participation, but the Competition itself 
should be organised apart from and not be an integral 
part of  those exhibitions.

5. Sixteen page exhibits  should be comprised 
predominantly of flown covers. Air mail stamps and 
postal stationary should not be excluded from the 
exhibits, but entries of stamp studies alone should be 
discouraged.

6. Marks attained should be provided by the judges.

There then comes the thorny problem for AAMS and 
BAMS selecting team members who have recently participated 
as part of a winning team. Should winning members or 
exhibits be barred from future competition? It is a general rule 
here in the UK that winning entries in philatelic competitions 
should be barred from future competitions for the same cup 
or trophy. This may, however, not be the case in the USA. For 
my money, individuals should never be barred from future 
competitions  provided they furnish new  exhibits. The problem 
here is  that many collectors specialise within very narrow  areas 
and with the passage of time may have a new  or improved 
exhibit but have the same title or reuse a number of items 
shown in an earlier winning exhibit. Quite frankly I don’t 
know  how  best we resolve this conundrum. I don’t think 
anyone should ever be prevented from competing, if selected, 
having been part of an earlier winning competition, but there 
is the danger we could end up with the same people 
competing time and again. Remember, this is  supposed to be a 
friendly competition, to foster interaction between members 
of BAMS and AAMS, and I don’t think it should be just for 
the elite.

Well, I’ve had my say now. It’s up to you to respond if you so wish. Personally, I wouldn’t like to see the Pillage Trophy 
Competition die because of lack of interest. It’s a novel and important part of our activities. Finally I wish, once again, to thank our 
hosts in AAMS for organising the competition in San Francisco this year, to Ross  Towle and the organisers of WESTPEX for 
laying on such a memorable event, and to my fellow  travellers Bill (who had to put up with my snoring!), Grahame and Eddie for 
giving me such a great time

1. The exhibits from Ken Sanford and Derrick Pillage, though judged as part of the Pillage Trophy Competition, were not 
judged in the open competitions, thus were not given medal awards.

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆

Society News

Malcolm Jones 1939–2013 

It is with great sadness that I have to report the death of Malcolm Jones, a stalwart of the North West Group of BAMS. A 
quiet, good humoured individual, Malcolm put together a very good representative collection of South Atlantic mail which 
he displayed to the NW group as well as to local philatelic societies. More recently he had started to develop a collection of 
Imperial Airways material with a particular emphasis on crash mail. He fully supported all our activities in the region as well 
as all the philatelic societies he belonged to in the north west and his dedication as packet secretary will be much missed. I 
have lost a true philatelic friend and I am sure all other members who knew him will join with me in expressing our deepest 
sympathy to his wife Judith and family.

Duncan Crewe
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Duncan Crewe

Peter Jennings 1948–2013

It is with great sadness that I write to tell you that my husband of nearly 37 years passed away on Tuesday 10th September 
at 12 noon.  He was 65 years old. He had been suffering from Chronic Lymphocytic Leukaemia and with a weakened im-
mune system succumbed to pneumonia.  

You will have received this email because in some way or other you were associated with Peter through his work as a 
well known Catholic journalist, broadcaster, stamp writer or PR consultant; or because you were his friend; or as a result of 
his many and varied interests and pursuits.

Peter served as Press Secretary to Archbishop Vincent when he was Archbishop of Birmingham; and continued as 
Press Secretary to Archbishop Bernard when he came to Birmingham.

Best wishes
Stella Jennings 

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆

Notices

Snowbirds 2013

The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society is pleased to announce that the 2013 Snowbird autographed envelopes are now 
available for sale. The envelopes have a special 431 Demonstration Squadron (the Snowbirds of the Canadian Armed 
Forces) logo, a logo to the 50th Anniversary of the Tudor aircraft and also of 431 Demonstration Squadron, the red and 
white Snowbird logo and the CAS winged logo. The special “P” stamp (currently .63 cent value) depicting the Silver 
Dart first flown at Baddeck, Nova Scotia on 23rd February 1909 is used on the cover. The postage stamp is cancelled 
with the official Snowbird date cancel depicting 7 of the 9 Tudor aircraft that fly in the famous formations. Below the 
logos is a commemorative statement for the Tudor aircraft and 431 Demonstration Squadron.
There is a set of nine similar envelopes each signed by one of the nine pilots sold at $50.00 Canadian and a single enve-
lope signed by all nine pilots sold at $25.00 Canadian. Orders should be sent to Major (Retd) Dick Malott, Apt. 610, 
1275 Richmond Road, Ottawa, Ontario K2B 8E3, Canada. Payment should be made by a personal cheque payable to 
The Canadian Aerophilatelic Society (CAS). Funds raised support the quarterly issue of the Canadian Aerophilatelist 
Journal. 

With each order two copies of the 2013 Snowbird coloured brochure and a coloured photograph of the Snow-
birds flying over Parliament Hill, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada on 1 July 2013 are sent complimentary.

Dick Malott
Major (Rtd) CD RCAF/CAF

Coordinator CAS Snowbird Covers

Auction Report

Auction 4 has now closed, which resulted in total sales of  £1425 to 32 successful bidders. It was again very no-
ticeable that the lower value items in the sale did not sell, but the better items had many multiple bids. Thus again 
I request that you send me items for inclusion in  the next auction (along with your description and reserve) which 
will be dispatched with the next edition of  the Air Mail News in February.

I would like to thank those of  you that participated and for the quick response in payments.
Peter Lister

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆
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Regional Reports

South Coast Regional Meeting
A very successful meeting was held on 20th July. The warm Sussex weather on the above Saturday was equally 
matched by the warmth and humour of  a thoroughly enjoyable afternoon by the members of  the South Coast 
Group. 

John Bushill started off  the proceedings by showing KLM including some interesting Amsterdam-
Santiago mail, a subject Brian Asquith followed with an unusual subject for him: Ethiopia, but as usual Brian’s 
depth of  knowledge on his subject is second to know. Barbara Priddy had travelled down from London and 
showed us French/West Africa, an area of  course she is well renowned for. John Hammond showed French avia-
tion meetings and I myself  showed the different routes to Lisbon during World War Two. 

Derek Pillage gave us a display of  internal GB airmails and Michael Berry showed some extraordinary 
French Balloon siege mail. 

Last but by no means least, we had Bill Legg with World War Two across the Atlantic. 
It will never cease to amaze me the quality of  material bought to Worthing, everyone had a great after-

noon, two examples of  which are shown on this journal’s cover pages.
Josh Spoor

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆

Literature Reviews

A Passion for Flight: New Zealand Aviation before the Great War
VOLUME 2; aero CLUBS, aeroplanes, Aviators and Aeronauts 1910 – 1914

Errol W Martyn

Reviewed by Alan Tunnicliffe

The first volume of this trilogy was reviewed in the August 2012 journal. Volume Two was published in June this year. Vol-
ume One, with 184 pages, covered a 40 year period, but this present volume, although telling the story of aviation’s history 
in New Zealand for a period of less than 5 years (up to August 1914), has taken 320 pages. It contains over 280 photos and 
is accompanied by a detailed index of over 900 names of people who are mentioned in the text and/or in illustrations and 
also another index of about 370 places. There are 13 chapters, 5 appendices and a massive total of 805 reference notes de-
tailing the sources used. In addition, to help readers, a glossary of aviation terms used and a list of abbreviations have been 
provided. In Appendix 2 there is a list of  21 items for which the author is seeking further information.

The author acknowledges the valuable sources he used while conducting his very meticulous research, including his-
torical newspapers online. Many of the aviators involved are mentioned not only by name, but often also their birth date, 
parentage, marriage, children and death date are given, along with relevant places. To sum up, I highly recommend this vol-
ume. Volume Three will follow later this year. 

It is available from the publisher, Volplane Press, c/- Errol Martyn, PO Box 6482, Upper Riccarton, Christchurch 
8442, New Zealand. The price is NZ$77.90 (or NZ$62.90 to addresses in Australia and $59.90 to addresses in NZ). Pay-
ment may be made by NZ dollar cheque, Visa or Mastercard. If you wish to also purchase Volume One then add 
$NZ69.90 (or NZ$54.90 to addresses in Australia and $44.90 to addresses in NZ). The author can also be contacted at: 
errol.martyn@xtra.co.nz
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A cover from Brian Asquith’s presentation.

The overprint reads: Aeroplane of the Ethiopian Government, 16 August 1929. 
However, the aircraft did not arrive until 18th August. The post left on 24th August by 
mail train. Backstamped New York 9–17. 1929.

A cover from Michael Berry’s presentation.

Cover carried on the 50th balloon from the Siege of Paris. The balloon was 
named Tourville and it departed on 27th December from the Gare d'Orleans 
at 4 o'clock in the morning. It was addressed to Madame Chaude and then re-
addressed to her in London, arriving on 6th January 1871.
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The Italian South Atlantic Airline (L.A.T.I.), Martyn Cusworth

Reviewed by Ken Sanford
Published in 2012 by the Italy & Colonies Study Group, UK, 98 pages, with color illustrations, A4 spiral bound. Order 
from Andy Harris, 13 Pond Close, Harefield, Uxbridge, Middlesex, England UB9 6NG. UK£25.00 plus postage 
-UK£2.00, Europe £5.50, rest of  the world £8.50. Payment by sterling cheque or Paypal (no extra charge) to: 
andycharris@blueyonder.co.uk

This is the second book which has been published about the Italian South Atlantic Airline (LATI), the first being the 
one published by Richard Beith in 1993.

LATI operated a South Atlantic scheduled airline service for slightly more than two years, from 15th December 1939 
to 15th July 1941.  The book starts out by describing the first Italian flights to South America, which were the Francesco de 
Pino flight attempts in 1927, the General Italo Balbo mass flights of  1931, the 1934 survey flight by Lombardi & Mazzotti, 
the experimental flight in 1938 by three aircraft called “Sorci Verdi” (Green Mice, and the survey flight by the Italian civil 
airline Ala Littoria from Sardinia to Buenos Aires in 1938.

The first chapter describes the aircraft used by LATI, which were all Savoia Marchetti models SM.82, SM.83, SM.75, 
SM.76 & SM.79.  The next chapter covers the role of  Sal Island (Isla del Sol) and the European political situation at the 
time.

The next chapter shows all the publicity material, airmail etiquettes, baggage labels, publicity cards, seasonal greeting 
cards, publicity envelopes and coffee bags.  The following chapter covers censorship (or not) of  the LATI flown mail by 
Germany and Italy.

The main chapter describes the LATI route and the various first flights, crashes, and mail carried to or from other 
countries which connected to the LATI routes.  Many first flight covers are shown in color.  Many more covers have come 
to light since the Beith book was published.  All the known directional cachets used on LATI mail are also shown. These 
were applied in various countries, usually to indicate that the cover was to be flown by LATI.

There is a chapter covering postal rates, and the final chapter covers the political background to the end of  the LATI 
service.  And finally, there are two appendices, no. 1 listing the important dates in World War Two, and no. 2 listing all the 
South Atlantic crossings by LATI during its short existence.

The book will be essential to collectors of  Italy, World War 2 and South Atlantic aerophilately.

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆

Air Mail News

Trade Advertising Rates per Issue

Size Black & White Colour
Full A4 Page £70.00 £110.00
Half  Page £40.00 Not available
Centre Page spread Not available £200.00
Back cover Not available £120.00
Deadlines for receipt of  copy: 16th of  each month; December, March, June & September
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Introduction

The articles in the Journal are the same aerophilatelic articles that are included in the 
printed version of the Air Mail News. The only differences are illustrations inserted 
on the title pages are incorporated in their respective articles, and all illustrations are 
shown in colour throughout. 
Again an interesting selection of Letters, and Questions and Answers. Please, if you 
can help the questioners, please respond to their questions, thereby benefiting the 
membership as a whole. Julian van Beveren continues his three part saga with the 
introduction of KLM and KNILM. Mark Smith’s article was inherited from Richard 
Saundry’s time as editor; a shame I am having to go back in history to fill the Jour-
nal’s pages, it however remains an interesting article and one I found useful. John 
Wilson’s contribution looks at the problems, typical of many airlines and countries, 
that occur on the outbreak of war. In this article John examines the problems faced 
in maintaining postal communications with South America during the early months 
of  World War II
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Letters Aerophilatelic

Not FAM 22 and Romania to Palestine

Dear John,
I would like to comment on two items in the May 2013 issue of  Air Mail News.

Firstly, to respond to John Wilson’s letter about my article: “Switzerland to Dutch East Indies” that was 
published in the February 2013 issue. I must admit that, when I wrote the article, the recent discoveries about the 
non-existence of a regular FAM 22 service were unknown to me. It shows yet again how much there is still to be 
discovered about air mails during WW2.

My February article has the phrase: ‘FAM 22 flight of 3rd – 8th January or 17th – 22nd January’. From in-
formation given to me by John Wilson this should have read: ‘Special Mission flight of 16th – 20th January’. I 
would like to thank John Wilson for a very helpful and informative exchange of emails and the large amount of 
help and material that he has given me during my crash course on “not FAM 22”, Special Mission flights, FAM 18 
routes via West Africa and the LATI Substitute Service.

Secondly, in a May article, Richard Saundry asks: “How did this Romanian Air Mail Letter reach Tel Aviv?” 
The cover is postmarked on 11th September 1940 and has Haifa and Tel Aviv datestamps in Palestine 11 days later 
on 22nd September. His article describes how mail could be flown at that time from Romania to Italy or to Greece. 
He then speculates that it could have been flown from Italy to Cairo, but that did not happen as any Italian plane 
that landed in Cairo after 10th June 1940, would have been immediately impounded. The service from Rome to 
East Africa via Cairo by Ala Littoria was cancelled before Italy entered the war in June 1940 and CAIS 57 on 17th 
July reports it had been replaced by a service that flew directly between Benghazi and Asmara in Eritrea1. CAIS 56 
on 10th July reports the resumption of flights between Brindisi and Athens1. Hence, in the unlikely event that the 
cover was flown to Italy, it would have then been sent to Greece. 

The GPO Overseas Mail Branch Report 50 on 24th August 1940 reports that mail could now be sent from 
Britain to Turkey and Greece by the Horseshoe route to Egypt and ‘thence by surface route to destination’. It 
seems reasonable to suppose that the reverse service from Greece and Turkey to Britain was started about the 
same time.

From Istanbul, there was an established rail/road service to Cairo. Hence if the cover had been flown to 
Greece, it would then have been sent to Istanbul by rail. Another possibility not discussed in the original article is 
that the cover was flown from Bucharest to Istanbul. In 1939, this route was flown by LARES2 although I do not 
know if  it was still in operation in September 1940.

On 17th July 1940, the first through rail service of the Taurus Express left Haydarpasa (opposite Istanbul on 
the Bosporus) for Baghdad. From Aleppo there was a branch service to Cairo which was by branch line to Tripoli 
(Lebanon), road from Tripoli  to Haifa followed by rail from Haifa to Cairo3. Mail for Palestine would have been 
sent on the same route, off-loaded at Haifa and sent from there to Tel Aviv. 

Regards
Robert Clark, Stirling, April 2013

References
1 Wingent P (2010), Extracts from the Air Ministry Civil Aviation Intelligence Reports Summaries, West Africa Study Cir-
cle.
2 Airline Timetable Images, www.timetableimages.com
3 The Taurus Express, www.engrailhistory.info/r100.html

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆
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Questions and Answers

Questions

Q 494: The Meaning of  CGDT

Can someone please tell me what does C.G.D.T. on this airmail etiquette mean? Found on a commer-
cial cover from Damascus, Syria to UK May 1948. The cedar tree suggests neighbouring Lebanon.

John Rawlins

Q 495: Dornier DoX Transatlantic Flight

I recently acquired a cover reputed to have been flown in 1930/31 on the trans–atlantic Dornier 
DoX flight. The Bodensee postmark is dated 19th November 1930 yet it is well known that this one 

and only trans-atlantic return 
flight left Friedrichshafen on 5th 
November 1930 (some authorities 
quote 4th November). Note that 
the Dornier date stamp is 30 JAN 
31. The Rio back-stamp is 22nd 
April 1931. There is no USA arri-
val  stamp (known to be late 
August).
I have carefully compared this 
cover with other similar ones on 
the web and it appears to my un-
tutored eye to be authentic.
I should be most grateful for a 
response from any member more 
knowledgeable than I.

Mike Kelly

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆
Answers

Α488 Yankee Clipper Crash - Additional Information 
At the outset I wish to thank Ken Sanford for sharing with me copies of his two Yankee Clipper crash covers 
destined for Switzerland (Ref 1). Both of Ken’s covers are from Argentina. These, plus the cover of Mr. Crewe, 
give me three pieces of relevant data to consider. All three covers share a common mystery: how did this mail 
get from Lisbon to Switzerland in early 1943 without German censorship? Only the Crewe cover has the addi-
tional mystery: where was it in France and why? 
Despite being surrounded by the Axis Switzerland did not stop conducting business during the war. Mail be-
tween Switzerland and South American countries, especially Argentina, is quite prolific throughout the entire 
war. 
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Suppose we work backwards from the common feature of the three covers, namely the Switzerland Basel 2 
Briefversand white sticker informing us that the letters had been in the water due to an aircraft accident and thus 
the stamp was missing. 
Throughout the war, as postal routes shifted, the very orderly Swiss designated certain border post offices as 
single transit points for receiving and sending both incoming and outgoing mail. Ιn ear!y 1943 the designated 
transit office was the Basel 2 Briefversand Post Office. Thus it is not surprising that the three letters were proc-
essed at Basel 2 οn their way into Switzerland. 
The Swiss Luftpost Handbuch lists three varieties of the white stickers under Number C.36 (Ref 2). The 
Handbuch goes on to say the following: “Mai! from this crash destined for Switzerland was mostly sent to Basel 
via Berlin where it was censored by the Germans.” Οur three covers do not support this statement, but more 
about this below. The Handbuch also notes that the crash covers bear a Lisbon transit postmark, stating that this 
mark “is rare and found mostly οn registered mail only”. Our three covers seem to agree with this. 
Next, some thoughts about Swiss mail  routing at the end of 1942 and in early 1943 are important to our discus-
sion. Το keep this from becoming tedious Ι provide only a summary of  relevant facts. 

 For much οf 1942, to 8th November, Swiss mail to and from the west crossed unoccupied France οn 
its way to and from Lisbon. Geneva 1 was the designated transit post office.
 From 8th November 1942 to 21st January 1943 Swiss mail to and from the west was suspended, be-

cause of  the German occupation of  Vichy France. 
 After 21st January 1943 Swiss mail to and from the west was sent to Lisbon via Germany. The transit 

post office was Basel 2 Βrietversand and German censorship is to be expected οn all Swiss mail.
BUT, the ever clever Swiss, needing to maintain business connectivity with South American neutral countries, 
opened a back door via Italy. Τhe 13th January 1943 Swiss Postal Bulletin shows the air mail  route as Rome - 
Barcelona - Lisbon (Ref 3). Τhe Italy back door also worked for surface mail. Τhe 12th February 1943 Swiss 
Postal Bulletin shows the route for surface mail as Swiss ships from Genoa to Lisbon (Ref 4). It is important to 
note that this back door route was only valid for neutral to neutral mail, such as Switzerland to and from Argen-
tina, for example. 

Αn excellent example of this back door mail is the 16th January 1943 letter from Zurich to Buenos Aires, illus-
trated in the recent American Helvetia publicity brochure. (Ref 5). Τhe letter is clearly marked by the Zurich 
Post Office “Chiasso” and “uber Rome.” Transit time of the letter was a very fast 36 days. Τhe only censorship 
of  the Letter was USA, Puerto Rico. 
Why is all of this important? The two Sanford Yankee Clipper crash covers should have used this route from 
Lisbon via Italy to Switzerland. Τhis is the probable solution to the first mystery noted above. 

But what of the Crewe cover with its provisional French marking? Α fair guess is that it somehow got to Mar-
seille (rail or ship via wrong bag) where it was marked by the French and shipped off to Switzerland. Marseille 
was occupied at the time by the Germans, but since this was neutral country mail the Germans did not choose 
to censor it.
A most interesting dilemma! 

Charles J LaBlonde
References 

1. Sanford, K., ‘Crash of the Pan American Airways Yankee Clipper at Lisbon, Feb.22, 1943’, Airpost 
Journal,ApriI 2010, Pages 164-166 

2. Schweizerisches Luftpost Handbuch, Ausgabe 2000, Page 333 
3. “Modifications au tableau des communications postales avec l’etranger”, 13 janvier 1943 
4. “Modifications au tableau des communications postales avec l’etranger”, 12 fevrίer1945 
5. Swiss Stamps - Something for Everyone, American Helvetia Philatelic Society, 2008, Page 9 
6.
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Answer 492: Was there an Airmail Service to Australia via India in 1931?

In Q 492, John Rawlins showed two air mail covers to Australia postmarked in Britain in December 1931 that 
were intended to be flown by the London – Karachi air mail  service. As he says, this service had been discon-
tinued in April 1930 and its resumption was not announced until May 1932. The second cover, postmarked on 
Friday 4th December 1931, is particularly interesting as the Air Mail label was cancelled in Karachi proving that 
the cover had been accepted for the London – Karachi service.
He asks for details of the Karachi – Colombo connection. My understanding is that this was by rail via Madras 
with the sea connection to Ceylon being by the ferry from Dhanushkodi to Talaimannar. 
He also asks about the mail boat schedule. Australian newspapers are available online at trove.nla.gov.au and 
‘The West Australian’ gives details of shipping between London and Fremantle (the port of Perth). The ordi-
nary mail service to Australia closed in London on a Thursday evening and was sent through France by rail to 
Marseilles to connect with the mail ship to Australia. The mail ships left Colombo on a Saturday and arrived at 
Fremantle 10 days later on a Tuesday. There the mail was off-loaded and sent to Australian cities such as Ade-
laide, Melbourne and Sydney by rail  unless it had an additional air fee to be flown from Perth to Adelaide for 
onward transmission by rail. 
The mail that had been dispatched from London via Marseilles on Thursday 3rd December would connect with 
the Mongolia  which left London on 27th November. Subsequently the Mongolia left Colombo on Saturday 19th 
December and arrived at Fremantle on 29th December 1931.
The 4th December cover would have been sent by the Karachi air mail service IE 141 that closed on the morn-
ing of Saturday 5th December. Unfortunately that service was 3 days late in arriving at Karachi and did not ar-
rive there until  the 14th December1. As the mail only had 5 days to connect at Colombo with the Mongolia, it may 
not have made the connection. In the opposite direction, mail arriving at Colombo typically connected with the 
Karachi flight that left 6, 7 or 8 days later. If IE 141 had arrived in Karachi on schedule, then there would have 
been no problem in making the connection. 
If the IE 141 mail missed the connection then it would instead have connected with the Oronsay that left Co-
lombo on 26th December and arrived in Fremantle on 5th January 1932. The Oronsay would have carried the 
ordinary mail for Australia posted in London on 4th December.

Robert Clark
References

1. Wingent, P (1999) Aircraft Movements on Imperial Airways’ Eastern Route, vol 1.

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆

The Quarterly Cover

France to Argentina. September 1944

John Wilson

The Cover: From Tarn et Garonne, France, via Toulouse, Dakar, Lagos, Leopoldville and Natal, to 
Cordoba, Argentina.

 Despatch postmark: 9th September 1944
 Transit postmark: Natal, 28th October 1944
 Arrival postmark: Cordoba, 5th November 1944.
Rate: Surface rate: 4 Fr. Air fee: 18 Fr. Total: 22 Fr.
Censorship markings: Re-sealing label “DR” of  Dakar. The encircled A/9 possibly also Dakar? 
 Crown over PP/27: Nigeria.
The Route: The route between Dakar and Lagos had been opened by Aeromaritime in May 1943 but 

was militarised in February 1944 as part of  the Transports Aériens Militaire (TAM).
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 That between Toulouse and Dakar was opened in September 1944 also as part of  the 
Transports Aériens Militaires system

 That between Leopoldville and Miami via Natal was restored September 1944, and oper-
ated by Pan American Airways.

 Following the cover’s arrival in Lagos there were two possible routes to Argentina. One 
involved returning the cover to Dakar for connection with the “LATI substitute” route, 
the other was to forward the cover to Leopoldville. There it would connect with the re-
stored service to Miami that did not call at Lagos. This seems the more likely route, since 
the last “LATI substitute” flight had arrived in New York by 24th October, whereas our 
cover did not arrive in Natal until 28th October.

Note: The restored Miami to Leopoldville service of  Pan American Airways was designated by 
the US Post Office as an extension to FAM-18 and not, as popularly believed, a “new” 
FAM-22 service, this having ended for good in October 1942 when its military use had 
finished.

Acknowledgements: Sincere thanks to Barbara Priddy for the translation of  “Truc” and confirmation of  the 
“DR” censor mark as that of  Dakar.

References: 1. Truc, Henri “Étude rétrospective résumée sur la Poste Aérienne de juin-juillet 1939 à fin 1945”

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆
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Primary Source

18th September or 9th November 1939?

Peter Wingent

A strange title no doubt but the cover shown in Fig. 1 below gave rise to the following question: on which date did the Ré-
gie Air Afrique service resume between Algiers and Brazzaville?  Without doubt the services between Europe and the 
Congo of both Régie Air Afrique and Sabena were suspended in early September 1939 and the Sabena service did not re-
commence until February 1940 but a once-weekly service by Air Afrique restarted much sooner.
The cover was posted in Leopoldville on 8th November 1939, and initially I thought I had found a cover carried by the first 
resumed Régie Air Afrique service because two reference sources gave a starting date of 9th November. (in the quotations 
below, the dates are underlined by the writer for emphasis):

Collot and Cornu1 state, “The activities of Régie Air Afrique (and of Sabena) were stopped after 3 September 1939 
and resumed on 9 November as far as Brazzaville ….”

Similarly, François Chauvin2 states in a checklist, “Algiers – Brazzaville resumed 9 November 1939.”
However, Dr. Jacques Desnos3 states, “All the external services of the colonies seem to have been suspended on 2 

September 1939.  Some air services meanwhile were rapidly restored, such as the flights Algiers – Brazzaville from 18 
September.”Similarly, Henri Truc4 states that, “On 18 September private air mail correspondence was once more forwarded 
to all the French colonies except Madagascar and Réunion (the Algiers – Tananarive service ending at Brazzaville) …”

With my sources from literature equally divided, I rummaged through files I had copied during a visit to the BPMA 
some 30 years ago and discovered a letter and attachment which sheds light.5  The letter is dated 21st October 1939 and is 
from the Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs, Paris, and is addressed to The Secretary, G.P.O., London.  It is shown in fig. 2 
and translates as follows:

With reference to your letter of 7th October, I have the honour to send attached herewith a table 
showing the French air routes operating again and the latest times for receiving mail at Paris and Marseilles 
air sorting offices.
The table referred to in the letter is shown in fig. 3 and is headed “Air lines in service on 19 October.”
Although the second entry in the table is most relevant here (Alger – Brazzaville), I include the whole page because 

I hope that some of  the other entries might be of  interest to readers.
Clearly the two French documents prove that the Régie Air Afrique service recommenced before 9th November 

and that it was operating by 19th October.  Therefore this leaves only the possibility that the date of 18th September is cor-
rect but I have been unable to find primary source documentary evidence to prove this.  Can any reader supply this please?

Finally, there is one other reference to the service from my own book6 but I have left it until  last because it is rather 
questionable.  It is from National Air Communications Summary No. 17 of 11th October 1939 and reads, “The Air Afrique 
service to Madagascar via the Belgian Congo continues to operate but commercial passengers and freight are not ac-
cepted.”  All the other evidence leads me to believe that the service was not operating to Madagascar at this time, but I am 
sure that the Summary is referring to the Algiers – Brazzaville service and thus indicates that it was operating some time 
before 11th October and is another piece of  evidence making a start date of  18th September seem more likely.

Regarding the journey of the cover from Leopoldville to Louisville, fig. 4 shows the winter 1939 timetable for the 
Air Afrique service.7 The cover would have been sent across the River Congo from Leopoldville to Brazzaville and then, if 
the service operated to schedule, departed on Thursday 9th  November, and arrived Algiers on Saturday, the 11th.  Air 
France would then have flown it from Algiers to Marseilles on Sunday, the 12th.

I am not sure how it travelled from Marseilles to Lisbon. Pre-war, DLH operated a service between Berlin 
and Lisbon via Marseilles but I am unable to ascertain whether or not it was operating in November 1939.  In 
Appendix B of The Department of Secret Intelligence Summary No. 4, dated 30th August 1939 8., it is stated: 
“Berlin – Geneva – Marseilles – Lisbon (D.L.H.).  Services suspended.”  There is not a later entry notifying re-
commencement and therefore it is most likely that the cover was sent by train to Lisbon.
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Figure 1
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From there it was flown by the PAA trans-Atlantic 
service.  The bottom entry in the table in fig. 3 
shows that a twice-weekly service from Lisbon to 
New York was assured on Sundays and Mondays 
each week.  In reality this was far from the case, as 
reference to the listing of PAA services by Aitink 
and Hovenkamp9 shows Flight no. 52 left Lisbon on 
Sunday, 12th November, and the next flight, no. 54, 
did not leave until Tuesday, 21st.  This was operated 
by Atlantic Clipper which arrived at New York on 
22nd November after an overnight stop at Bermuda.  
The New York backstamp of 22nd November on the 
cover confirms it was carried by this service.
My knowledge of U.S. internal services is negligible 
but I suspect the cover was flown from New York 
to Cincinnati and then sent by train to Louisville.
The 11.75fr. postage = 2.50fr. first 20 grm. ordinary 
foreign postage + 6.75fr. per 5 grm. air mail fee (via 
Marseilles) + 2.50fr. registration fee.
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Beveren van J. “I See a Speck”

“I see a Speck”
The Birth of the KNILM

Julian van Beveren

Part II

Perhaps I should begin with a brief sketch of the preparatory activities leading to the establishment of the regular air serv-
ices in the Dutch East Indies (DEI). We may take as a starting point the Commission for Aerial Traffic in April  1919, which 
after thorough investigations concluded it would be worthwhile commencing such an enterprise at the earliest opportunity. 
In the same year another commission was formed to establish just where in the scheme of things Holland and the DEI 
should stand in the world’s future aerial postal services, which arrived at same conclusion as the above mentioned original 
commission, that was to commence as soon as possible. This lead to the establishment on 7th October 1919 of the Royal 
Air Service for Holland and Colonies, which immediately grasped the huge importance of aerial  communication in their Far 
Eastern colony. General C.J. Snijders was appointed to lead a delegation which sailed for the DEI in April 1920. Following 
his arrival, an agreement was eventually drawn up, subject to ratification by the Dutch Government, in which many includ-
ing the Governor-General  participated. In this agreement a three year trial period was given to KLM in which it was sug-
gested that the Government should contribute towards setting up expenses.

Figure 1a
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However, the Colonial Minister of the day withheld sanctioning the agreement, being of the opinion that the granting of 
any subsidy could not be justified in his view due the unsettled state of the financial situation, and the question of the estab-
lishment of  an airline in the DEI was put on the back burner. Dé ja vu?

Figure 1b

In 1923 the National Council  again urged the re-
quirement of supporting KLM but without success! 
However, the development of aerial traffic with Govern-
ment assistance in other countries did not go unnoticed, 
especially in nearby Australia for example, and together 
with an improving economy in the DEI the political situa-
tion began to ease. This led to KLM again applying in 
January 1924 for a concession and submitting a modified 
and costed draft agreement to the advisory commission, 
presided over by the Civil Engineer J.B.H. Asselbergs. 
Again, due to differing opinions from the members of the 
commission and in consultation with other influential 
bodies that the government approached the application 
was again put aside.

No further plans materialised for some consider-
able time, even after the famous van der Hoop flight in 
1924 and not until 1927 was any meaningful initiative to 
dawn. In that year leaders of some of the larger Dutch 
commercial institutions recognised that the time had ar-
rived for establishing an air service in the DEI. The Neth-
erlands Trading Co. and the mighty Deli Corporation ap-
proached many of the biggest concerns with economic 
interests in the Far East, and was enthusiastically received 
by most, even to the point of raising the required capitol 
for the enterprise.

The Commission for Preparations presided over by Dr. 
C.J.K. van Aalst, President of The Netherlands Trading 
Co. was formed from which an executive committee was 
elected with Mr. E. Enthoven of the Deli Corp. presiding. 
Now, on the part of the Dutch Government a more ac-
commodating spirit was displayed, with the Colonial Sec-
retary proving to be an ardent supporter and through one 
of his intermediaries an effort was made to get in touch 
with the KLM in order to work out a basis for co-
operation. From the very outset it was decided that both 
the KLM and the KNILM would remain independent 
and specifically financially independent one from the 
other. After the ground work having being laid and un-
ending further political debate in the Motherland the ba-
sics were decided on the way forward for reopening nego-
tiation in the DEI, and with this objective in view, two of 
the finest business minds in transport sailed to the Far 
East, namely Dr. D.A.Delprat, MD of The Netherlands 
Steam Navigation Co., (KPM), and member of the afore 
mentioned executive committee, and no lesser person 
than Albert Plesman the Director of KLM. On arrival all 
possible support for the opening of the airline was 
unanimous from the Governor General down and in the 
National Council, but particularly from Dr. de Iongh, Di-
rector of Government Public Works, and not least the 
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Military and Naval Authorities who, as we read in part I, 
had already shown the way. Rather as today, the world 
financial situation was said to be unfavourable, (a com-
ment I have always found difficult to understand when 
one studies the huge economic wealth in the DEI in natu-
ral resources and exports at that time), but nevertheless a 
draft agreement was passed for a State-subsidy for the 
fledgling airline by 39 votes to 9. Thus the Netherland 
Indies Airline came into being on the 16th July 1928 and 
subsequently ratified on the 24th October following the 
young airline being authorised to add to its name the pre-
fix, “Royal”, on the 15th October 1928.

Crucial to this agreement was the minimum sum 
guaranteed by the Dutch postal authorities, (PTT), for the 
carriage of airmail. Briefly, the arrangement arrived at was 
for the KNILM to receive a subsidy from the Govern-
ment a working capitol of one million guilders per annum, 
over a five year period ending on 31st December 1933. 
Airfields were to be laid out with required infrastructure 
erected by the Government and leased out, with landing 
fees paid at a fixed amount by the airline to the latter. The 
new company was capitalised at fl.10,000,000, of which 
half  that amount became a share issue. 

It was found both economically sound, and to give 
pilots experience of long distance flying, for them to fly 
the small new fleet of aircraft from Holland to the Far 
East. The chosen aircraft suitably acclimatised for tropical 
work were the Fokker VIIB fitted with three air cooled 
Armstrong Siddeley Lynx engines developing some 230 
HP each. See fig 1a, showing off four of the small fleet of 
five Fokker aircraft at Schipol airport to the public in Sep-
tember 1928, prior to their departure to the DEI. Fig 1b 
gives further details of the flight path out to the DEI and 
the departure dates shown at the bottom of the informa-
tion panel.

And so, at long last, the planes had arrived and the 
principal airfields and buildings were laid out and made 
ready for the grand opening on the 1st November 1928, 
for the commencement of regular air services. The main 
airports that came into being initially were Tjililitan for, 
Batavia, with Bandoeng, Semarang and Sourabaya having 
excellent facilities at Andir, Simomgan and Darmo respec-
tively. On the main island of Java a further number of 
aerodromes were being made ready with more airports 
planned for the other islands in the archipelago. 

Prior to the opening a few test or proving flights 
with airmails took place, and shown at fig 2 is such an 
early colourful airmailed postcard from the Post Office 
Savings Bank. This example was flown on the Fokker 
VIIB– 3m, H-NAFB test flight between Batavia and Ban-
doeng which has two WELTEVREDEN 26.10.28 8-9V 
cancels on the 7½ct Vürtheim and the 10 cent 
LUCHTPOST surprints with black monoplane on the 
Wilhelmina with ship 12½ct. stamp. It being a mandatory 
requirement to have the 10 cent airmail “Luchtpost” sur-
prints at the time. It was cancelled on arrival some three 
hours later BANDOENG 26.10.28. 12N. 

For a commemorative cover of this great event on 
the opening of the regular airmail service after years of 
gestation, fig 3, has a photograph recording the event cen-
tre stage. The cover sent to Utrecht shows General 
Snijders addressing the great and the good at the opening 
of the KNILM, whilst the cover is adorned with the set of 
NED. INDIE LUCHTPOST surprints and although 
marked up VLIEGPOST, it is more likely that this collec-
tor’s item was forwarded under separate cover to Holland. 

Figure 2
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At fig 4 is a cover from the KNILM’s first regular 
service from Bandoeng to Batavia with the date cancel of 
BANDOENG 31.10.28 12-1N cancelling the pair of 
NEDERLANDSCH-INDIES 10ct Vürtheim stamps and 
on the 40ct LUCHTPOST surprints on the orange 80ct. 
NED.INDIE Harting stamp. On the reverse side the can-
cellation of WELTVREDEN 1.11.28. 12-1N., flown in 
on the opening day. The airline being so new this particu-
lar collector seems to have omitted the “N” from the su-
perscription.

Unfortunately an aerodrome at Morokrembangan, 
(near to Soerabaja) proved unsuitable for landing the Fok-
ker VIIB and a temporary landing area was constructed 
there by the following year so that the two most important 
industrial business centres on Java were only some five 

Figure 3

Figure 4

hours distant. By the middle of August the important 
centre of Palembang on the Island of Sumatra was also 
connected to Batavia with a weekly service.

The climatic conditions in the large colony of is-
lands were ideal for the expansion of this new air service 
and so it was to prove. Given the aircraft employed were 
some three times faster than the train, and five times that 
of any steamer, as predicted the plane was the real winner 
in this multi faceted archipelago. Embodied in the Gov-
ernment agreement the KNILM were to concentrate on 
the Batavia to Bandoeng and return runs, together with 
the return service of Batavia to Soerabaja. The air services 
proved to be such a success that by the 15th February 1929 
the Batavia to Bandoeng route was to be doubled. Later 
on a connection with Singapore was also trialled after suit-
able landing rights had been agreed with the British Gov-
ernment authorities, initially by using seaplanes but later it 
was found to be more economical to use the Fokker land 
planes.

The backers of this enterprise were to be proved 
correct as the following statistics give some insight as to 
the measure of success. From 1st November 1928 to 1st 
November 1929, the airline flew some 2,700 hours. Dur-
ing these fights 11,300 passengers were carried, approach-
ing a 1,000 per month and over and above this some 
110,000lbs. of freight, plus the all important air mail 
amounting to 2,520lbs. were carried. The latter weight 
represents more than 95,000 letters and postcards, averag-
ing some 8,000 per month. The total distance flown in the 
first 12 months being equal to some 405,000 Kilometres, 
or about ten times around the equator.

Fig 5 shows an interesting postcard from the open-
ing day of the 4th Pacific Conference held from 6th to 17th 
May 1929. The postcard is printed by the renowned book-
sellers and printers Messrs. G. Kolff & Co. and airmailed 

Figure 5
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from the conference in Weltevreden being sent on one of 
the regular internal Batavia to Bandoeng flights with their 
special date cancel. A clearer impression is seen above the 
item as shown in Bulterman 11a, WELTEVREDEN 
PACIFIC CONFERENCE -6.5.29. 8-9

Lettre Témoin - (Test Letters)

The following examples are a few Lettre Témoin, to 
test just how reliable the new opening services of the air-
mail were to various ports of call. These were sent by the 
Inspector of Post in Bandoeng, a certain Mr. W.Hajenius 
to his colleague at the post offices in question. Fig 6a and 
6b illustrate one of only a few postcards sent out on this 
test flight from Bandoeng to Tegal, and another test card 
of the return flight. Date stamped BANDOENG 3.8.29. 
3-4V, on the newly pre-printed surprint for new value 
orange 5 ct. over the 7½ct. NED – INDIE postcard, (G 
44) and the 12½ct. Wilhelmina with ship surprint 
LUCHTPOST 10 with black monoplane. It was flown 
on KNILM Fokker VIIB, now registered PK-AFA. Arri-
val date stamp TEGAL 3.8.29.9-10V. The return postcard 
in acknowledgement is on the pre-printed 12½ct. Wilhel-
mina met Schip overprinted with 5 cts, (G40) and relating to 
the new postal rate for surface postcards, together with the 
same value adhesive showing the 10ct LUCHTPOST 
surprint and black monoplane. Cancelled departure date 
TEGAL 5.8.29.10-11V and arrival of BANDOENG 

Figures 6a and 6b

5.8.29 12-1N. If the date stamps are correct it means the 
journey time was completed in less than 2 hours!

The next test airmail (Figs 7a and b) is from the 
first flight between the islands of Sumatra and Java, 
namely from Palembang to Batavia, again with Fokker 
PK-AFA. The departure cancelation is dated PALEM-
BANG 19.8.29 4-5V on both the 5ct. Vürtheim adhesive 
and on the 12½ct. surprint as described before with arrival 
of  BANDOENG 19.8.29 5-6N.

The next cover (Fig 8) is a commercial one showing 
the fledgling airline spreading its wings between the im-
portant centres of commerce and population Soerabaja, 
(East Java) and Palembang, (Sumatra). This KNILM prov-
ing flight was on the 10th September 1929. The two 4ct, 
5ct, and mandatory airmail  stamp, the 12½ct. Wilhelmina 
met Schip LUCHTPOST 10ct surprint have been randomly 
spaced each receiving the date cancel of SOERABAJA 
SIMPANG 10.9.29. 5-6N and on the back of the cover 
the cancellation of PALAMEBANG12.9.29. 12-1N. A 
total of some 60 airmail covers were sent on this first 
flight.

Figure 7a

Figure 7b
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The next commercial cover (Fig 9) from the KON-
INKLIKE NEDERLANDSCH – INDISCHE 
LUCHTVAART MAATSCHAPIJ headquarters in 
Weltevreden, using their own stationery is marked up for a 
proving flight in red crayon “Proefvl. Weltevr – Semarang 
Djocja 21/9 -29 and PER LUHCTPOST. This proving 
flight strangely I can not find in the Dutch airmail cata-
logue, yet has all the bells and whistles as we can see. Can-
celled at Weltevreden 20. 9.29 7-8N and on the reverse 
SEMARANG 21.9.29. 12-1N together with that of 
DJOKJAKARTA 21.9.29 7-8N. Answers on a post card 
please …

Figure 8

Figure 9

It is time to go further afield and visit another col-
ony, and so to Singapore. As mentioned earlier permission 
had been granted by the British Government, thinking 
ahead and with an eye to the future, for the KNILM to fly 
in to Singapore with their airmails. Fig 10 illustrates a 
Company cover with the oval handstamp commemorating 
this initial flight, with the pilot’s signature on the front of 
the envelope. This connection took place on 10th February 
1930, flying from Bandoeng via Palembang and across 
The Straights, date cancelled, WELTEVREDEN 
8.2.30.2-3N and back stamped SINGAPORE (H) 2 
45PM 10 FE 1930. 

The next cover is rare a lettre Témoin this time from 
the opposite shore, and quite a scarce bird it is. Addressed 
to the manager of the KNILM at their HQ, Fig 11 is an 
official government envelope ON POSTAL SERVICE 
(no postage stamps applied) with the hand stamp of “Sec-
retary for Postal Affairs/S.S. and F.M.S.” (Straight Settle-
ments and Federal Malayan States) showing the date can-
cellation of KUALA LUMPUR 2 30PM 8 FE 1930 
F.M.S. with the superscription Singapore – Batavia, the 
cover representing the first return flight of the KNILM 
on 11th February with their Fokker VIIB-3m PK-AFB. 
On the reverse the date cancels of SINGAPORE 8AM 
10 FE 1930 and WELTVREDEN 11.2.30 2-3N

Figure 10

Figure 11
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The pair of pre-printed 2ct King George V Straits Settle-
ment postcards (Fig 12) confirm the first return test flight 
from Singapore to Batavia with the same aircraft as men-
tioned previously. Both have the date cancel of KA-
TONG SINGAPORE 4.30PM 8 FE 1930, together 

Figure 12

Figure 13

with the faint arrival date stamps of WELTEVREDEN 
11.2. 1930 Both have a 40ct and 4ct King George V postage 
stamps, of note is the differing colour of the 4ct one be-
ing orange and the other violet.

In our hobby there are always little mysteries which 
raise the fingers to the scalp. I show this cover just in case 
our eagle eyed readers can give provide an alternative sug-
gestion than that offered. The cover (Fig 13) is to our old 
friend and his dear lady Mr. and Mrs. W. Hajénius in Ban-
doeng, but this time to his private address rather than his 
office. The dates thereon appear to be between the first 
and second KNILM proving flights from Singapore. 
Marked up Java. The date cancel is KATONG SINGA-
PORE 8 15 AM FE 1930 and a second cancel on the 
back SINGAPORE 9AM 18 FE 1930 together with the 
arrival of BANDOENG 20.2.30. 8-9N. With the two 
day delay between it seems likely that it was put on the 
ferry rather than being flown.

As a change from proving flights etc., the following 
two covers to Holland demonstrate the facilities available 
to customers if they did not wish to use airmail all the way. 
In this letter home the sender elected to use the local 
KNILM airmail service from Soerabaja only as far as 
Batavia and thence by surface even though by this date it 
could have connected with the third return flight back to 
Holland with KLM, PH-AEO on the 20th November 
1929. Marked up per Luchtpost / tot Batavia  the pair of 12½ 
stamps Wilhelmina met schip 10ct surprints covering the 
local airmail rate with the remaining Vürtheim stamps total-
ling 14cts. taking care of the surface rate. Five months on, 
the same Polling family have on this occasion chosen to 
send their letter home using both the airmail and surface 
facilities though on this occasion using a British vessel 
from Singapore. Sent airmail from Soerabaja to Singapore 
as the pair of 10ct Fokko Mees obligatory air mail  stamps 
indicate, with the surface postage rate at 20cts being 
slightly higher using a foreign ship. Marked up, per 

Figure 14
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Luchtpost / van Soerabaja tot Singapore and per Engelsche mail, 
which has been underlined twice by the postal clerk. See 
figures 14 & 15 

This registered cover from MALANG 4.3.30 1-
2N at fig 16 also serves to demonstrate the useful connec-
tion flights opened by KNILM three months earlier from 
Soerabaja to Batavia and thence by mail ship to Holland. 
The cover has been sealed by J.M.C.S. van Vliet, Articled 
Clerk 1st Class at the Malang Post Office bearing his per-
sonal seal. It has the arrival date stamp of s’GRAVEN-
HAGE (50) 27.III. 4N 1930, a transit of  23 days.

The pink and red airmail etiquette is unusual, type 
LPL 5a. (Bulterman)

Figure 15

Figure 16

The registered cover shown at fig 17 from Bijk. 
Bandoeng Riouwstraat is one that was sent on the open-
ing of the KNILM line to Djokjakarta another important 
centre of the populace of Java. Date cancelled four times 
from that Bandoeng post office 6.6.30.5-6N on the pair 
of 12½ct. Wilhelmina met Schip, this time seen in its virgin 
state without the Luchtpost surprint, a 7½ct Vürtheim and 
below left the 10 cent Fokko Mees airmail adhesive re-
quirement. On the reverse the arrival date cancel DJOK-
JAKARTA -7.6.30 11- 12V 

Commencing on the 18th July 1930 the KNILM 
made a promotional flight all around the island of Java 
starting from Bandoeng to Tegal and then on to Pekalon-
gan, Magelang, Semarang and so back to base. This exam-
ple at fig 18 shows an example flown between Magelang, 
Semarang and Bandoeng to our old friend there the PTT 
Inspector Den Heer W. Hajénius. It has a special promo-
tional date cancel, postulating in the slogan for encourag-
ing the general public to involve themselves with the cen-
sus in 1930, “VOLKSTELLING IS EEN ALGE-
MEEN BELANG” MAGELANG 22.7.30. 11.12V. 
Struck on a pre-printed envelope available from May to 
October 1930, with the new value of 12½cts of which 
there were some four examples, (G50 to G53).This light 
blue example being G52 with three differing size examples 
of the “ct 12½ ct”. For those interested in the minutia 
this example is G53ii. On the reverse the cancels of SE-
MARANG 22.7.30. 1-2N and BANDOENG 23.7.30 5-
6N

Figure 17
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Figure 18

Figure 19

As the heat of summer becomes a memory and the excit-
ing Test series have been and gone, may I close this in-
nings taster of the first year and a half of this young 
Dutch East Indies airline with a pair of my favourite post-
cards from that time, at fig 19. 

These unassuming pre-printed 12½ct postcards 
and the now familiar, “Wilhelmina met schip” with the 5cts 
surprint has a similar cancellation to the previous example, 
dated MAGELANG 19.9.30. 8-9V and it flew with the 
KNILM proving flight on Saturday 20th September as far 
as Pakanbaroe in Sumatra. The final stage of this long 
flight was Medan which connected with the fine Dutch 
mail ship (fig 20) the Christian Huygens. This postcard, 
(G40), has the date of arrival at the sub post office of 
PAKABAROE 20.9. 2-3N, and is one of 25 examples 
known.

Its twin, the second similar post card marks the 
return journey from that first mail boat connecting flight 
to Medan. The plane called at Pakanbaroe on it way home 
south to Batavia. Cancelled PAKANBAROE 22.9.30 8-
9V with further date cancels of SEMARANG 23.9.30 
10-11V and finally the small town of MAGELANG 
24.9.30 V with the special census cancellation outlined 
previously. Some 15 covers from Pakanbaroe on this initial 
return proving flight are known. The little place of Mage-
lang nestles beneath the mighty volcanoes of Gunung 
Simbing, Gunung Merbabu and Mount Merapi in central 
Java, which last blew it’s top three years ago. Whilst man 
may be inventive through the decades, as the growth of 
this small airline proved to be, which eventually was to 
morph into Indonesia’s mighty Garuda Airways, the natu-
ral world will always bring us back down to earth.

Figure 20. MS Christiaan Huygens.
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Map of the Dutch East Indies

To be continued

❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆
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Smith M, Transpacific Airmail from India in World War II

TRANSPACIFIC AIRMAIL FROM INDIA IN WORLD WAR II

THE SINGAPORE CONNECTION AND THE

‘TO BE FORWARDED BY AIR FROM SINGAPORE ‘ HANDSTAMPS

Max Smith

Transpacific airmail from India during World War II has interested me for some time but it is only recently that I 
have considered the role played by Singapore, sparked off  by a cover I bought recently with a hand–stamp:

TO BE FORWARDED BY
AIR FROM SINGAPORE.

With a little research and more than a little help from fellow collectors, it is apparent that mail from many other 
countries, travelling both eastwards and westwards through Singapore, was hand–stamped in a similar way. In fact, 
the countries of origin and destination might be considered largely irrelevant. I shall  come to the handstamps 
themselves later on, but before that, I had to understand the context in which they were used, with particular em-
phasis on mail from India travelling eastwards through Singapore.

Transpacific route from India

The original airmail service from India to the 
USA was westwards, via the UK. Transmission by air 
was only as far as the UK, followed by a sea passage 
across the Atlantic Ocean to New York. On the out-
break of war the air fee for this service had been fixed 
at 1 rupee 2 annas (Re.1–2––0) per half ounce, plus 
surface postage of 3½ annas (Re.0–3–6) for the first 
ounce and 2 annas for every succeeding ounce or part 
of an ounce. Then in April  19401 a transatlantic air 
service via unoccupied France was offered to the pub-
lic in India for a fee of Re.1–14–0 per half ounce, 
plus surface postage. I have never seen an example of 
mail sent by this route or at this rate, probably be-
cause transatlantic airmail services in the summer of 
1940 were patchy and inconsistent2, It was not avail-
able anyway for long, because when Italy entered the 
war on the Axis side in June 1940 the Mediterranean 
was closed to civilian mails and the westward airmail 
route was cut. The only airmail route westward from 
India to the USA was now the BOAC ‘Horseshoe’ 
route: by air to South Africa; by sea to the UK; and 
again by sea to the USA. An alternative route sud-
denly began to look more attractive.

An alternative airmail service from India to the 
USA eastwards across the Pacific Ocean had been 
first offered to the public in February 19403, at a fee 
of Rs.2–8–0 per half ounce, plus surface postage. I 
have seen a cover from India to the USA dated 15th 

January 1940, endorsed ‘Airmail via China Clipper’ 
that was censored at Hong Kong (no other date 
stamps). Stamps to the value of Re.1–2–0 are visible, 
which looks like an air fee without the surface post-
age, but it is nevertheless fairly clear evidence that 
mail was already being sent by this route before it was 
announced to the public.

The service used the former Imperial Airways 
(it had become BOAC from 1st April 1940) branch 
service from Bangkok via Hanoi to Hong Kong, there 
to link up with the Pan American Airlines route 
FAM144. Flights from Hong Kong were scheduled to 
leave Hong Kong weekly on Wednesdays and arrive at 
San Francisco on the following Tuesday5. At first the 
service from India was not much used. Despite the 
high cost, the expected time from Calcutta to San 
Francisco was expected to be 11 days6, so there 
should have been a considerable saving in time al-
though my cover from Calcutta dated 2nd March 1940 
actually took 17 days to reach Philadelphia. Transpa-
cific airmail from India to the USA dated earlier than 
July 1940 is scarce and I have seen only a handful of 
such covers, including one in June also charged the 
Re.1–2–0 air fee, but this time with surface postage as 
well. From July onwards the route became reasonably 
popular for important mail to the USA and covers are 
readily found.
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From mid–August 1940 the transpacific service 
was made available for airmail to the UK7 as well as 
USA, for the same air fee of Rs.2–8–0 per half ounce 
plus the surface rate, which indicates that transmis-

sion by air did not extend beyond the USA. This serv-
ice was also available before it was announced pub-
licly, because covers are found to the UK from India 
dated in July 1940.

Closure of the Bangkok–Hong Kong link, October 1940

The eastward service operated until October 
1940, when Japanese pressure on the French colonial 
government in Indo–China made flights across that 
territory so awkward that they were suspended8. Co-
incidentally in October, it was announced in India9 
that an (eastward) transatlantic air fee could be added 
to the transpacific air fee at a combined rate of Rs.3–
0–0 per half ounce, so as to secure air transmission 
for the whole journey to the UK. During the severe 
winter of 1940–41 Pan Am flew mail across the mid– 
or South Atlantic10 to Lisbon, where it was trans-
ferred to KLM (under charter to BOAC) and flown to 
Bristol11. There were no flights across the North At-
lantic. I presume that properly paid mail was actually 
flown across the Atlantic unless the airmail etiquette 

is cancelled. I have covers dated February and March 
1941 with airmail cancelled at New York, so they were 
sent by sea–mail for unexplained reasons.

From mid–October 1940 there was no airmail 
link between the Rangoon–Singapore leg of the 
BOAC route and the Pan Am terminus at Hong 
Kong. There clearly had to be a sea link, but from 
where? Although the branch air service to Hong 
Kong had operated from Bangkok, a sea voyage to 
Hong Kong from there would be outside Allied con-
trol. Singapore would be much more sensible. So 
from October 1940, eastward transpacific airmail con-
tinued on the BOAC flight to Singapore and was sent 
from there to Hong Kong by sea–mail.

Alternative route via Chungking

In December 1940 an all–air route from India 
to Hong Kong was re–established: from Rangoon, via 
Chungking, using the Chinese airline CNAC12. An 
extra air fee had to be paid on top of the existing 
transpacific airmail fee, increasing it to Rs.3–7–0 per 
half ounce (to the USA) or Rs.4–2–0 (to the UK). 
This raises a bit of a puzzle because one would expect 
that since mail for both destinations would be carried 
on the route, the fees would increase similarly. But the 
fees for mail to the UK increased by 3 annas per half 
ounce more than those for the USA. Perhaps the In-
dian Post Office expected anyone using the new 
Chungking route would also use the transatlantic air-
mail service, and the new fee, Rs.4–2–0, was therefore 
intended to be inclusive of all air fees. Nevertheless, 
the wording did not make it absolutely clear and many 
of the odd rates used during 1941 can be explained by 

regarding the three air fees as separate and capable of 
being mixed together. And, of course, it is worth em-
phasising that the route via Chungking was still an 
alternative route, requiring a superscription of ‘India 
Chungking–England (or USA)’. This is illustrated by 
covers to the USA between December 1940 and May 
1941 (and even into June) paid at the Rs.2–8–0 rate 
which were still carried by sea from Singapore to 
Hong Kong. This ‘mix–n–match’ principle is illus-
trated on a cover to the UK at the largest air fee of 
all, a huge Rs.4–10–0, where the sender had clearly 
added a transatlantic fee of 8 annas to the Rs.4–2–0. 
For reasons that are probably understandable, the 
Post Office did not also charge surface postage on 
this letter, presumably feeling that the sender had paid 
enough already (Rs.4–10–0 is equivalent to 7s 1d ster-
ling at 1s 6d per rupee, or 6s 2d at 1/4d).

The route via Auckland

The December 1940 notice also announced the 
introduction of a third alternative route, via Auckland, 
New Zealand, to meet the extended Pan Am service 
FAM19. Once again the air fees to England by this route 
increased proportionately more than those for the 
USA13, so it was expected that mail sent by this route 

would also include transatlantic air services. This service 
was only fortnightly, as opposed to the weekly 
Chungking service, and it was longer. The superscription 
required was ‘India – Auckland – England (or USA)’. I 
have seen only a handful of covers by this route before 
May 1941 so it was clearly not popular before then.
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May 1941 changes

May 1941 was an interesting time from three 
points of view. First the ‘Horseshoe route’ westwards 
was interrupted by disturbances in Iraq and the lengthy 
delays this caused led to greater pressure on the east-
ward, transpacific services. Second, the Indian Post Of-
fice consolidated the transpacific airmail postage rates 
and services on 23rd May14 so that the rates for the 
Chungking and Auckland routes were the same. And 
third, early in May the American airline Pan Am changed 
their western Pacific terminus from Hong Kong to Ma-
nila in the Philippines15. Pan Am also extended the 
flights from San Francisco via Manila on alternate weeks 
to Hong Kong (first eastbound return flight on 21st May) 
and Singapore (first eastbound return flight on 28th 
May)16. The service to Singapore became weekly from 
October 194117.

The extended service was publicised in the Dutch 
East Indies, where it effectively replaced the Java to Ma-
nila service that had been operated spasmodically by 
KNILM18. But it was not apparently advertised to the 
Indian public. This is odd, particularly since it was also 
clearly known to the public in Bahrain. Geoff Oxley 
illustrated a series of covers19 from correspondents 
working with an oil company in Bahrain which have a 
fairly primitive hand–stamp ‘Via B.O.A.C. to [insert] / 
Pan American Airways / to Sanfrancisco’ (sic). The in-
serts on different covers show Sydney, Auckland and 
Singapore. Whether the stamp was privately manufac-
tured or a product of the Bahrain PO does not affect the 
fact that correspondents as far west as Bahrain knew 
sufficient about the arrangements to choose the route 
they wanted. So it seems that the public in India may not 
have known which service they were getting.

The decline of the Chungking route

The departure dates20 listed after July 1941 indi-
cate that as the year went on Singapore, with thirteen 
departures, was much busier than Hong Kong, with only 
five. Mail flown by the Chungking route to Hong Kong 
on the alternate weeks could still join the Clipper route at 
Manila by sea (two sailings a week with a transit time of 
five days)21 or, from September 1941, by a weekly shuttle 
airmail service22. Boyle23 proposes that the Singapore 

service ‘superseded’ the Rangoon–Chungking–Hong 
Kong route, but I would be surprised if the Chungking 
route was withdrawn entirely without a public an-
nouncement in India. On the other hand, it does seem 
that the direct air service from Singapore may have re-
placed the sea–mail link between Singapore and Hong 
Kong.

Who directed mail via Singapore?

The Rangoon–Chungking–Hong Kong route was 
advertised in India as a weekly service24. It was a difficult 
flight, ‘over the hump’. It was considerably easier to fly 
to Manila from Singapore. On alternate weeks, mail 
could connect direct with the American Clipper flights at 
Singapore, so it seems that whenever the opportunity 
arose, the Indian Post Office would divert (Indian) mail 
prepaid for transmission via Chungking to the Singa-
pore–San Francisco service. This was on the basis that it 
would be to the customer’s benefit; in the sense that if 
they had known it existed, they would have chosen to 
use it because they had already paid a hefty surcharge for 
transit by air throughout. There was no extra cost to the 
sender, despite the American airline having to fly a fur-
ther l,300 miles. The May Supplement to the USPO 
Guide, which announced the extension, said “… there will 

be no change in postage rates on account of this change.”25. More 
difficult to understand is why the public in India were 
not apparently told about all this.

Similar discretion may not have been extended to 
mail specifically directed via Auckland. The longer and 
less frequent Auckland route would only be used anyway 
when neither Chungking nor Singapore offered any ad-
vantage. If this is so–and I admit that I have no factual 
evidence to support the theory–it would only be covers 
specifically directed ‘via Chungking’ that would need any 
endorsement by the Post Office (Figure 1. See inside 
cover page)). Mail  directed simply ‘by the transpacific 
route ‘ or ‘via USA ‘ would not need an explanation, but 
it is also true to say that many covers that do not have a 
specific ‘via Chungking ‘ endorsement still have a ‘… 
from Singapore’ cachet.
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Figure 1: ‘TO BE FORWARDED BY 
AIR FROM SINGAPORE ‘ cachet on 
cover directed via Chungking from 

Calcutta, 6th October 1941.
Note one 3½ annas stamp is missing

Figure 2:  ‘Via Pacific Clipper ‘ from Calcutta on 30th Sep-
tember 1941.

Figure 3: ‘Via Singapore and China 
Clipper ‘.
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What did the Indian public know about the Singapore
route and the Clippers?

I have said throughout this article that public 
announcements were not made in India about an air-
mail route via Singapore. That may not be correct. It 
may be that I have just not seen one yet (although I 
have seen most airmail postal notices issued in India 
through the war). The Pan Am Clipper fleet all had 
names (Atlantic, China, Honolulu, Pacific etc. Clipper). 
Covers are sometimes endorsed ‘via Pacific Clipper’ 
and such like and I do wonder just how much the In-
dian Post Office knew about the airmail schedules 
during this period. At best they may be aware of the 
route for the next flight and might tell the sender at 
the time of posting a letter, even if it was not broad-
cast in advance. But it seems most unlikely that they 
knew which aircraft was flying from Singapore. The 
evidence, although quite interesting, points against it.

It is just possible that the cover (Figure 2) from 
Calcutta on 30th September 1941 endorsed ‘Via Pa-
cific Clipper’ might have been intended to fly on that 
aircraft on its first flight across the Pacific in October 
1941. The aircraft actually arrived at Singapore on 5th 
October, six days late after suffering damage on the 
outward flight26, and left on 6th. It is unrealistic to 
expect that my cover left Singapore on board, despite 
the delay, which could not have been predicted when 
the letter was posted.

Morenweiser illustrates a cover from Karachi to 
the USA endorsed ‘via Pacific Clipper:’, but this is 
dated November 1940 – ten months too early for the 
aircraft’s first flight. On the other hand, to complicate 

matters, Boyle illustrates a cover from Thailand to the 
USA dated 22nd September 194128 with a clear rubber 
hand–stamp ‘CALIFORNIA CLIPPER’ and en-
dorsed ‘Via Auckland’. According to Proud’s tables, 
the California Clipper last flew from Auckland at the 
beginning of September 1941 and did not return to 
New Zealand. Instead, she arrived at Singapore on 3rd 
October, ready to return eastwards on the 4th. Boyle’s 
cover would clearly have been in time to catch the 
California  Clipper, but from Singapore, not from Auck-
land.

There are also China Clipper references, as on 
the January 1940 cover I referred to above and the 
one illustrated (Figure 3), from Bombay to the USA 
dated 7th April  1941 endorsed via Singapore and China 
Clipper. ‘Singapore’ here is a red herring. It means by sea 
from Singapore to Hong Kong, not by air. And yet 
the ‘China Clipper’ did fly from Hong Kong on 26th 
April and arrived in San Francisco on 3rd May. This 
cover is date–stamped New York on 4th May so it was 
clearly carried on board that aircraft. When the letter 
was posted on 7th April, the China Clipper was just ap-
proaching Manila from San Francisco. It had time to 
return to San Francisco (16th) and fly back to Hong 
Kong again before picking up the mail  with this cover 
in it. But it is still  much more likely to have been a 
quite remarkable piece of guesswork on the part of 
the sender, rather than the Bombay Post Office 
knowing the flight schedule that far in advance. These 
endorsements really meant only ‘by Clipper across the 
Pacific’ and did not refer to the particular aircraft.

Where were the ‘Singapore ‘ handstamps applied?

There is little doubt that the cachets were ap-
plied at Singapore. The evidence to support this is 
compelling – almost overwhelming. But it has puzzled 
me for a long time as to why the handstamps say ‘To 
be forwarded by air …’, which is not correct gram-
matically if the action had already been carried out at 
Singapore. It should have read just ‘Forwarded by air 
…’. And its precise meaning is also ambiguous. It 
might mean that an article should be forwarded by air 
from Singapore (as opposed to by sea from Singa-
pore), or by air from Singapore (as opposed to by air 
from somewhere else). The only possible justification 
for this might be that the stamp was applied at a dif-

ferent office in Singapore (perhaps the censor’s office) 
from that which dispatched the mail (the post office).

And remember that airmail from India directed 
via Chungking should not have reached Singapore at 
all. It should have been diverted at Rangoon. So the 
Indian Post Office clearly determined which airmail 
was to be sent via Rangoon, Chungking and Hong 
Kong and which was to be sent direct from Singa-
pore. Where was this discretion exercised? There are 
only two logical choices: Calcutta or Rangoon, al-
though I would hesitate before plumping for one over 
the other, it is just possible that one of the stamps 
might have been applied there.
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Censorship

Censorship arrangements, secret as they were, 
do offer some clues about the way that mail  was han-
dled. For example, I have two covers, one from Cal-
cutta to the USA in March 1941 endorsed ‘In-
dia–Chungking–USA’; and one from Ganjam (Eastern 
India) to the UK in April 1941 ‘via Hong Kong–U-
SA–Lisbon route’, both of which were passed by both 
Calcutta and Rangoon censors. I would have expected 
airmail  for the Chungking route to be bundled and 
bagged at Calcutta, immediately after being censored 
(and in one case taxed, for it was underpaid). The only 
justification for it to be taken out and censored again 
at Rangoon must have been that it was being trans-

ferred from BOAC to a foreign airline (CNAC). The 
presence of a Rangoon censor on a cover can there-
fore be taken as fairly conclusive evidence that it was 
flown from there by CNAC via Chungking to Hong 
Kong. It is more tenuous to extend this line of argu-
ment to suggest that airmail would only have been 
directed via Chungking if there is a Rangoon censor’s 
stamp on the cover, but it is a possibility. It would be 
interesting to know when the practice of censoring 
Indian covers again at Rangoon began and ended; and 
also whether airmail to or from other countries by 
this route was also censored at Rangoon, so please 
report any covers you have.

The handstamps

This brings us to the handstamps themselves. 
They were used over a considerable period and since 
they were made of rubber, there are many distortions 
of each that suggest that several stamps might have 
been cast from the same mould, but they are not sig-
nificant enough to say that they are ‘different stamps’.

In my view there are three handstamps. The 
smallest hand–stamp is the most common and Ted 
Proud shows three separate versions of it (AM11, 
AM12 and AMI5)29, but the differences do not seem 
sufficient to justify saying they are different stamps. 
Some impressions have a stop, some do not; there are 
minor differences in length and in the positioning of 
characters at either end. But none of this seems sig-
nificant enough to say that it could not have been 
achieved by striking the stamp on uneven envelopes, 
with differing degrees of pressure. The relative posi-
tioning of the letters is the same and it is pretty clear 
that they were cast from the same mould. In fact 
there could have been a dozen or more dies from that 
mould. In my view that indicates a single stamp, un-
less one particular die can be identified separately as a 
result of  damage.

The small stamp is normally in violet ink, al-
though occasionally in black. It is found on covers 
from India to the UK dated from May to October 
1941. Geoff Oxley also recorded a cover from Nai-
robi in August 194130, and Boyle illustrates one in 
November 1941 from Manila to Batavia in the Dutch 
East Indies31. Several  members have shown me ex-
amples of this stamp on mail  during 1941 passing in 

both directions between some fairly exotic locations 
such as, eastward: Tanganyika to the USA; Palestine to 
Argentina; westward: Jamaica to Bahrain; China to 
Southern Rhodesia; the Philippines to the Dutch East 
Indies; and so on.

There is much greater relative difference be-
tween the two larger stamps. Proud illustrates just one 
example of each (AM13 with F of FORWARDED 
over O of FROM, which I shall call L1; and AM14 
with F of FORWARDED over the space between R 
of AIR and F of FROM, which I shall  call L2). The 
larger handstamps are much less common than the 
small. They are normally found on registered mail 
which would have been handled separately from ordi-
nary mail at every stage, including through censorship, 
so it is logical that registered and unregistered mail 
would not have passed through the same pairs of 
hands at the same time. I have seen L1 on copies of 
covers dated 9th May 1941 from Manila (Philippines) 
to Calcutta and 19th May 1941 from Darjeeling, India 
to the UK32; and L2 on copies of covers dated 22nd 
July 1941 from Ramnad, Dacca, censored at Calcutta 
on its way to UK33 and 1st December 1941 from Cal-
cutta (via Singapore on 10th December) to Brazil34.
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Use in 1940

Surprisingly (to me, at any rate), covers exist 
from Palestine to the UK clearly dated in 1940, a year 
before the American service began. Geoff Oxley il-
lustrated a cover dated 30th July 1940 endorsed ‘Via 
Singapore/Pacific Clipper./Atlantic Clipper’ which has the 
small ‘TO BE FORWARDED BY/AIR FROM 
SINGAPORE’ stamp and also a small Singapore cen-
sor’s stamp in very similar type35. Boyle shows one 
with the larger triangular censor’s stamp dated 26th 
July 1940 from Palestine to the USA36 and Ian Warn 
illustrated one from British FPO 121 (Palestine) dated 
29th August 194037. The reason for the early airmail 
via Singapore was that a special service was set up in 
July 1940 for the forces in Palestine after the Mediter-
ranean routes had been closed in June. Troops in the 
Middle East were now faced with sending mail to the 
UK by the Horseshoe route via the Cape. The sur-
charge for the service was fairly high, at 3/– per half 
ounce (equivalent to the Indian air fee of Rs.2–8–0). 
The mails were flown by KLM, probably all  the way 
to Singapore. It is possible that the RAF may have 
flown them from Singapore to meet the PAA Clipper 
service at Hong Kong, but there may also have been 
another service available. In any event, the service 
from Palestine. was considered unsuccessful and the 
transit times offered no advantage over the African 
route38.

So what was the airmail service operating from 
Singapore in mid–1940? Pan Am had not reached 

there by that date. Sieh and Blackburn do not men-
tion it from the Chinese point of view; van Aalzum 
mentions only an irregular Dutch service to Manila 
from Java, which was not widely announced in the 
Dutch East Indies, let alone Palestine; Entwistle39 is 
silent and so is Daynes40. Boyle41 provides a clue by 
saying that the cachet was probably applied to covers 
that required a transfer from one airline to another; 
and Wilson42 presents evidence to support it. BOAC 
did not fly all the way to Australia (in fact it is not at 
all clear whether at this time they flew the whole way 
across India). They had to transfer mail to the Austra-
lian airline QANTAS and presumably the exchange 
between BOAC (or possibly Indian Trans–Continen-
tal Airways Ltd43) and QANTAS was at Singapore. 
Until July 1940 all transpacific airmail would be sent 
on from Singapore to Hong Kong by sea. But when 
the Pan Am FAM19 service began to operate from 
Auckland to San Francisco in the middle of July 1940, 
an all air route was established across Australia by 
QANTAS and from Sydney by Tasman Empire Air-
ways Ltd to Auckland. So in 1940 the stamp may have 
been used to indicate airmail that was to be carried by 
air beyond Singapore by QANTAS. The wording fit-
ted a fairly narrow set of circumstances: a choice be-
tween sending mail by air from Singapore or by sea 
from Singapore. Perhaps the handstamps continued in 
use into 1941 and the possible circumstances for their 
use expanded without anyone considering it worth 
making another, more explicit stamp.

Was it an AV2 replacement, or an alternative to OAT?

Another theory worth expounding (I have to 
thank Andrew Norris for drawing my attention to 
this; it is also mentioned by John Daynes 44) is that it 
replaced the ‘AV2’ stamp used at Singapore (Heifetz45 
AV2 type 1) following confusion over routes and 
other problems during the early part of the war, in-
cluding censorship. It may have been easier just to 
stamp mail than to count and list it on a form AV2. 
The Singapore ‘AV2’ is reported from January 1940 
with a preponderance towards the early months in the 
year although, inevitably, Heifetz records a stray ex-
ample from Kenya to the USA in November 1941. 
And the AV2 was struck in black or red, not violet.

At the risk of stating the obvious, ‘TO BE 
FORWARDED BY/AIR FROM SINGAPORE’ 

stamp conveys precisely the same intention as the 
‘OAT’ (Onward Air Transmission) stamps that began 
to appear in London also during 1940 and is similar to 
the ‘Air Transit’ stamps at Hong Kong at the same 
time46. All were great centres for international airmail 
and clearly needed to distinguish mail that was to be 
sent on again by air. The expressions probably devel-
oped independently. The difference was probably in 
whom the instruction was addressed to. The London 
OAT stamp was used in the Foreign Section of the 
London Post Office and was presumably for the in-
struction of other post office sorters47. Heifetz does 
not mention the effect of censorship arrangements in 
London, but Singapore was no doubt a different mat-
ter.
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Censorship at Singapore

How much mail  was censored at Singapore? 
Closed mails from Empire countries like India would 
surely be sufficiently numerous to argue against being 
opened and censored in Singapore. They had nor-
mally already been subjected to British censorship, so 
the vast majority of individual letters were not cen-
sored again. Nor was mail from neutral countries, as 
was the USA at this time. But they may still have been 
handled by the censor’s office. The censor’s office at 
Singapore will have certainly dealt with a large num-
ber of origins and destinations. When mails had to be 
distributed among censors on the basis of language 
used in the communication, a bag or bundle of mail 
might be dispersed among as many as ten or a dozen 
censors. There had to be some form of control to 
ensure that when letters had been censored, they were 
restored to their original class of mail (air or surface; 
registered or unregistered) and sent on to the right 

destination. Stamps with numbers and letters in cir-
cles are now believed to have played some part in this 
and lain Dyce wrote a detailed article on one aspect of 
this in the Malay Philatelist recently48.

The ‘TO BE FORWARDED BY/AIR FROM 
SINGAPORE’ stamp may have helped in this proc-
ess. If the stamp was used only on airmail that in-
volved a change of airline, one has to wonder how 
much airmail did not involve a change of airline. Not 
much, I should imagine. But it seems that nearly all 
the mail might have involved a change of aircraft. 
When an aircraft arrived at Singapore, the mails were 
unloaded and taken off to the censor’s office; mean-
while the aircraft was reloaded with the censored 
mails from the previous flight49. So the most plausible 
reason for the stamp’s use does seem to have been as 
an aid to controlling the mail while in the censor’s 
office.

The ‘bundle’ theory

Lastly there is always the suggestion that the 
relative scarcity of these (and other) handstamps is 
because they were applied only to the top cover in a 
bundle. It is often too simple an answer–almost the 
postal historian’s excuse for not looking any further. 
All mails from India had to be bundled and labelled 
with a check slip, which carried the forward sorting 
instructions for that bundle. Labelled bundles were 
put into bags, which were sealed if they contained 
sufficient bundles. The sealed bags were labelled with 
the name of the office authorised to open them and 
international sorting has always been done by bags 
and bundles. The one exception is the AV2 system 
mentioned earlier. Bundles always have labels. They 

are never just a bundle of letters where the sorter has 
to look at the address on the top letter to decide what 
to do with the bundle.

It is just possible that these stamps might have 
been intended to aid sorting by bundle and should 
have been struck on the check slip. In that case, im-
pressions on letters would have missed the check slip 
and fallen on the letter instead. But then there would 
have undoubtedly been many half–struck impres-
sions–half on and half off the letter. But that is just 
not the case, unless someone can show me some ex-
amples. I think there is a much more definite purpose 
than that. Impressions were struck deliberately on 
individual letters.

Conclusion
In the end, although it is still not possible to provide conclusive answers to most of these problems, it has 

certainly been an entertaining exercise examining some of the possibilities. I extend my grateful thanks for their 
constructive comments and generous advice to: Ian McQueen, Andrew Norris, Keith Elliott, Keith Fitton, Geoff 
Oxley, John Jackson; John Woollam, Jeffrey Brown and Robert Johnson.
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Wilson J, The Germany to South America service

The Germany to South America service in transition to War

John Wilson

The airmail services between Germany and South America,1 started in 1934 had, by 1939, developed into a fast 
and efficient method of communicating between two continents. A letter leaving Frankfurt could arrive in Rio de 
Janeiro in three days and in Buenos Aires in four, using intermediate stops at Bathurst in the Gambia and Natal in 
Brazil. However, with the onset of war in Europe the use of a British Colony as a transit point could not continue 
and Lufthansa flights to South America ended in August 1939, the last southbound flight being L481 leaving 
Frankfurt on 24th August, arriving in Rio de Janeiro on the 26th and Buenos Aires on the 27th. The next flight 
scheduled for departure from Frankfurt on the 31st August was cancelled.

Clearly, with the close business and other con-
nections between Germany and her sphere of influ-
ence in South America, mail could not simply stop, 
and the period of transition from peace to war can be 
illustrated by the study of mail carried between the 
end of the Lufthansa service in August and the start 
of the Italian LATI service on the 21st of December 
1939.2

Two covers (figures 1 and 2. See cover pages) 
from Germany to the same address in Curityba, Brazil 
illustrate the effects of the loss of Lufthansa service. 
The first cover posted on 21st August 1939 must have 
been carried on Lufthansa flight L481 since it arrived 
in Curityba on the 28th. The cover carries the correct 
postage rate of 150 Rpf. made up from 25Rpf surface 
rate plus the 125 Rpf air fee. A second (275 Rpf. 
double rate) cover from the same source and to the 
same address posted on 25th  August 1939 and thus 
missing the last Lufthansa flight did not arrive in Cu-
rityba until 29th September. How did this cover travel?

The fact that both covers carry a Curityba 
“Correo Aero” arrival stamp would indicate that both 
travelled by air. There was an established coordinated 
arrangement between Lufthansa and Air France1 and 
shown in the Deutsche Reichspost “Luftpostliste”, 
that had provided a twice a week service to South 
America, but with the onset of war the French service 
was halted with the flight leaving France on 27th 
August. Since this would have arrived in Rio de Ja-
neiro on 29th or 30th August, it seems unlikely that the 
cover posted on 25th August caught this flight. Ac-
cording to Aitink & Hovenkamp,3 Air France re-
sumed the South America service on 10th September, 
with subsequent flights on the 17th and 24th, any of 
which could have carried this mail.

The next two covers (figures 3 and 4) were ad-
dressed and paid for as per the Luftpostliste issued 
for June/July 1939. A new Luftpostliste came into 
force on 7th October 1939 which surprisingly still  of-
fered the Lufthansa service to South America, even 
though this no longer existed. The situation in reality 
however was somewhat different as demonstrated by 
the next two covers from Germany to Argentina and 
Brazil.

The first, from Freiberg to Buenos Aires was 
posted on 10th October 1939, carrying the correct 
Lufthansa postage of 205 Rpf, made up of 25 Rpf 
surface rate plus 30 Rpf registration and 150 Rpf air 
fee. The cover could not have travelled by German 
service since it did not exist, and the presence of a 
New York transit mark dated 18th October shows that 
the cover must have travelled on the FAM-18 Pan 
American flight 44 leaving Lisbon on 17th October.

The next cover (figure 5) however, posted in 
Bremen on 13th October and addressed to Sao Paulo 
carries a totally different postage rate, explained by 
the handwritten endorsement (faint) reading “Mit 
Luftpost nach Nord Amerika ü ab. New York”. De-
spite being posted only three days after the cover 
from Freiberg, this acknowledges the fact of an all-air 
route to South America via the United States, al-
though the first time the route appears in an official 
document is in the Luftpostliste dated 15th November 
1939, in which the postage rates are changed and align 
with this cover. Note the first appearance of the 
LATI service, with the footnote “Eröffnung wird 
noch bekannt gegeben” (Opening to be announced).

The rate paid at Bremen should have been 215 
Rpf, made up of 25 Rpf surface rate plus two air fees 
(6g letter) of 95 Rpf. In fact the sender has paid 225 
Rpf?
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A cover (figure 6) from Hamburg to Quito, 
Ecuador sent on 20th October shows that the new all-
air route was well known, allowing someone to have a 
“nach Nordamerika” handstamp prepared. The cover 
arrived in Quito on 1st November having travelled via 

Pan American trans-Atlantic service from Lisbon. 
The rate paid was 110 Rpf, made up from the 25 Rpf 
surface rate plus the new 85 Rpf all-air fee to Ecua-
dor.

In the Luftpostliste of 7th October 1939, a new 
route was shown using sea transport to New York 
then all-air from New York into South America. The 
cover (figure 7) shows a cover from Hamburg to 

Guayaquil, Ecuador correctly endorsed “Mit Luftpost 
ab New York” and carrying the correct rate of 70 
Rpf, made up from 25 Rpf surface rate plus 45 Rpf 
air fee from New York.

All in all, this transition period between the end of the Lufthansa service to South America and the intro-
duction of the new LATI service from Rome provides an interesting commentary on the difficulties of providing 
an airmail service, and the ingenious ways that were found to maintain the service.

References.
1. Graue, James W. and Duggan, John, “Deutsche Lufthansa, South Atlantic Airmail Service 1934-1939”, (Zep-

pelin Study Group, Ickenham, 2000).
2. Beith, Richard (1993), The Italian South Atlantic Air Mail Service 1939-1941’, Chester, Richard Beith Associates.
3. Aitink, Hans E. and Hovenkamp, Egbert (2005), Bridging the Continents in Wartime, Enschede, The Nether-

lands. .
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FAM 22 – Unintended consequences

First Flight covers
1. Lagos to Havana, Cuba, 14th December 1941

John Wilson

The inaugural service of the Pan American Airways which left the United States in early December 1941 bound for Leo-
poldville in the Belgian Congo was due to return via Lagos, Nigeria and Bathurst in the Gambia. However, the United 
States entered the Second World War whilst the flight was in progress, and as a precautionary measure, the call at Bathurst 
on the return flight was cancelled due to the proximity of French Vichy forces in Dakar, Senegal, not far to the north of 
Bathurst.
As a consequence of this decision, any “First Flight” covers due to be carried from Bathurst remained there until another 
PanAmerican aircraft could be diverted from its regular Lisbon to New York route (Flight 482) to pick up these covers and 
transport them back to the United States. Covers that left Lagos on the real first flight that were endorsed “Lagos to 
Bathurst” were therefore carried not to Bathurst but all the way back to the United States, and Pan American Philatelic sec-
tion took it upon themselves to return the “Lagos–Bathurst” covers back to Bathurst in order that they should receive a 
Bathurst cancellation. All such covers arrived in, and were cancelled in Bathurst on 2nd February 1942 and then re–for-
warded to their addressees as appropriate.

Not all  recipients of these covers were resident in the United States and this must have created a few problems for 
the Postal staff in Bathurst who had to decide how to correctly process them. One such cover (figure 1) illustrates the “un-
intended consequences” of the Pan American decision to “cheat the system” in returning covers to Bathurst. Addressed to 
Havana, Cuba, the correct route had the original first flight taken place as planned would have been Lagos – Bathurst – 
Miami – Cuba, but as things worked out the cover ended its journey not in Miami but back in Bathurst on 2nd February. 
From the evidence of the cover itself it would indicate that the process used was to forward it by surface mail, and it was 
carried not to Cuba but to England where it was opened and re–sealed by Examiner 1026, confirmed by Morenweiser as 
being located in the UK.

Quite how it then reached Cuba is open to speculation, but there is an arrival mark of Havana dated 23rd April  1942. 
How do we know that the cover went to England before Cuba? Conveniently there is a clear offset of the Cuba canceller 
from the previous letter in the stack, which is on top of the UK Censor label, on the cover’s front, thus confirming the se-
quence of  events.

2. Leopoldville to Bathurst, 6th December 1941
Barbara Priddy

The inaugural service of the Pan American Airways which left the United States in early December 1941 bound for Leo-
poldville in the Belgian Congo was due to return via Lagos, Nigeria and Bathurst in the Gambia. However, the United 
States entered the Second World War whilst the flight was in progress, and as a precautionary measure, the call at Bathurst 
on the return flight was cancelled due to the proximity of Vichy French forces in Dakar, Senegal, not far to the north of 
Bathurst.

As a consequence, covers from Leopoldville to Bathurst and Lagos to Bathurst were overflown to Miami, and sent 
back to Bathurst via Lagos at the beginning of February, to acquire the appropriate backstamp before being finally returned 
to their originators in USA by ship. Or should have been. But there’s always one that escapes, and the cover illustrated here, 
intended to go from Leopoldville to Bathurst, was off–loaded at Lagos and made its way separately directly up the coast of 
West Africa to Bathurst.

This cover (figure 2) may have been treated differently because it originated in South Africa. It was sent privately 
under cover to the postmaster in Leopoldville, who cancelled it on 6th December and cacheted it for the return flight of 
13th December. It is clearly addressed to Bathurst, but it was offloaded at Lagos. Here it was censored, and backstamped at 
Lagos on 13th December 1941 and received the 13th December 1941 Nigerian first flight cachet (not necessarily in that or-
der) normally applied to covers completing the Leopoldville to Lagos stage. When the error was noticed, it should have 
been sent directly to Bathurst on the weekly PAA–Africa flight, but instead it was sent by ship to Freetown, where it was 
backstamped on 29th December 1941. Transferred to another ship, it reached Bathurst on 7th January 1942. Uncalled for, it 
was marked return to sender and sent back to Freetown by ship where it was again backstamped on 19th January 1942 
(struck over the Bathurst backstamp). From here, it would have been returned to Port Elizabeth in South Africa by ship.
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BAMS Auction No 4

Closing date for postal bids November 2013.
Bids to be sent to: P Lister

97 Albany Park Avenue, Enfield Highway, EN3 5NX
or by email p.a.lister@btinternet.com

Note: All Prices are Vendor’s reserve, lower bid will not be accepted.

Auction Catalogue

Lot#  Description  Reserve

 BRITISH (Internals) 
1 1913 Sinclair Tobacco vignettes, marginal block 15 (3x5) unused with postcard B.C.Hucks standing by his aeroplane.  £45.00
2 May 1st 1924 Belfast to Paris, Flown Belfast Liverpool  2.5.24 2d adhesive Wembley exhibition slogan cancel  £30.00
3 G.W.R 12 April 33, 2 covers both bearing 3d Newspaper lables (one faded) and cancelled at Plymouth and Torquay £50.00
4 G.W.R 22 May 33 Plymouth - Birmingham, boxed Plymouth acceptance £10.00
5 G.W.R 6 June 33 Cardiff  Plymouth, very attractive Pitman hand written cover  £12.00
6 G.W.R. Birmingham Plymouth circular Birmingham cancel  £12.00
7 1934 1 December Wick - Inverness, timed arrival cachet  £2.00
8 4 Dec 1934 Glasgow Liverpool, Wings airport arrival cachet on face £3.00
9  1934 (29/5), Highland Airways FF Inverness - Orkney with red/green vignette £10.00
10 1934 (29/5), Highland Airways FF Orkney Inverness, printed ORKNEY-INVERNESS/AlR MAIL envelope  £8.00
11 1972 (29/5), 40th anniv. Highland Airways FF, commem cover with Inverness handstamp and booklet  £5.00
12 1977 (23/11), 40th anniv Shetland Airmail, British airways souvenir covers flown Aberdeen-Shetland by G-BCOF and 

Shetland-Aberdeen by G-BCOE, both with souvenir booklets. (2)  £12.00
13 1984 (29/5), 50th anniv. Highland Airways FF, souvenir aerogramme with Kirkwall handstamp + same handstamp on 

pictorial Commemorative Exhibition cover (2)  £6.00
14 1987 (23/11), 50th anniv Shetland Airmail, plain cover with special Aberdeen commem slogan and piece with Lerwick 

slogan; 60th anniv Shetland airmail, plain en_elopes with special handstamp (3), (4 covers, on piece)  £5.00
15 1994 (29/5), 60th anniv Highland Airways FF, colourful souvenir covers (different) to Kirkwall with special cds (2) with 

detailed insert (1) + 2009 (29/5) 75th anniv with special cds (3), (5 in all + insert) £10.00

etc
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B.A.M.S Auction No.4
29th May 2013

Prices Realised

Lot # Reserve £ Sold £
1 £45.00 £70.00
2 £30.00 £36.00
3 £50.00 –
4 £10.00 –
5 £12.00 £22.00
6 £12.00 £19.00
7 £2.00 –
8 £3.00 £3.00
9 £10.00 £10.00
10 £8.00 –
11 £5.00 –
12 £12.00 –
13 £6.00 –
14 £5.00 –
15 £10.00 –
16 £12.00 –
17 £18.00 –
18 £4.00 –
19 £30.00 –
20 £6.00 –
21 £8.00 –
22 £6.00 £6.00
23 £2.00 –
24 £50.00 –
25 £25.00 –
26 £40.00 –
27 £30.00 £38.00
28 £25.00 –
29 £40.00 £110.00
30 £22.00 £22.00
31 £25.00 £25.00
32 £30.00 £34.00
33 £45.00 £45.00
34 £10.00 £10.00
35 £10.00 –
36 £10.00 –
37 £20.00 –
38 £10.00 £10.00
39 £10.00 £10.00
40 £10.00 £10.00
41 £10.00 £10.00
42 £10.00 –
43 £10.00 £10.00
44 £10.00 £15.00
45 £10.00 £10.00
46 £10.00 £15.00
47 £10.00 £10.00
48 £10.00 £10.00
49 £10.00 –
50 £8.00 £8.00
51 £10.00 –
52 £10.00 £25.00
53 – –

Lot # Reserve £ Sold £ 
54 £35.00 £35.00
55 £30.00 –
56 £18.00 £20.00
57 £5.00 £5.00
58 £8.00 £8.00
59 £6.00 £11.00
60 £6.00 £8.00
61 £8.00 £8.00
62 £18.00 –
63 £18.00 –
64 £8.00 £8.00
65 £8.00 –
66 £4.00 £7.00
67 £25.00 £54.00
68 £10.00 £10.00
69 £3.00 –
70 £18.00 £26.00
71 £6.00 £6.00
72 £10.00 £10.00
73 £2.00 –
74 £5.00 –
75 £2.00 –
76 £6.00 £6.00
77 £18.00 –
78 £10.00 £10.00
79 £25.00 £25.00
80 £18.00 £29.00
81 £6.00 –
82 £8.00 £11.00
83 £15.00 –
84 £24.00 –
85 £6.00 £6.00
86 £8.00 £11.00
87 £6.00 £9.00
88 £4.00 –
89 £18.00 £26.00
90 £4.00 –
91 £20.00 £20.00
92 £8.00 £8.00
93 £18.00 –
94 £18.00 £18.00
95 £20.00 –
96 £6.00 £6.00
97 £4.00 £4.00
98 £10.00 –
99 £5.00 £8.00
100 £6.00 £7.00
101 £6.00 £6.00
102 £14.00 £16.00
103 £12.00 –
104 £25.00 £26.00
105 £25.00 £30.00

Lot # Reserve £ Sold £ 
106 £15.00 £17.00
107 £10.00 £10.00
108 £6.00 –
109 £4.00 –
110 £4.00 –
111 £4.00 –
112 £10.00 £10.00
113 £10.00 £10.00
114 £10.00 –
115 £10.00 £10.00
116 £10.00 –
117 £7.50 –
118 £8.00 –
119 £80.00 £100.00
120 £5.00 £8.00
121 £5.00 –
122 £5.00 –
123 £5.00 –
124 £20.00 £26.00
125 £7.50 –
126 £10.00 –
127 £10.00 –
128 £40.00 £40.00
129 £35.00 –
130 £28.00 –
131 £28.00 –
132 £18.00 £29.00
133 £20.00 –
134 £20.00 –
135 £4.00 –
136 £6.00 £7.00
137 £15.00 £15.00
138 £10.00 £10.00
139 £10.00 £12.00
140 £12.00 £12.00
141 £5.00 –
142 £12.00 –
143 £4.00 –
144 £4.00 £4.00
145 £8.00 –
146 £5.00 –
147 £15.00 –
148 £10.00 –
149 £10.00 –
150 £6.00 £6.00
161 – – 
 Total:  £1,417.00
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The following are considered links to sites on the Internet members may find useful. Members 
are urged to send in any they would like to see added to this list, and those which no longer are 
accessible. No guarantee can be given of  the accuracy of  their content.

Airmail Collector. Member Colin Roberts Aerophilatelic Auctions
 Postal Auction | Airmail Collector
Harry Gitner’s site for all things relating to Zeppelin post. A commercial site. 
 http://www.hgitner.com/
 
Australian Philatelic Federation. The National body of  organised philately in Australia.
 Australian Philatelic Federation
Stanley Gibbons. Britain’s premier stamp dealer. Stanley Gibbons
Flight Magazine’s Archive. Select Historic for access to past issues of the magazine, or the 
following link for access to Flight’s Home page. Flight Global Archive
The invaluable collection of  images of  many timetables, both old and new.
 Airline Timetable Images
Invaluable for anyone with an interest in New Zealand philately and aerophilately.
 New Zealand Stamp Images
Philatelic literature specialists and publishers. HH Sales Limited. HH Sales Limited
A diverse range of  examples of  censored and military mail
 Censored and Military Postal History
A site dedicated to catapult mail sent from the two German ships “SS BREMEN” and “SS 
EUROPA”. CATAPULTMAIL
A site devoted to commercial aviation in the USA. Aerodacious 
A compendium of  the US postal bulletins US Postal Bulletins Search
The flight records of  PanAmerican Airways services across the North Atlantic during World War II.
 PanAm Transatlantic WWII
A database of  USPOD cachets and other labels. Auxiliary Markings Club
A database of  round the world flights. Forerunners from 1519; flights from 1922 to 2006.
 WingNet Round-the-World Flights
A  database providing brief  details of  aircraft crashes 1908 to 2013 Plane Crash Information
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the
Archives

The following is a selection of  articles taken from past issues of  the aerophilatelic journals. If  members 
find these of  interest, and would like more please indicate your preferences by sending an email or 
telephoning the Editor.

Content

.......................................Wingent P, Portuguese East Africa, Air Mail Services 2

.........................................Beith R, The St Lawrence Seaway Air Mail Service 15

.................Establishment of  a Trans–Atlantic Air Transport System, Part 1 32

.................Establishment of  a Trans–Atlantic Air Transport System, Part 2 39

...............................The Paul Magid Imperial Airways Exhibition Collection 46
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Portuguese East Africa ~ air mail services, 1932 to 1939

Peter Wingent

Introduction
Relatively little has been written about the transmission of air mail to and from Portuguese East Africa (PEA).  The only 
two publications of which I am aware are an eight-page pamphlet entitled “Check List of the Airmail  History of 
Portuguese East Africa,” by Capt. M.F. Stern, published by Francis J. Field, date unknown, and an article entitled “Airmails 
of Portuguese East Africa,” by John Sussex, published in the September 1998 edition of “Stamp Magazine.”  In addition, 
an article entitled “The Air Stamps of Portuguese Africa” by N. Baldwin was published in the July 1949 edition of “The 
Aero Field” which described the types and use of the air mail etiquette franking labels, which were unique to the 
Portuguese colonies.

This article will describe the various outlets for air mail from PEA during the period 1932 to 1939 and how these 
changed as various air services were introduced, altered or withdrawn.  Also a brief study of the air mail  etiquette franking 
labels will be included.

The territory and administration.
Fig. 1 shows the PEA territory as it was in the 1930s. It was under two distinct administrations: the central area was 

administered by the Mozambique Company with headquarters at Beira, whilst the Province territories were in the north 
and south and were administered from Lourenço Marques.  Although the Province and the Company used the same 
currency: Escudos and Centavos, they were not interchangeable and their exchange rates were different.

The system of air mail etiquette franking will be explained in detail later, but it is worth noting here that it applied in 
Company territory from August 1932 to October 1935, whilst in Province territory it applied from August 1932 to 13 
March 1938.

Fig. 1. The division of  territory within Portuguese East Africa.
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Postage rates.
Many postal historians have sought to ascertain the air mail  rates which applied in PEA during the 1930s.  All those 

I have spoken to, including specialists in the Portugal Philatelic Society, have told me that there is no documentary 
evidence available, for example Government Gazettes, and that the rates were “very complicated.”  Certainly it is known 
that different air mail rates applied in Company and Province territories and that they changed at different times.  Beyond 
that little is known and I have been unable to discern a logical pattern of  rates from evidence of  covers in my possession.

Both territories operated a surcharge system of air mail rates, i.e. a surface fee plus an air mail fee.  The United 
States Post Office published the surface fees which were as follows:
July 1930 to July 1934 - 140 centavos 1st 20 grm.; 85 centavos each additional 20 grm. (Registration 80c.)
July 1934 to July 1936 - 165 centavos 1st 20 grm.; 100 centavos each additional 20 grm. (Registration 130c.)
July 1936 to July 1946 - 175 centavos 1st 20 grm.; 100 centavos each additional 20 grm. (Registration 200c.)

A further complication is that whilst the ordinary postage stamps were in the territories’ currency (centavos), the air 
mail fee inscribed on the etiquettes was in gold francs.  If any reader can provide a listing of PEA air mail  fees, he/she will 
earn the eternal gratitude of  all collectors of  PEA air covers!

Etiquette franking system.

 Fig. 2
The air mail etiquettes of PEA were issued by the Colony’s Governor with the authority of the Portuguese 

Postmaster General, in accordance with Paragraph 8, Article 5 of  the U.P.U. Air Mail Convention.
In Province territory, from 1932 to July 1937, the ordinary surface postage was defrayed by postage stamps and the 

air fee paid over the counter and acknowledged by inscription on the air mail etiquette.  From 18 July 1937, no postage 
stamps were necessary, the combined air fee and ordinary postage being pen-inscribed on the etiquette.  From 14 March 
1938, full postage stamp franking was introduced.

In Company territory the same system as that above was employed until October 1935, when full postage stamp 
franking was introduced. 
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Type 1. Issued in 1932.  Type 1a. Red pen inscription “13” Type 2.  Issued on 16 July 1932.

Type 3. Issued on 19 May 1933.  Type 4. Issued in 1935.  Type 5. Issued in 1936.

Type 5a. Thin “1” in “M/13” Type 6. Issued in 1937.  Type 6a. Colon missing after “Perçue.”

Type 7.  Issued in 1937. Type 7a.  Thin “i” in “avião”



Air mail etiquette types.
The various types have been catalogued by Sanabria, Field and Mair.  I will use the Field classification which shows 

seven distinct types, some of which have minor varieties. All  are headed “Par Avion – Por Avião”; the second line on the 
first four types reads “Afranchissement perçu: Frs.”; that on the next two reads “Taxe perçue: Fr. … C” and on the last 
“Taxa recebida/Taxe perçue/….$..”  They are illustrated in Fig. 2.

I have been fortunate enough to acquire a complete sheet of the type 7 etiquette shown in fig. 3.  Field noted one 
variety: the thin “i” in “avião” at positions 6 and 16 in the sheet.  This can be seen clearly but also can other varieties at the 
positions shown (broken “o” in “avion” and broken “v” in “avion”).  To the best of my knowledge, these two varieties 
have never before been noted.  Complete sheets of these etiquettes are very scarce and I wonder that if sheets of the 
other types were available for study, more varieties would be found.

Fig. 3.  Complete sheet of  20 (2 x 10), gummed, perf. 11½.
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Field states that all the types were printed in sheets of  20 (2 x 10) except type 3, which was printed in sheets of  8 (2 x 4).  
Only type 7 sheets were gummed, the others had no gum.

The first regular air mail outlets.
As is well known, Imperial Airways service between Croydon and Cape Town opened in January 1932.  I am not 

certain when mail was first despatched from PEA to connect with this service but it must have done so by August 1932 
when the air mail  etiquette franking system was introduced.  At that time there were two connections by train from the 
Colony to Imperial Airways’ service, shown in fig. 4.

Fig. 4
Between August 1932 and August 1934, the two rail routes: Beira ~ Salisbury and Lourenço Marques ~ 

Johannesburg, were the only connections to Imperial Airways’ African service for air mail from the Colony to external 
destinations.  The Southern Rhodesia Post Office published timetables in the Southern Rhodesia Government Gazette of 
the Rhodesia Railways’ train services from Beira to Salisbury.  There were four trains per week timetabled as shown below, 
with connections with the I.A. service which changed days when schedules were altered.  There were also slight changes to 
the Rhodesia Railways timetable during this time.
January 1932 to October 1933:
 Beira  dep. 17.00 Mon. 16.00 Wed. & Thurs. 09.00 Sat.
 Salisbury arr. 16.30 Tues. 17.40 Thurs. & Fri. 07.00 Sun.

Imperial Airways departed Salisbury 05.30 on Fridays, thus the Wednesday train from Beira gave the best 
connection.
October 1933 to April 1934:
 Beira  dep. 18.00 Mon. 17.00 Tues. & Thurs. 09.00 Sat.
 Salisbury arr. 16.30 Tues. 17.40 Wed. & Fri. 07.00 Sun.
Imperial Airways departed Salisbury 14.40 on Thursdays, thus the Tuesday train from Beira gave the best connection.
April 1934 to January 1935:

Train timetables as last but Imperial Airways departed Salisbury at 14.35 on Wednesdays and thus the Monday train 
from Beira gave the best connection.
January to August 1935:
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Train timetables as last but Imperial Airways departed Salisbury at 14.10 on Wednesdays and Saturdays.  Thus the 
Monday and Thursday trains from Beira gave the best connections.
In August 1935, RANA commenced an air service between Beira and Salisbury.

The cover shown in fig. 5 is datestamped Beira, 3 October 1933 and is backstamped Salisbury 4th and Porto 16th. It 
was sent by the train which departed Beira at 17.00 on Tuesday, 3 Oct., which arrived Salisbury Wed. 4th at 17.40.  It was 
then flown by I.A. service AN135 which departed Salisbury Thurs, 5 Oct. and arrived Brindisi on the 12th.  From there it 
was sent by train to Porto.  The 2 Esc., 20c. franking = 140c. first 20 grm. ordinary postage + 80c. registration fee and 1.53 
gold francs was charged for the air fee.  The air mail etiquette is type 1a with the imprint M/6B altered in red ink to M/13.

Fig. 5
I have only one timetable for the South African Railways service between Lourenço Marques and Johannesburg but 

it seems to fit all the covers I have which were carried by it.  There were five services per week:
January 1932 to January 1935:
 L. Marques  dep. 14.45 Mon.; Fri.; Sat. dep. 17.30 Sun.; Wed.
 Jo’burg. arr. 07.26 Tues.; Sat.; Sun. arr. 07.26 Mon.; Thurs.

From January 1932 to April 1934, Imperial Airways departed Johannesburg at 06.00 on Thursdays and thus the 
Monday train from Lourenço Marques gave the best connection.  From April  1934 to January 1935 I.A. departed 
Johannesburg at 06.00 on Wednesdays, thus the Monday train was still the best connection.
January 1935 to June 1937:

Imperial Airways departed Johannesburg 06.00 on Wednesdays and Saturdays.  Thus the Monday train from L. 
Marques gave best connection with the Wednesday I.A. service and the Wednesday train from L. Marques gave best 
connection with the Saturday I.A. service.
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In June 1937 Imperial  Airways commenced a flying boat service between Durban and Southampton which called at 
Lourenço Marques and Beira and so air mail was no longer despatched by train from the Colony.
The cover shown in fig. 6 was posted at Lourenço Marques on 12 February 1934.  It was sent by the 14.45 train from L.M 
on Monday 12th to Jo’burg., where it arrived at 07.26 on Tuesday, 16th.  It was then flown by I.A. service AN154, which 
departed Thursday 15th and arrived Croydon 24th.  It is franked 140c. for first 20 grm. ordinary postage and an air fee of 
1.39 gold francs was raised on the type 2 air mail etiquette.

Fig. 6

The first air service through the Colony.
On 2 August 1934, the French company Service de la Navigation Aérienne de Madagascar (SNAM) commenced a 

once-weekly service between Tananarive and Broken Hill, thus providing a direct air connection with Imperial Airways.  It 
included calls at Mozambique, Quelimane and Tete within PEA.  The route is shown in fig. 7.

Fig. 7
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When SNAM commenced the service, the necessary formalities for the carriage of mail from PEA were not 
completed and thus no mail from PEA was carried on the first service from Tananarive on 29 July.  The quantities and 
dates of  the first despatches of  air mail from PEA via the SNAM service are as follows:
 From Tete: 13 August 3 items (3rd service) 
 From Quelimane: 20 August 7 items (4th service)
 From Mozambique 20 August 1 item (4th service)
It is clear from the quantities stated that covers carried by the first despatches are of  great rarity.

The cover shown in fig. 8, datestamped Quelimane 27 August 1934, backstamped Cape Town 31st, was flown from 
Quelimane to Broken Hill on 27 August by the fourth SNAM service.  From there it was flown by I.A. service AS182, 
which departed 29th and arrived Cape Town 31st.  The 120c. postage is insufficient to pay the ordinary postage of 165c. 
first 20 grm. + 130c. registration, but no postage due charges were raised.  An air mail fee of 0.62 gold francs was raised 
on the type 2 air mail etiquette.

Fig. 8
The commercial cover shown in fig. 9 was posted at Quelimane on 25 October 1935 and was flown to Broken Hill 

by SNAM on Monday 28th where it connected with I.A. service AN286, which departed 31st and arrived Croydon 9 Nov. 
(2 days late due to storms in the Mediterranean).  It is franked 165c. for first 20 grm. ordinary postage and an air mail fee 
of  1.47 gold francs was raised on the type 4 air mail etiquette.

Fig. 9
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The RANA feeder service.
In August 1935, air mail letters from Beira could be sent by air from Beira to Salisbury to connect with Imperial 

Airways’ twice-weekly trunk service.  The service was operated twice-weekly by RANA, one service was direct to Salisbury 
and the other was via Blantyre.  The services are shown in fig.10.

Fig. 10
The schedules were as follows:
 Dep. Beira 08.00 Sat. RANA Dep. Beira 14.00 Tues. RANA
 Arr. Salisbury 11.00 Sat. RANA Arr. Blantyre 17.00 Tues. RANA

 Dep. Salisbury 14.10 Sat. IA Dep. Blantyre 08.00 Wed. RANA
 Arr. Salisbury 11.00 Wed.  Dep. Salisbury 14.10 Wed. IA
The cover shown in fig. 11 was flown on Saturday, 3 August by the first RANA ‘direct’ service to Salisbury.  From there it 
was flown to Bulawayo on 5 Aug. by Imperial Airways service AS261.

Fig. 11
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Imperial Airways flying boat service.
In June 1937 Imperial Airways commenced operating their African service with Short S23 flying boats.  The old 

inland route was abandoned and the flying boats flew down the east African coast from Mombasa to Durban.  Calls in 
PEA were made at Mozambique, Beira and Lourenço Marques.  In addition, the contemporary timetable stated that calls 
would be made at Quelimane and Inhambane “if  inducement offers and circumstances permit.”

The “South African Philatelist” of May 1938 reported that, “Although air mails were actually carried by Imperial Airways on 
the Portuguese East African coast very soon after the inauguration of the flying boat service from Southampton to Durban, no official agreement 
had been reached between the Portuguese Government and Imperial Airways for the regular conveyance of air mails up and down the 
Mozambique coast until some six weeks had elapsed.  On 1st August 1937, arrangements having been concluded between the Portuguese 
Ministry for Colonies and Imperial Airways, the first official (that is, sanctioned by the authorities in Lisbon) air mails were carried by 
Imperial Airways from Portuguese East African towns.  The first despatch of “Official” mails was made from Lourenço Marques on the 2nd 
August 1937.”

The cover shown in fig. 12 was posted in Lourenço Marques on 10 June 1937 and is backstamped Inhambane 12th.  
IA service AN454 departed Lourenço Marques at 13.17 on 10 June and arrived at Beira at 16.28 the same day.  The pilot 
of this service was Captain H.W.C. Alger.  His log book is held at the Hall of Aviation, Southampton and I was kindly 
granted permission to view it.  It shows that service AN454 did not call at Inhambane, no doubt because “inducement did 
not offer,” and therefore the cover must have been forwarded by surface route, probably by ship.  The air mail etiquette 
label is type 6.

Fig. 12

The cover shown in fig. 13 was posted at Beira on 10 June 1937 and is backstamped Lourenço Marques 12th.  It was 
flown by IA service AS454, operated by the S23 flying boat Centurion, which flew the Beira to Durban stage on 12 June.  It 
was the second southbound flying boat service from Southampton to Durban, but the first to carry mail from PEA, albeit 
unofficially.
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Fig. 13

Change to etiquette franking system.
From 18 July 1937, the system in the Province territory of paying ordinary postage with stamps and the air mail fee 

being inscribed on the etiquette, was changed to a system of combined air mail fees resulting in payment being recorded 
solely by inscription on the etiquette and no postage stamps being applied.  The cover in fig. 14 was posted on the first day 
of introduction, 18 July 1937, and is backstamped Mombasa 20th.  It was flown by IA service DN6, operated by the S23 
flying boat Cassiopeia, which departed Lourenço Marques 18th and arrived Mombasa at mid-day on the 20th.  A fee of 2.30 
gold francs was raised on the type 5 air mail etiquette.

Fig. 14
A commercial cover typical of the period from July 1937 to March 1938 is shown in fig. 15.  It was posted at 

Lourenço Marques on 7 September 1937 and flown by IA service DN21 which departed 8 Sept. and arrived at 
Southampton on the 14th.  It was flown by S23 flying boat Circe, on her return maiden service flight.  The combined fee 
of  4.00 gold francs was raised on the type 5a air mail etiquette.
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Fig. 15
The cover shown in fig. 16 was posted on the last day of  etiquette franking: 13 March 1938.  It was flown by South 

African Airways to Johannesburg.  A combined fee of  1.00 gold francs was raised on the type 7 air mail etiquette.  The 
official receipt of  postage is superimposed over the cover.  As these were kept by the sender, they are seldom seen and the 
writer is unsure whether they were issued during the whole period of  etiquette franking, i.e. from August 1932, or just 
from July 1937.  

Fig. 16

The services of Divisão de Exploracão dos Transportes Aéreos (DETA).
The PEA airline DETA was formed in 1936 and was administered by the Department of Railways, Harbours and 

Airways.  Their fleet of aircraft included D.H Hornet Moths; DH89 Dragon Rapides and Junkers Ju-52s.  They operated 
charter and passenger flights and on 11 April 1938 opened a once-weekly mail and passenger service between Lourenço 
Marques and Quelimane.  On 11 October 1938 the service was extended from Quelimane to Porto Amelia and the service 
became twice-weekly.  The intermediate calls are shown on the map in fig. 17.
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Fig. 17
The cover shown in fig. 18 was posted at Lourenço Marques on 11 October 1938 and flown by the first DETA 

service to be extended from Quelimane to Porto Amelia.  It has a Mozambique arrival datestamp of 12 Oct. on the 
reverse.

Fig. 18
Commercial covers flown by DETA are not often seen.  An example is shown in fig. 19.  It was posted at 

Inhambane on 7 January 1939 and was flown by DETA the next day to Lourenço Marques, from where it was flown by 
South African Airways to Johannesburg on the 10th and then sent by train to Brakpan.
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Fig. 19

The photograph in fig.20 shows the DETA DH89A Dragon Rapide named Moçambique, registration CR-AAT.

Fig. 20

The DETA service continued operating up to and after the start of WWII.  Similarly, air mail from the colony 
continued to be carried by Imperial Airways.  However, as all over the world, the events of war caused many changes to air 
services in Portuguese East Africa and that is a story which is still to be told.

Reproduced by kind permission of  the author and editor of  The Aeroletter, journal of  the 
Aerophilatelic Society of  South Africa. First published in number 100, pages 34 to 44.
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The St Lawrence Seaway Air Mail Service: 1927 to 1939

Richard Beith

Apart from the ten return flights made by the LZ 129 Hindenburg from Frankfurt to Lakehurst NJ and back in 1936, 
regular commercial North Atlantic air mail service did not materialise until 1939. Faced with the lack of aircraft of suitable 
range, reliability and load capacity, it was not surprising that improvisation and compromise ruled the day in the North 
Atlantic from the late 1920s onwards. Aerophilatelists are well aware of the existence of such ship–to–shore air mail 
services as the short–lived catapult flights from the Il de France (1928 – 1929) and the longer lived services from the Bremen 
and Europa  (1929 – 1935). Less well–known, perhaps because catapults were not used, is the service that was sponsored by 
the Canadian Post Office and which operated for more years than any other North Atlantic air–sea acceleration scheme. It 
is hoped that this present article will help to spread the word about that very practical venture, the St Lawrence Seaway Air 
Mail Service (1927 – 1939). 1

Between the years 1927 and 1939, the Canadian Post Office operated an air mail service designed to accelerate the 
carriage of steamer mails to and from Canada and the United Kingdom. From 1928 this was operated from April/May to 
November every year when the St Lawrence Estuary was free of ice. In spite of initial procrastination on the part of the 
British Post Office, it would appear that the service continued until the introduction of transatlantic air mails in 1939. 
Transatlantic steamers, mainly from the Canadian Pacific Line but also from the White Star Line, heaved to off Rimouski 
on the southern shore of the estuary, and mails were carried to or from the steamer, saving up to a day between Montreal 
and Rimouski  in either direction. Following experiments in 1930, aerial  conveyance of the mails was extended to and from 
the Straits of Belle Isle, between Newfoundland and Labrador, one third of the way to (or from) Great Britain, during the 
1932 Imperial Economic Conference in Ottawa. Figure 1 shows the routes flown and the later track of the flying boats 
operating on the ‘northern transatlantic route’, via Shediac and Botwood to Foynes and Southampton.

Though the extended ‘Conference’ route in 1932 was well  known, it would appear that this regular but unspectacular 
air mail service was often ignored by aerophilatelists and postal historians alike. Even the coverage in Air Mails of Canada 
1925–1939 by Arfken and Plomish or that voluminous AAMS publication The Air Mails of Canada and Newfoundland failed 
to recognise the year–in, year–out life of  the service. 2

1926: The Canadian Initiative
On 7 December 1926, the Deputy Postmaster General in Ottawa wrote to the GPO in London. He commented:
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As you are aware, at the Imperial Conference recently held in London the question of co–operation in the 
development of Empire air routes was raised, and the use of air mail services between the Atlantic Ocean ports such as 
Halifax, St John and Rimouski, and Montreal was discussed.

With a view to developing this policy, and having regard especially to a more rapid handling of the mails, this 
Department has under consideration the inauguration of an aerial mail service to and from trans–Atlantic steamers at 
Rimouski and Montreal. Such an air route could readily be linked up with any Empire system which may possibly be put in 
operation in the future. As we understand it, studies are at present being made into the operation of airships across the North 
Atlantic. In the circumstances, we would very much appreciate your getting in touch with the British Air Ministry and 
favouring us (confidentially, if thought adviseable) with such information as it is possible to obtain which would tend to 
throw light on this subject at this present time. 3

1927: The British Response
Ottawa again contacted London on 17 March 1927, asking if, when such an air mail service was in operation, the 

British Post Office could segregate business correspondence from Great Britain – ‘or from London only’:
… for Quebec, Montreal and Canadian exchange offices west of Montreal … specially labelled “Air Mail” and placed 

on board outgoing steamers on the direct route (to Canada), with instructions to hand it over at Rimouski for onward 
dispatch by air mail. The quantity of such mail … should not exceed 500 pounds, and it would be necessary to advise this 
office by cablegram as to the name of  the steamer, the date of  sailing and the weight of  the air mail.’ 4

London eventually made a reply to Ottawa on 19 May 1927 noting that while the Postmaster General ‘is anxious to 
assist your administration in any way possible, the present proposal is not free from difficulty’. He pointed out that the full 
contract service to New York was operated twice weekly by fast steamer and took the bulk of the Canadian mails from the 
United Kingdom. He added:

Despatches by direct steamer to Rimouski are normally limited to those occasions when there is a suitable sailing in 
the interval between contract sailings to New York. … As the difference in time of transit between Rimouski and Montreal 
by fast train (about 10½ hours), and by air (about three hours), will be at best small, diversion to direct steamer to Rimouski 
… would not be justified.

The Postmaster General also regretted that ‘the separation of business from other correspondence … cannot be 
undertaken.’ Having poured much cold water on the Canadian initiative the PMG did then suggest:

that the public might be invited to use experimentally the Rimouski air route … such correspondence to be labelled … 
‘By Air Mail from Rimouski’ … but not to be liable to payment of  a special air fee. 5

Ottawa replied at length on 6 June and pointed out that their interest was solely:
to accelerate the delivery of business mail normally sent by direct Canadian steamers … by taking it off the steamer at 

Rimouski and carrying it by air to Montreal. This will advance delivery at Montreal in many cases by 24 to 48 hours; Ontario 
mail will frequently benefit to same extent, and mail for Winnipeg and West will usually gain 24 hours.

They went on to note that ‘a full day usually elapses between Rimouski and Montreal, … not 10½ hours as 
suggested in your letter’. They also noted that in 1926 there were only 22 direct letter mails to Canada. That was not a 
problem as the proposed service would be ‘largely experimental’. Ottawa asked the GPO to rethink their disinterest in 
separating business mail; this was not a problem in Canada. The British idea of labelling correspondence “By Air Mail” 
was rejected on the grounds that there was no guarantee that all mail would be accelerated by such an experimental service. 
The Deputy Postmaster General concluded by asking the GPO to co–operate, ‘so that the proposed air service can be 
given at least a fair trial’. He added that:

The (Canadian) Department of National Defence are prepared to furnish an experimental service towards the end of 
the summer, but we will have to let them know soon what is to be done in order that they make the necessary preparations. 6

By 15 July 1927 the Canadian High Commissioner in London was involved and wrote to the GPO asking ‘how this 
matter stands at the present moment’. 7

At the end of July, the GPO in London received a cable from Ottawa indicating that the Canadian Post Office was 
proceeding with its experiment:

Yours twenty eight received. Experimental flying will be undertaken between Montreal and Rimouski before close of 
navigation. (i.e. the arrival of ice) During this investigation mails will be carried when conditions allow. Will cable you name 
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of each steamer in time make up despatches containing business correspondence. Hope to commence air mail service 
September. 8

The content of a cable from London and the subsequent letter of 2 August 1927 at last indicated a more co–
operative attitude on the part of  the GPO. The text of  the British cable was confirmed as:

Your letter 6th June. British Post Office will make up despatches containing business correspondence up to 500 lb. for 
Rimouski–Montreal Air Mail. Please notify date of  starting Air Service.

The GPO was prepared to make up separate labelled bundles as indicated:
  To contain ordinary and registered letters and
 Mail for postcards normally included in mails for:
 Quebec  Quebec

……………………………………………………………………………………………………..
 Montreal Montreal City and Forward
   Toronto City and Forward. London. Hamilton.
   Ottawa and Kingston.

………………………………………………………………...……………………………………
 Winnipeg Winnipeg City
   Winnipeg Forward
   Winnipeg Forward (Alta)
     Winnipeg Forward (B.C. including Vancouver Island) 9

1927: The First Experimental Flights

Ottawa cabled London on 13 August 1927:
Your cable twenty eighth July. Would appreciate your office making up despatches containing business correspondence 

labelled Air Mail for Montreal City, Air Mail for Toronto City and Air Mail for Winnipeg City to be landed at Rimouski ex 
Empress France leaving Southampton Third September, Empress Australia Tenth September and Empress Scotland 
Seventeenth September. 10

This was followed by a letter dated 16 August which outlined the Canadian proposals for experimental outward 
mails to the United Kingdom. The first despatch would connect with the Empress of France, due to sail from Quebec on 14 
September, with additional mails ‘if conditions permit’ by the Empress of Australia and Empress of Scotland on 21 and 28 
September respectively. It was noted that:

At the outset, such air mails will be confined to despatches from Montreal, which will be in the form of a 
supplementary letter mail to connect with the outgoing steamer at Father Point. … The letter bill will bear the additional 
endorsement “By air service from Montreal to Father Point”.

Hatch noted that:
The location chosen for the transfer (of the mails) was Pointe–au–Père (Father Point), a small community near 

Rimouski on the south shore about 185 miles downstream from Quebec. It was here that river pilots boarded vessels bound 
for Montreal and the small boats that carried them … could also be used to carry the mail from ship to shore. 11

An internal Post Office memorandum of 26 August noted that the three ships leaving from Southampton would be 
advertised to take letter mails for Quebec City, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia only, and the 
correspondence included in these experimental air mails would be diverted from the mails due to be despatched by the 
Aquitania, Berengaria and Mauretania on 3, 10 and 17 September respectively. 12

The first experimental flight was to be performed by a Canadian–built Vickers Vanessa seaplane, G–CYZJ, piloted 
by Squadron Leader J H Tudhope, RCAF, with his engineer Gerald LaGrave. Frank Ellis recounted the sad story:

Tudhope and LaGrave flew  the machine from Montreal on 8 September, arriving at Rimouski during a heavy wind and 
thunderstorm. In spite of the high seas running, Tudhope managed to bring the craft down in the lee of the Rimouski wharf, 
but the flotation gear took a very severe pounding, and a strut fitting was damaged, … unnoticed at the time. At 8.00 am on 
the 9th, the pilot boat received 500 pounds of selected first–class mail from the incoming ‘Empress of France’, and the bags 
were transferred to the waiting aircraft. Since there was still a heavy swell on the river, the Vanessa was towed by the pilot 
boat to calmer seas … about three miles from Rimouski. While the seaplane was taxiing at speed for the take off, the 
pounding of the choppy waters against the floats caused the weakened strut fitting to give way The fuselage immediately 
tipped to one side, the port wing sliced into the sea … and the propeller ripped through the forward section of the port float, 
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cutting it in half. The pilot boat quickly came to the rescue, transferred the precious mail to its sturdy deck, and made fast a 
line to the crippled seaplane. By the time the pathetic parade had reached Rimouski wharf, the rough seas had battered the 
Vanessa completely under. She was a total wreck; only the engine was worth salvaging. The mail taken off the ‘Empress’ 
arrived at Montreal quite a time after the liner instead of  ahead of  her.

Luckily, the first flight to connect with an outbound 
steamer, on 12 September 1927, was successful. Ellis 
reported:

A Canadian Airways HS–2L flying–boat, piloted by 
H S Quigley, was chartered for the trip. Five hundred 
pounds of mail were taken on at Montreal, and Quigley 
made the 330 miles to Rimouski in two hops, stopping once 
at Three Rivers to refuel. A short time after Quigley reached 
Rimouski, the liner ‘Doric’ halted briefly at Father Point to 
drop the pilot and take aboard the mail flown from 
Montreal.

The first successful flight with incoming mail took place 
on 16 September, using the same HS–2L flying–boat with 
Quigley and Stuart Graham in charge. 500 pounds of 
mail were conveyed from the Empress of Australia, again 
with a stop at Three Rivers, and reached Montreal 24 
hours ahead of  the steamer. 13

The cover shown as Figure 2, posted in Manchester on 9 
September 1927, and addressed to Montreal bears an 
unofficial two–line cachet: Via AIR MAIL/RIMOUSKI 
TO MONTREAL. The origin of the cachet was queried; 

Chris Hargreaves noted that it was identical to one on a cover in the Malott collection in the Canadian Postal Archives, 
attributed to the Montreal stamp dealer Ian C Morgan. That is, he rounded up some of the incoming commercial covers 
and embellished them. 14

Both the Canadian and United Kingdom Post Offices could now relax a little with the completion of successful 
fights relating to both inbound and outbound steamers. The 1927 flights continued until mid–November. These are 
summarised below, giving the date and the steamer involved. This summary is based on the listings of D Field, F Muller, R 
G Stanley–Smith and the American Air Mail Society and the works of Ellis and Hatch. Including the two initial flights 
noted above, the best estimate is that there were four inward mails and six outward mails. 
Inward mails:

16 September Empress of  Australia
2 October Montroyal
27 October Montroyal (flight continued to Ottawa,450 pounds of  mail, Cap. L Mulcahy,
 RCAF, to Quebec, Cap. H M Passmore RCAF on to Montreal)
11 November Montnairn

Outward mails:
12 September Doric (The AAMS catalogue and Hatch queried this flight, but it is listed by Ellis 
 and Stroud)
21 September Empress of  Australia (Mulcahy)
28 September Empress of  Scotland
26 October Empress of  Scotland
5 November Megantic
12 November Doric

Ellis noted that:

Figure 2. Manchester, UK, 8th September 1927 to Montreal with 
‘unofficial’ cachet.
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By November, emergency landing–fields had been prepared along the route and the last two flights were made by 
aircraft with wheel–equipped landing gear. (S/L) Tudhope was the pilot on these flights and his successful performance at 
every stage made up for his ill luck on the first flight of  the series.

Main confirmed four inward and six outward flights carrying a total of about 2,500 pounds of mail and said: ‘The 
average advance of delivery for incoming mail was 30 hours. For outgoing (mail) the estimated advance was three–and–a–
half days’. In view of the experimental nature of these services, no air mail surcharges were applied either in Canada or 
the United Kingdom. 15

Figure 3. Letter Bill ‘postmarked’ MONTREAL May 5 1928, LONDON 14 MY 28. (Source 
Post Office Archives, London, file POST 33/5251)
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1928: Flights resumed
A British newspaper for 3 April, datelined from Ottawa, noted:

The Canadian Government, encouraged by the success of the experiments last year, when aeroplanes met incoming 
steamers at Father Point and conveyed the mails inland, has awarded four contracts for air–mail services … The Canadian 
Trans–Continental Airways Ltd will furnish a service on four days a week between Father Point and Montreal.

An American philatelic paper also reported that:
An official announcement, on behalf of the (Canadian) Postmaster–General … that a tri–weekly mail service would 

be established in a few days between Toronto, Montreal and Rimouski with an estimated saving of 24 hours on mail for 
Great Britain and Europe … 

The first outward flight of 1928 left Montreal on 5 May and connected at Rimouski with the Regina. A number of 
Letter Bills have survived, they bear the earliest known examples of the boxed Canadian Air Mail handstamp, above the 
manuscript phrase ‘Via Montreal to Rimouski’, see Figure 3. News of this service had obviously reached aerophilatelists, 
see the cover by this first despatch addressed to Francis J Field Ltd at Sutton Coldfield, Figure 4.

Stewart Duncan has reported a registered inward cover from Bathurst in The Gambia (14 April), no less, addressed 
to the previously mentioned Ian C Morgan. The cover bears an Ottawa and Toronto Mail Car transit mark for MY 6 28 
and a three line boxed handstamp: THIS MAIL WAS CARRIED BY/POSTAL AEROPLANE/ TO TORONTO. 
Further inward mail  is known postmarked in Sheffield on 14 June and from Middlesex on 27 July. Both envelopes bear a 
similar boxed handstamp, but lettered for Montreal, see Figure 5. Malott and Stanley– Smith confirmed that this type of 
cachet was used on the 6 May inward mail. It was also reported that mails which left Southampton on 2 June reached 
Toronto via Rimouski in the record time of  six days, six hours and 42 minutes. 16

Canadian mails despatched on early flights in 1928 continued to be carried at the Empire surface rate of 3 cents per 
ounce until 24 August, see Figure 6. According to Smith and Warwrukiewicz, a 5 cent rate was introduced on 24 August 
and included a 1 cent war tax. On 21 September the Canadian Post Office issued a new 5 cent air stamp, primarily 
intended for mail from Canada to the USA, the 5 cents covering any available air mail service within the USA. The stamp 
was also intended for use on the Montreal–Toronto service inaugurated on 1 October 1928 and, presumably, on the 
Montreal–Rimouski service. The 21 September cover addressed to Kirkcudbright, Scotland, shown as Figure 7, bears the 
inscription ‘Via Air Mail, Ottawa to Rimouski. First flight with new stamp.’ 17

          

The few known flights from 1928 are summarised below: 
Inward mails:

6 May Empress of  Scotland (799 pounds of  mail, pilot Godfrey M Dean)
28 May ? (202 pounds of  mail, pilot Ayres)
5 June ?

Outward mails:
5 May Regina  (961 pounds of  mail, pilots Romeo Vachon and J Caldwell )
20 June ?
October Duchess of  Bedford
9 November Calgaric 18

The existence of known October and November flights suggested that flights did indeed take place throughout the 
summer.

1929 Flights
No 1929 flights were recorded by Baldwin, T Field, Malott, Muller or Stanley–Smith, but the air mail service 

between Ottawa, Montreal and Rimouski was resumed on 25 April when mail was collected from the Duchess of York.  
Canadian Government statistics for 1929 recorded that 114 single trips were completed on the Montreal–Rimouski–
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Montreal route and that 68,672 pounds of mail was carried. Presumably not all this mail related to the ship–to–shore 
service. This represented 16% of all air mails carried on Canadian contract mail services that year. Figure 8 shows a 
registered air mail cover from Montreal (8 July) to Switzerland, which arrived in Zurich on 19 July. 19

Figure 6. MONTREAL MY 19 28. Manuscript 31/5/28 beside 
endorsement at top. Figure 7. Postmarked OTTAWA SEP 21 1928

Figure 8. Registered air mail cover Montreal 8th July 1929 to 
Zurich. 27c rate = 13c to Europe incl air in Canada + 10c reg 

+ 2c air fee London to destination

Figure 5. Postmarked 29 JY 28. in MIDDLESEX, England. 
Manuscript notation 3–8–28 beside cachet at bottom.

Figure 4. Postmarked TORONTO May 5 1928
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1930 Flights
During a visit to the GPO, London, in late September, Mr Coolican and Mr Webster of the Canadian Post Office 

noted that the GPO should charge an official air mail rate on British mail via the St Lawrence service and suggested 2½d 
for the first ounce and 2d for each succeeding ounce. 2½d would equate with the Canadian 5 cent rate. The Canadians 
then revealed that:

A scheme is in hand for transferring air mails at a point considerably further down the Gulf of St Lawrence than 
Rimouski, and if this scheme proved practical, an additional 24 hours would be gained. In that case there will be a definite 
advantage of  one day for mails sent by (this) direct route and by air, over mails sent via New York.

In late September 1930, the first experimental extension of the air service was made to a steamer near the Quebec/
Labrador border. The Press Bulletin of the Office of the High Commissioner of Canada in London, commented on 4 
November that:

An experimental flight was recently made to test the practicability of establishing an air mail connection with inbound 
and outbound Atlantic steamers in the Strait of Belle Isle. Two seaplanes left Quebec carrying European–bound mails for 
shipment on the eastbound SS ‘Empress of Australia’, the transfer of mails being made near Forteau Bay (Labrador) … a 
total of a half a ton of letters … thus reached Great Britain about 48 hours earlier than would have been possible in the 
absence of air mail connections. The success of this experiment may lead to the extension of the air mail service some 600 
miles eastward from the usual point of connection at Father Point, which is 300 miles below  Montreal on the St Lawrence. 
Should this extension be approved, mail matter from Canada to Europe would travel by air about 900 miles out of the total 
journey of  2,700 miles, thus shortening the sea trip by about one third. 20

Covers are known from both inward and outward flights to the Straits performed by K F Saunders and A S 
Schneider of Canadian Transcontinental Airways. The outward flight left Montreal on 25 September, the mail including a 
Quebec despatch postmarked on 24 September. The return flight was made on 27 September; mail received a machine 
cancellation: ‘By Seaplane from Strait of Belle Isle – 1/3 of Shortest Route from Europe’. If half a ton of mail was 
carried to the UK, the AAMS reference to only 50 to 100 covers being carried must refer to a specially prepared dispatch. 
It was reported that the outward mail:

… included letters for the Canadian Ministers sailing in the Empress of Australia to attend the Imperial Conference 
and a letter of  greeting … to the British Postmaster–General.

Proud recorded that the 1930 rate for British mails was 4d per half–ounce. 21

1931 Flights
The major advance of flying all the way to and from the Straits of Belle Isle was short–lived, a victim of the world–

wide economic recession. On 12 March 1931, Mr Coolican, Assistant Deputy Postmaster–General in Ottawa, wrote to the 
GPO regretting his inability to give definite information on air mail developments in Canada. He noted:

… the situation here is not particularly cheerful in view  of the urgent necessity for economy and the Government is 
exerting every effort to cut down expenditure wherever possible. Whether or not this will mean a diminution or a halt in our 
aerial activities I am unable to say, but as the matter is now  being thrashed out, I do expect to have something definite on the 
subject in the course of a few  days. Personally I should be very sorry to see the Belle Isle connection set aside as I consider it 
to be the outstanding air mail operation and one which cannot fail to contribute materially to the commercial importance of 
the Saint Lawrence route. As I see it, a connection with the ‘Empress of Britain’ would mean four days from Southampton to 
Quebec, – a clear saving over the New York route …’ 22

Main commented:
The airmail services (in Canada) were coming along nicely, … when the depression struck. … One or two trans–

border services were continued and the airmail–boat summer service between Montreal and Rimouski was maintained until 
1939 … but records maintained in the Post Office Department indicate that all intercity airmail contracts … were cancelled 
as a result of  the depression. 23

Similarly, Christie added ‘the ship–to–shore operation survived, however, because it was seen as a link with the 
future …’ The 1931 Montreal–Rimouski service did indeed operate as before, Baldwin and Proud both recorded that mail 
from the United Kingdom to Canada was accepted from 8 May. It was announced in The Times for 6 May that:

The Postmaster–General announces that a new  combined sea and air service to Canada will be available from Friday, 
May 8. Letters posted in time for the direct Canadian Pacific Railway steamers sailing twice a week from this country will be 
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carried to Rimouski, on the St Lawrence river, by aeroplane to Montreal and beyond, and should normally gain about one day 
to Montreal, Ottawa and Toronto, and up to two days to Winnipeg and beyond. … The combined air fee and postage payable 
will be 2½d for the first ½ oz and 1½d for each succeeding ½oz.

Baldwin added that:
…letters … were also flown via the Winnipeg–Regina–Moose Jaw–Calgary (or Edmonton) service and the Fort 

McMurray–Aklavik service when addressed to points benefiting.

Figure 9. ‘By sea and airmail, per “Duchess of Richmond”…’ 
GLASGOW 9 MY 31.

Figure 10. ‘By combined Sea– Air – Service, Rimouski – 
Montreal – 1st despatch, 1932”

Figure 11. OTTAWA 12th July 1932 to Kipest, Hungary.
11c = 6c air fee in Canada + 5c air fee to Czechoslovakia.

(See Prague airport 82 transit cds for 8.VII.32)
Figure 12. 27c looks like air fee 16c (double weight) + 10c 

reg. 1c excess postage?

Figure 13. Irish acceptance at the 4d rate.

Covers from the first British despatch are relatively well–known, though obviously philatelic in origin. Covers often 
carried inscriptions such as ‘By combined sea and air service, Rimouski–Montreal, by first despatch per SS Duchess of 
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Richmond from Glasgow 9.5.1931’, see Figure 9. Irish Free State despatches have been recorded. One, franked at 3½d, was 
postmarked in Dublin on 7 MY 31. It was claimed that about 70 Irish covers were despatched by this flight. Vogt has 
noted two J S Davis covers also from May 1931, franked at 3½d and five Smye acceptances from May, four franked at 
2½d (The British rate) and a registered cover franked at 6d.  24

1932: flights on behalf of the Imperial Economic Conference, Ottawa
Baldwin and Stroud both recorded the resumption of the now regular Rimouski–Montreal flights, when the Duchess 

of Richmond left Glasgow on 9 May. Mail was franked at the same rate as in 1931. Malott, however, gave an earlier date of 
23 April with mail carried to Rimouski by the Empress of Australia. The cover shown as Figure 10 was seemingly posted 
on board that liner; the 2½d franking was certainly cancelled in Montreal and backstamped on 24 April. 25 

Following on from the 1930 test flight to the Strait of Belle Isle, a major development took place in July and August 
1932 intended to speed up mails to and from the United Kingdom and the Imperial Economic Conference in Ottawa. 
Mail was again to be flown to and from steamers at the Strait of Belle Isle. A Post Office, Canada, Annoucement, dated 
June 1932, described the official background and announced the postal charges:

In order to commemorate the opening of the Imperial Conference at Ottawa in July, 1932, and further to demonstrate 
the time–saving qualities of combined air and fast steamship transport via the Saint Lawrence route to Europe, the 
Postmaster General of Canada has authorized a special air mail flight between Ottawa and Bradore Bay, on the Strait of Belle 
Isle, (one–third of  the shortest seaway to Europe), on or about the 12th day of  July, 1932.

A special cachet will be used on letters carried on the commemorative flight. However, this cachet will 
only be used on such covers as bear Canadian postage at the following rates:

 Addressed to any place in: Postage
1. Canada, Great Britain and Northern Ireland 6c first ounce
2. Irish Free State, Newfoundland, or any place in
 North America not mentioned in groups 2 and 4 5c each ounce after
3. United States, Bermuda 6c first ounce 10c each ounce after
4. Europe (except places mentioned in group 1) 10c each ounce
5. West Indies and British Guiana, Mexico, Cuba,Central 
 America, Asia, Africa, Australasia 15c each ½ ounce
6. South America (except British Guiana) 45c each ½ ounce

and these covers, in order to ensure transmission by the inaugural flight, must be sent under cover to the 
Postmaster at Ottawa, Canada, to reach him not later than 10th July, 1932. All covers should be sealed and 
contain enclosures of suitable size and thickness to facilitate handling and ensure clear impressions of cachets 
and datestamps. All covers so prepaid and bearing an indication as follows:

VIA AIR MAIL

Ottawa – Bradore Bay

will be datestamped by the despatching Post Office and backstamped at the Post Office at the end of the flight, 
in addition to bearing the commemorative cachet.’

This notice also indicated that correctly franked Registered and Special Delivery letters would be carried and that ‘all 
covers conveyed on this flight addressed to points not on this route … will be placed in the mails at the terminus of the 
flight and will go forward to the addressee in the regular way’.

A test flight was made from Red Bay to Ottawa on 28 June which demonstrated the three stage route that was to be 
followed in both directions in all the official flights. This was:

i) Red Bay (Labrador) to Harve St Pierre (Quebec) on the north shore of  the estuary, by Bellanca floatplane
ii) Harve St Pierre to Rimouski (Quebec) on the south shore of  the estuary by Vancouver flying boat
iii) Rimouski to Ottawa via Montreal by Fairchild 71 landplane, with a Steerman held in reserve..
A naval minesweeper, either HMCS Festaubert or HMCS Ypres took the mail to or from the steamer in the Strait of 

Belle Isle and the floatplane in the more sheltered waters of  Red Bay. 
At this stage, it seems necessary to define the differences between Bradore Bay and Red Bay as both locations have 

been referred to as the destination of outbound flights. Bradore Bay is located in the Province of Quebec, so firmly in 
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Canadian territory then and now. Red Bay is located on the Labrador shoreline, hence in 1932 was not part of Canada, but 
part of a separate country: Newfoundland. Labrador had been part of Newfoundland since 1809 and Newfoundland only 
joined the Canadian Federation in 1949. It seems reasonable to argue that mail was never sent to the Straits of Belle Isle 
for delivery in Newfoundland, but only to be transferred to (or collected from) a ship in Newfoundland waters. When the 
Canadian Post Office wanted to have philatelic mail  backstamped towards the end of an outward publicity flight, they 
made use of  Bradore Bay which had the merits of  being in Canadian territory and having a post office. 

Although a civilian contractor had initially been sought, all flights were entrusted to the RCAF. Flights were planned 
to coincide with the timetable of the Empress of Britain which had only entered service with Canadian Pacific late in the 
previous year.

Pilots on the 28 June test flight were i) Sqn Ldr R S Grandy (Bellanca) who paused at Bradore Bay one hour into the 
flight because of heavy fog, ii) Flt Lt N C Ogilvie–Frobes (RAF) (Vancouver) and iii) Sgt J T Bowker (Fairchild) to 
Montreal, Flt Lt D Harding, Montreal to Ottawa. A total of  14 mail bags, 174 pounds of  mail was delivered.

Thereafter, air connections were provided to coincide with the sailings of the Empress of Britain from Southampton 
on 13 and 30 July, 12 and 27 August. At the British end, Imperial Airways provided a Westland Wessex to carry late mails 
on a Croydon – Cherbourg service to catch up with the liner after she had left Southampton. Proud commented that a 
four day transmission resulted between London and Ottawa, a saving of about three days compared with ordinary mail. A 
second proving flight was scheduled for 4 July but cancelled due to the weather conditions.

On 12 July the first official mails were flown from Ottawa to Bradore Bay for diverse destinations, or onto the 
Straits for the Empress. About 40,000 letters were sent, most of them philatelic. Some showed first day usage of the new 6 
cent airmail stamp. A slogan cancellation: ‘By Air/from/Ottawa to Belle Isle/ 1/3 of shortest route/to Europe’, was used 
and a commemorative cachet was applied, see Figure 11. Flights were:

Ottawa – Rimouski Flt Lt D A Harding (Steerman ‘CCH)
Rimouski – Harve St Pierre Flt Lt de Nirverville (Vancouver)
Harve St Pierre – Bradore Bay and Red Bay Sgt F J Ewart (Bellanca ‘UY)

Halliday and Malott recorded that of the 317 pounds of mail carried from Montreal, 300 pounds (six bags) were 
off–loaded at Bradore Bay, so a modest 17 pounds was carried on to Red Bay for Europe. Figure 12 shows a registered 
philatelic cover destined not for the United Kingdom, but for Texas. It bears a Bradore Bay PQ backstamp for 13 JUL 32 
and only passed through Quebec again on 23 JUL 32 indicating a return by surface transport. It reached its destination, 
Manor TX, on 29 July.

On 17 July the first return flight was made from Red Bay with mail collected from the incoming Empress on which 
many conference delgates had travelled. Thirty four bags of mail weighing 800 pounds were collected by HMCS Festubert 
and passed to two Bellancas, piloted by Grandy (in ‘UZ) and Ewart (in ‘WX). At Harve St Pierre the mail was transferred 
to two Vancouvers, piloted by Ogilvie–Forbes (in ‘VQ) and de Niverville (in ‘VR). Bad weather slowed down the departure 
of the two Fairchilds with Fg Off Ernest McNab and Bowker in charge. At Montreal the mail was split. Some 500 letters 
were for the USA; they were despatched on 18 July via Colonial Airways. Some of the remaining mail was for Montreal, 
some for Ottawa and points further west. Harding in a Steerman completed the delivery carrying 24 bags of mail, 596 
pounds, of which 464 pounds were for Ottawa, much of the mail being for the Conference participants. This mail 
included letters from Dublin, now at a 4d rate, see Figure 13. Vogt reported four Smye despatches from 13 August franked 
at 7d. It would appear that Irish Free State rates were not available and franking here, as in 1931, followed the whim of the 
sender.

Most incoming mail received a Montreal, Ottawa or Winnipeg machine backstamp with the slogan: BY 
SEAPLANE/FROM STRAIT OF BELLE ISLE/1/3 OF SHORTEST ROUTE FROM EUROPE, see Figure 14. Mail is 
known signed by a selection of  the RCAF pilots, see Figure 15.

The 21 July flight to connect with the eastbound Empress was less successful. Harding left Ottawa in a Stearman 
with 46 pounds of mail which was increased to 600 pounds at Montreal. Bower flew on to Rimouski, de Niverville 
proceeding to Harve St Pierre in Vancouver ‘VR. Ewart in Bellanca ‘UX left for Red Bay, but heavy fog resulted in stops at 
Natasquan and Mutton Bay where a night stop resulted. Ewart only reached Red Bay at midday of 22 July and missed the 
Empress. The mail was transferred to the Duchess of  Richmond on 23 July.
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On 3 August further contact was made with the westbound Empress; as 1,000 pounds of mail was discharged, two 
planes were again needed for each leg. Those used were Bellancas ‘UX and ‘UZ, Vancouvers ‘VR and ‘VQ on the second 
leg, and Fairchilds ‘WB and ‘WC carried on to Montreal where 15 bags were set aside with ‘WB carrying the final 19 bags, 
685 pounds on to Ottawa. Halliday and Malott noted that the flights ‘excited great interest among the delegates to the 
Conference who received letters that had been posted in London on 30 July’.

On 7 August the outward mail successfully reached Havre St Pierre, but Ogilvie–Forbes in Bellanca ‘UZ was unable 
to reach Red Bay because of fog, landing at St Augustine. He eventually returned to Harve St Pierre unaware that the 
Empress herself had been slowed down and he could have made his connection at Red Bay. None of the planes involved 
were equipped with radios, so consultation was not possible. 

The final inward flight from the Empress of Britain on 17 August, was again delayed by bad weather, but 850 pounds 
of mail was carried to Montreal where it was passed to Ottawa by train. In spite of the delays, delivery was still accelerated 
by 15–20 hours. This mail again included Irish Free State despatches. A further outward flight was planned for 21 August, 
but the Empress herself was held up at Quebec, so the mail  flight was not needed, nor was there an inward flight on 8 
September.

In a report dated 29 June, one day after the first test flight, Sqn Ldr Grandy pointed out that:
Present aircraft are considered entirely unsatisfactory for regular runs over this route. .. The coast is too rough for float 

planes such as the Bellancas and the Vancouvers are too slow. … The writer would prefer a large flying boat with at least 
three engines fitted with two–way radio and facilities for receiving bearings on radio beacon. The absence of radio in the 
aircraft is keenly felt.

So ended the last flights on the ⅓ of the way to Europe route. The Conference delegates may have been impressed 
but the Canadian authorities and the RCAF must have been profoundly relieved that no serious accident resulted during 
the short life of this brave demonstration. It is suggested that the AAMS references 3231 and 3233 be amended in the 
light of  the above comments. 26

Figure 14

Figure 15. LONDON, 13th July 1932 for air mail service to Ottawa, 
arriving Bradore Bay on the SS Empress of Britain. Pilots were Sqn 

Ldr Grandy, Sgt Bowker and Flt de Niverville.
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Flights from 1933 to 1939
The main references: Arfken and Plomish, Baldwin, Malott, Muller and Stanley–Smith, did not list any St Lawrence 

ship–to shore flights after 1932. Proud, however, gave the annual start/stop dates up to 1938:
Service started Service ceased Steamer on first service
12.04.1933 15.11.1933 Duchess of  Atholl on 14.04.33
14.04.1934 17.11.1934 Duchess of  Atholl on 21.04.34
13.04.1935 16.11.1935 Duchess of  York on 13.04.35
10.04.1936 11.1936 ?
1.04.1937 11.1937 Duchess of  York on 10.04.37
31.03.1938 3.11.1938 Duchess of  Bedford on 9.04.1938

  Last service by Empress of  Britain.
For 1939, Proud was less specific giving a blanket rate for ‘By sea to USA or Canada and Onward Air Transmission’. 

He listed a first despatch on 12.04.1939 via the SS Queen Mary sailing on 15.04.1939, obviously to New York. 
The Air Mail Leaflets of the British Post Office continued to list air mail rates via the Rimouski–Montreal service 

every year up to April  1939. In some years, dates were given when the service was suspended for the winter, that is, when 
the Canadian Pacific transatlantic steamers started to terminate their voyages at Halifax, Nova Scotia. The following 
references to combined postage rates and service availability were found:

 Letter rate
Leaflet date First ½ oz extra ½ oz Postcard Suspended for winter
May 1933 2½d 1½d – from 15.11.1933
May 1934 2½d 1½d 2d from 16.11.1934
April 1935 2d 2d 2d from 11.1935
April 1936 2d 2d 2d from 13.11.1936
April 1937 2d 2d 2d ?
April 1938 2d 2d 2d –
April 1939 5d 3d 3d –

According to Proud, the 1939 rate included air conveyance by the Montreal to Vancouver air service. The GPO 
leaflet for April 1939 noted that the latest times of posting were as for the mid–week USA mail and for the weekend direct 
Canadian mails. 27

It would appear that very little mail has been recognised or collected from the 1933 – 1939 period, even though the 
GPO continued to publicise the service. For example, it was noted in an unidentified newspaper cutting from 12 April 
1935 headed AIR MAILS IN CANADA that:

The Postmaster–General announces that with the opening to navigation of the St Lawrence River, correspondence 
marked ‘By Air Mail’ for Canada sent by week–end sailings of the Canadian Pacific Company’s steamers from Glasgow  or 
Southampton will again receive onward conveyance by air from Rimouski on the St Lawrence to Montreal, thereby gaining 
about one day to Montreal, Ottawa and Winnipeg and up to two days to British Columbia. The first dispatch for this service 
will be by the ‘Duchess of York’ sailing from Glasgow tomorrow. The inclusive air postage rates are letters 2d per ½oz; 
postcards 2d.

Covers in the writer’s collection from this period are limited to three examples, all from 1934, two of which were 
philatelic in origin, including one posted at the APEX air mail exhibition in London, see Figure 16. No eastbound covers 
have been seen from 1933 onwards. That the service was regarded as useful can be shown by a registered cover from 
Bishops Waltham to Winnipeg. Unfortunately it was posted in a February (1934). The air mail etiquette has been crossed 
through and the cover bears a boxed handstamp: ‘Service suspended during/winter months’, see Figure 17.

A Request
The diligent reader will realise that copious information exists for a few of these flights, but is minimal for others. 

For some years no record has been found. The author would be delighted to receive comments, corrections, additions and 
amplifications. Copies of covers that illustrate the missing years would be particularly welcome. Please communicate via 
the Editor.
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Appendix 1: Summary Postal Rates via Rimouski–Montreal and vv.

Canada to the United Kingdom:
 1927: 3 c per ounce, Empire surface rate. No air surcharge.
 24 August 1928: 5 c per ounce including all air fees
 March 1930 : 7c per ounce including all air fees
 February 1931 : 5 c per the first ounce, 10 c per each subsequent ounce including all air fees
 1 July 1931 : 6 c per the first ounce, 10 c per each subsequent ounce including all air fees
 1932 to 1939: 6 c per the first ounce, 5 c per each subsequent ounce including all air fees

Canada to mainland Europe: (excluding air mail carriage from the UK)
March 1930: France, 7 c per ounce; other countries, 13 c per ounce
 2 February 1931 to 1939: 10 c per ounce 28

United Kingdom to Canada
 1927–1929: No air surcharge
 1930 (April–November): 4d per half  ounce air fee
 1931 (May–November): 2½ d for the first ½ ounce, 1½d for each additional ½ ounce
 1932: As 1931, 2d postcard rate introduced 8 August
 1933 and 1934: As 1932
 1935 – 1938: 2d per ½ ounce, 2d postcards
 1939: 5d per ½ ounce, 3d postcards, included trans–Canada air service. 29

Appendix 2: The Mail Steamers
All the mentioned mail steamers were operated either by Canadian Pacific Steamships Ltd or by the White Star Line.
Canadian Pacific vessels:

Duchess of  Atholl (20,123 gross tons, built Clydebank, 1928)
Duchess of  Bedford (20,123 gross tons, built Clydebank, 1928)
Duchess of  Richmond (20,022 gross tons, built Dalmuir, 1929)
Duchess of  York (20,021 gross tons, built Clydebank, 1928)
Empress of  Britain (42,348 gross tons, built Clydebank, 1931)
Empress of  France (18,481 gross tons, built Glasgow, 1914)
Empress of  Australia (21,498 gross tons, built Stettin, 1913 as the Tirpitz)
Empress of  Scotland (24,581 gross tons, built Stettin, 1905, as the Kaiserin Auguste Viktoria)
Montroyal (14,189 gross tons, built Glasgow as the Empress of  Britain, 1906, name
changed to Montroyal in 1924)
Montnairn (17,282 gross tons, built Tecklenborg as the Prinz Freidrich Wilhelm, 1907)
White Star vessels:

 Calgaric, (16,063 gross tons, built Belfast, 1918)
 Doric (16,484 gross tons, built Belfast, 1923)
 Megantic (14,878 gross tons, built Belfast, 1909)
 Regina (16.314 gross tons, built Glasgow, 1918)
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United States Department of State
Foreign relations of the United States diplomatic papers, 1935.

General, the Near East and Africa

VOLUME I
Pages 510 to 519

NEGOTIATIONS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A TRANSATLANTIC AIR TRANSPORT SERVICE
811.79640/75a
Telegram 
The Secretary of  State to the Ambassador in the United Kingdom 

 (Bingham) 
 WASHINGTON, April 24, 1935–1 p.m. 

92. On February 26 a meeting was held in the Department of Commerce between American officials and a French 
aviation mission headed by Senator de la Grange to discuss the possibility of unified action on the part of the 
Governments of France, the United States and Great Britain in the study of the technical problems involved in the 
establishment of a transoceanic air transport service. According to Senator de la Grange, this involved a determination of 
the best route, requiring in this connection a study of meteorological conditions and the availability of the Azores as a 
landing base, as well as the feasibility of establishing landing places on the ocean, such as seadromes, and the avoidance of 
competition by pooling the services among the air transport companies of different nationalities using the route. After 
the French mission had stated the purposes of its visit, Secretary Roper explained that while this Government would be 
glad to consider the proposals of the French mission, it was thought that as the British Government was vitally interested 
in the matter, it should be consulted as the next step in the proceedings. While the members of the mission were 
authorized to make a statement to this effect to their Government, it was made plain that we were not asking that the 
French approach the British Government; on the contrary, it was emphasized that this was a question for determination 
by the French authorities. No definite commitment was made during the meeting as to the future attitude of this 
Government pending a possible reference of  the matter by the French authorities to the British Government. 
During the course of a conversation at the Department April 23d the French Charge d'Affaires stated that his 
Government had recently instructed the French Ambassador at London formally to invite the British Government, on 
behalf of the French and American Governments, to join with them in cooperative measures looking toward the 
establishment of a transoceanic air service. It was immediately [510] pointed out that such an invitation had never been 
authorized and the Charge d'Affaires agreed that he would send off a telegram to his Government correcting the 
impression that we had in any way authorized the French Government to invite British cooperation on our behalf or in 
our name. In view of the possible misunderstanding that may have arisen, it is suggested that you bring the foregoing 
orally to the attention of the competent British authorities. Please repeat to Paris for their information but not to be taken 
up with the French Government unless approached by the latter. 

(Cordell) HULL

811.79640/78 
Memorandum by Mr. Stephen Latchford of  the Treaty Division 

[WASHINGTON] May 6, 1935. 
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A meeting was held in the office of Mr. Moore, May 3, 1935, to discuss the matter of negotiations regarding the possible 
establishment of  a trans–Atlantic air transport service. Those present were: 
 Representing the Department of  State: 

 Mr. R. Walton Moore, Assistant Secretary of  State; 
 Mr. Richard Southgate; 
 Mr. J. Pierrepont Moffat; 
 Mr. Stephen Latchford. 
 Representing the Pan American Airways: 
 Mr. Juan T. Trippe, President, Pan American Airways; 
 Mr. John C. Cooper, Jr., Vice President, Pan American Airways. 

It was explained to Mr. Trippe that the purpose of the meeting was to have him furnish the Department with 
information in regard to the negotiations being conducted by Pan American Airways and Imperial Airways 2 with the 
Portuguese Government for landing rights in Portuguese territory in connection with the possible establishment of a 
transoceanic air service, in order to ascertain what bearing, if any, the pending negotiations might have on the proposals 
made by the members of the recent French air mission to the United States that the United States, Great Britain, and 
France undertake a study of  the feasibility of  establishing a transatlantic air route. 
At a meeting on February 26, 1935, at the Department of Commerce, between members of an interdepartmental group 
and members of the French air mission, it was made known to the mission that, while the Government of the United 
States would be glad to consider the proposals of the mission, it was thought that, as the next step in the Imperial 
Airways, Ltd., the official British air transport company. [511] in the proceedings, the French authorities should consult 
the British Government, but that the Government of the United States did not ask that the French take this step, it being 
left to the discretion of  the French authorities. 
The purpose of the meeting with officials of the Pan American Airways on May 3d was to ascertain whether the 
negotiations now being conducted by Pan American Airways and Imperial Airways with the Portuguese Government 
would, in effect, have the result of barring the French from any attempt to present their point of view later on, it being 
contemplated by the French proposals, according to the French air mission, that there might be a possible sharing of the 
transatlantic route by air transport enterprises of the United States, Great Britain, France, and possibly other countries. It 
was thought that, should the pending negotiations with the Portuguese Government have the practical effect of barring 
the French authorities from following up their proposals, as submitted tentatively by the French air mission, it might be 
embarrassing to the Government of the United States, in view of the willingness of this Government to consider any 
French proposals, as made known to the French air mission. 
Mr. Trippe stated that Pan American Airways and Imperial Airways were not negotiating jointly with the Portuguese 
Government, but that the two Companies were presenting identical proposals to that Government and that, in 
associating with Imperial Airways in connection with the possible transatlantic service, Pan American Airways did so with 
the realization of the fact that the British hold the key to the situation to a great extent, in view  of the fact that British 
territories occupying strategic positions, such as Canada and Bermuda, would have to be made use of in the proposed 
service. Mr. Trippe said, in this connection, that there is nothing in the proposals under consideration with the Portuguese 
Government that would prevent that Government from granting landing rights in Portuguese territory to the French or 
any others in connection with a transatlantic route. He indicated that it would, of course, be necessary in such case for the 
French or others desiring to use the route to negotiate with any country or countries whose territories they might desire 
to make use of  in addition to Portuguese territory. 
Mr. Trippe suggested that it might be helpful to the Department if Pan American Airways should keep the Department 
fully informed by furnishing copies of any communications relating to possible extensions of their lines abroad. He was 
informed by the Department's representatives that this plan would be satisfactory, provided the communications were 
furnished informally for the Department's information and without involving any committal or responsibility of the 
Department. Mr. Trippe stated in this connection that his Company [512] would desire to have the Department regard 
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the information furnished as confidential unless it should have some official character. He was informed that the 
Department would respect the Company's wishes in this matter, with the understanding, however, that it might be 
necessary for the information furnished to be made available for inspection in certain cases such as those in which 
members of a Congressional investigating committee might seek information. Mr. Trippe stated that it would be 
satisfactory to his Company to furnish the information under the conditions stipulated by the Department's 
representatives. 
The arrangement for receiving communications in the manner described above is not to be regarded as applying 
exclusively to the Pan American Airways but will be applicable, under the same conditions as apply to that company, to 
any other American air transport company desiring to file communications with the Department of State for its 
information. This understanding was made known to the officials of the Pan American Airways and was acquiesced in by 
them.

811.79640/81
The British Ambassador (Lindsay) to the Secretary of  State No. 177 

WASHINGTON, June 25, 1935. 
SIR: Under instructions from His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 3 I have the honour to 
inform you that the French Ambassador in London 4 has communicated to the Foreign Office an invitation to His 
Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom "on behalf of the French and United States Governments" to join with 
them in studying the technical aspects of collaboration in Trans–Atlantic transport. M. Corbin has further proposed that 
French air experts should visit London in order to discuss the matter. 
2. As His Majesty's Government realise from a communication already made by the United States Embassy in London 
that such a joint de marche was not authorised by the United States Government, they propose to delay making a formal 
reply to the French Ambassador until they have obtained further information respecting the results of the visit paid by a 
French mission to Washington last February and the attitude of  the United States Government towards this question. 
3. In this connection I have been instructed to explain that negotiations have been on foot for some time between 
Imperial Airways [513] and Pan–American Airways with a view to cooperation between the two companies in 
establishing an air service between Europe and the United States for the carriage of mails and passengers. His Majesty's 
Government would be glad to learn the attitude of the United States Government towards this proposed cooperation 
between the two companies, and also to be informed whether the United States Government propose to enter into 
arrangements with other foreign interests in regard to the carriage of mails and to landing rights and other facilities in the 
United States for such service. 

I have [etc.]
R. C. LINDSAY

811.79640/81 
The Acting Secretary of  State to the British Ambassador (Lindsay) 

 WASHINGTON, July 17, 1935. 
EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your Excellency's note No. 177 of June 25, 1935, with 
reference to various aspects of  trans–Atlantic air transport. 
For the information of your Government and in response to your inquiry I desire to inform you that in February last an 
unofficial French aviation mission headed by Senator de la Grange visited the United States. The purpose of this mission 
was stated to be a discussion of the possibility of unified action on the part of the Governments of France, the United 
States and Great Britain in the study of the technical problems involved in the establishment of a trans–oceanic air 
transport service. It was explained to the French mission that while this Government would be glad to consider their 
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proposals, it was thought that as the British Government was vitally interested in the matter the latter should be consulted 
by the French authorities. The members of the French mission were authorized to make a statement to this effect to their 
Government, but it was made plain that the American Government was not asking that the French approach the British 
Government. On the contrary, it was emphasized that this was a question for determination by the French authorities. 
No commitment whatever was made during the discussions as to the future attitude of this Government. The American 
Embassy in London was subsequently authorized to bring orally the situation described above to the attention of the 
competent British authorities. 
I trust that this information is responsive to the inquiry contained in paragraph two of Your Excellency's note under 
acknowledgment. 
Although informed in a general way by officials of Pan American Airways of the proposed cooperation between that 
company and Imperial [514] Airways, I do not consider that I am in possession of sufficient details to make any 
comment in this regard. 
This Government has received no specific application from any foreign interest with regard to a permanent service for 
the carriage of mails or for the extension of landing rights and other facilities in the United States for a trans–Atlantic air 
service and has therefore not had occasion to come to any conclusion on this point. 

Accept [etc.]
WILLIAM PHILLIPS 

811.79640/96 
The British Ambassador (Lindsay) to the Secretary of  State
No. 316  WASHINGTON, November 5, 1935. 
SIR: Under instructions from His Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs I have the honour to inform 
you that a Mission composed of Colonel Sir Donald Banks, Director–General of the General Post Office, Lieutenant–
Colonel Shelmerdine, the DirectorGeneral of Civil Aviation, and Mr. Wood–Humphrey, the Managing Director of 
Imperial Airways, accompanied by three officials of the Air Ministry, General Post Office and Dominions Office, will 
leave England on November 13th for Canada, where they will discuss with His Majesty's Government in Canada the 
possible establishment of a trans–Atlantic air service. They will be joined in Ottawa by Mr. Lodge, one of the 
Commissioners of  the Government of  Newfoundland. 
2. As you are aware the question of the establishment of such a service has already been discussed tentatively between 
Imperial Airways and Pan American Airways and His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom now desire to 
consult with the United States Government in the matter. Consequently if your Government is prepared to enter into 
discussions with a view to participation in such a service, which His Majesty's Government would welcome as a means of 
improving communications between the United States of America and Great Britain, it  is suggested that the above–
mentioned Mission should proceed to Washington to confer with the competent United States authorities after the 
conclusion of their discussions at Ottawa. I understand that the Mission could arrive in this city at about the end of this 
month. 
I shall be grateful if  you will intimate to me the wishes of  the United States Government in this matter. 
I have [etc.] R. C. LINDSAY 
Similar notes were received from the Irish Minister, November 13, 1935, and the Canadian Charge, November 18, 1935.
[515] 

811.79640/96 
 The Secretary of  State to the British Ambassador (Lindsay)

 WASHINGTON, November 12, 1935. 
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EXCELLENCY: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your note No. 316 of November 5, 1935, in which you 
inform me that a Mission appointed by your Government is proceeding to Canada where they will discuss with His 
Majesty's Government in Canada the possible establishment of  a trans–Atlantic air service. 
You suggest that if the Government of the United States is prepared to enter into discussions in connection with such a 
service the above–mentioned Mission proceed to Washington to confer with the competent United States authorities 
after the conclusion of their conferences in Ottawa and you indicate that the Mission could arrive in this city at about the 
end of  this month. 
In reply I wish to state that this Government, within the limits of its authority, will be prepared to enter into discussions 
on this subject with the British Mission. In order to do this, if you will be good enough to advise me at your convenience 
as to the precise date of the arrival of the Mission I will arrange for its members to confer with the Inter–departmental 
Committee on Civil International Aviation appointed by the President on July 2, 1935.7 
That Committee is simply charged with the duty of making observations and gathering information pertaining to civil 
international aviation in all its phases and submitting to the President such recommendations as may seem called for. 

Accept [etc.] For the Secretary of  State: 
WALTON MOORE

811.79640/97: Telegram 
 The Secretary of  State to the Minister in Canada (Armour) 

 WASHINGTON, November 21, 1935–6 p.m. 
137. Representatives of the British, Irish and Canadian Governments are meeting in Ottawa for the purpose of 
discussing the establishment of a trans–Atlantic air service. The Department has received notes from the missions of 
these Governments in Washington to the effect that upon the conclusion of negotiations in Ottawa the representatives 
will proceed to Washington to undertake similar discussions here. The Department has informed the British and Irish 
Governments that it will welcome their representatives and is today similarly informing the Canadian Government. 
Similar notes were sent to the Irish Minister, November 19, 1935, and the Canadian Charge, November 22, 1935.  S e e 
Department of  State, Press Releases, July 20, 1935, p. 62.
[516] 

I should like to have you, in such manner as you consider appropriate, inform the representatives of these Governments 
in Ottawa that your Government would find it helpful to receive as soon as possible before their arrival in Washington a 
general outline of the questions which they propose to discuss with the representatives of the United States. The 
representatives of the foreign Governments concerned will appreciate that with a view to having an orderly discussion of 
the questions to be brought up it will be desirable to have specific information. 
For your confidential guidance it may be added that such information would be of great assistance to the Department by 
affording an opportunity to give consideration in advance to the questions which will be raised. 
At the same time the Department desires that you follow the course of the negotiations in Ottawa as closely as may be 
possible and report any information you may be able to obtain as to the results thereof. 
You are authorized in your discretion to use the telegraph in reporting on the above points. 

 HULL

811.79640/102 
 The British Ambassador (Lindsay) to the Secretary of  State 8
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No. 328  WASHINGTON, November 27, 1935. 
SIR: I have the honor to refer to your note of the 12th November and to inform you that the United Kingdom Air 
Mission, which will probably arrive in Washington on December 2nd, desires to discuss with the United States Inter–
departmental Committee on Civil International Aviation proposals for the joint operation, under government auspices, of 
trans–Atlantic air services between the United Kingdom and the United States of America by a company nominated by 
His Majesty's Governments concerned and an American company, with particular reference to a route passing through 
the Irish Free State, Newfoundland and Montreal. 
The discussions would include the following subjects: 

 (1) Postal arrangements; 
 (2) Arrangements for terminal air ports and landing rights; 
 (3) Methods of  operation; 
 (4) Frequency of  services; 
 (5) Ground organisation; 
 (6) Programme of  experimental and development work. 

I have [etc.] R. C. LINDSAY
Notes similar in substance were received from the Canadian Charge, November 29, 1935, and the Irish Minister, 
November 27, 1935.
[517] 

811.79640/109: Telegram 
 The Minister in Canada (Armour) to the Secretary of  State 

 OTTAWA, December 2, 1935–4 p.m. 
 [Received December 3–12: 55 a.m.] 

134. Department's 137, November 21, 6 p.m. Delegates may not leave for Washington until December 4. Expect to send 
list and other pertinent information tonight or tomorrow. 
Today's newspapers report as rumor Canadian delegation to favor North Sydney, Nova Scotia, as Canadian terminus of 
line via Harbor Grace and refer as another possibility to a tentative agreement between Imperial Airways and Pan 
American for British line to Bermuda and American line thence to New York. 
I understand Canada has been holding out for a line which would make Montreal the focal point for trans–Atlantic line 
from eastern seaboard and central and western United States and Canada. Sir Donald Banks of the British delegation 
indicated to me that he was disturbed lest decisions of conference here might appear in the United States as facing us 
with a fait accompli. Logan of Pan American, a Canadian, was here when conference opened but left on advice of J. A. 
Wilson who felt his presence in city during "family discussion" might be misinterpreted. I conclude that possibly 
Canadians are pressing British to nullify for the present any Bermuda route commitments with Pan American and are 
offering some advantages in exchange for this assurance that Canada will have a share in any knowledge [8ic] monopoly 
to Europe. Wilson has repeatedly expressed, however, his desire to see plan of cooperation with Pan American worked 
out, emphasized necessary intra–empire character of present meeting and assured that no attempt would be made here 
to prejudice future American interests. Christie 9 also expresses this last opinion, states that Bermuda and Newfoundland 
routes have been discussed, that although Imperial Airways may have trans–Canada route to Orient in mind for the future 
it has not been discussed here. Much discussion regarding subsidies, mail rates and regime for landing facilities have 
apparently taken place. Conference delegates have agreed apparently to careful secrecy and, therefore, no other direct 
information of  negotiations is available. 

 ARMOUR
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9L. C. Christie, Canadian Counselor of  the Department of  External Affairs.
[518] 

811.79640/120 
Statement to the Press by Assistant Secretary of  State R. Walton Moore.

 WASHINGTON, December 12, 1935. 
As a result of the conferences which have been in progress since Thursday, December 5, between representatives of the 
United Kingdom, the Irish Free State, Canada and the United States, understandings have been reached which it  is 
confidently hoped will bring about the early establishment of trans–Atlantic air transport services connecting these 
several countries. These understandings are based upon the principle of full reciprocity between the countries interested. 
They do not operate to exclude similar arrangements between the United States and other countries. 
The Department of Commerce has given its approval to the establishment of trans–Atlantic airways by way of Canada, 
Newfoundland, and the Irish Free State to England, and by way of Bermuda to England, and from Bermuda to Puerto 
Rico, the latter route to be extended by mutual consent. The Atlantic Sea Board ports in contemplation as termini are 
New York City; Baltimore, Maryland; Cape Charles or Norfolk, Virginia; and Charleston, South Carolina, any one of 
which may be designated as ports of  entry but no final determination with reference to places has yet been made. 
It is recognized that the northern route is much shorter than the southern route and therefore will have the advantage of 
more economical operation but this fact does not preclude the possibility of considerable use being made of the 
southern route. It is expected that experimental flights will be begun early in the summer of 1936 and it is hoped that 
scheduled services will begin by the summer of 1937. When the full regular service is inaugurated, it is provided that there 
will be four round trips per week. 
The matter of  the carriage of  mails is necessarily postponed for future consideration. 
All of the conferences were characterized by a spirit of wholehearted cooperation and the conclusions arrived at received 
unanimous approval of  the conferees. 
Mr. Moore was Chairman of the Aviation Conference; see Department of State, Press Releases, December 14, 1935, p. 
521. [519] 

Foreign Relations of  the United States
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Foreign relations of the United States diplomatic papers, 1936.
General, British Commonwealth

VOLUME I
Pages 720 – 730

RECIPROCAL ARRANGEMENTS EFFECTED BY THE UNITED STATES WITH THE UNITED 
KINGDOM, CANADA, AND THE IRISH FREE STATE FOR TRANS-ATLANTIC AIR SERVICE58

811.79640/234a: Telegram
The Secretary of  State to the Ambassador in the United Kingdom

 (Bingham)
 WASHINGTON, April 30, 1936-1 p.m.

 141. You are instructed immediately to deliver the following note to the British Foreign Office.
 "Under instructions from my Government I have the honor to refer to the negotiations conducted in Washington in 
December, 1935, between representatives of the British, Irish Free State and Canadian Governments and representatives 
of the United States with reference to the question of the establishment of a transatlantic air service. Specifically, I desire 
to refer to two letters addressed by the Secretary of Commerce to the Secretary of State which appear in the minutes of 
the meeting of  December 12, 1935, as transmitted to and now in the possession of  the Air Ministry.
 My Government regrets that owing to certain questions which have arisen as to the extent of the authority of certain 
officials of the United States it has not been possible to conclude the arrangements by May 1, 1936, the date referred to in 
the before-mentioned letters from the Secretary of  Commerce to the Secretary of  State.
 My Government is, however, anxious, now that these legal questions have been resolved, to designate suitable airways 
within the United States territory and to approve the applications of Imperial Airways, Limited, provided your 
Government is in accord with the Government of the United States on the following points, confirmation of which I 
should be glad to receive from you:
 1. Reciprocity. Such approval to be subject to the other Governments concerned granting full reciprocal privileges in all 
respects including routes, period and frequencies of service to an air line company of the United States acceptable to the 
proper authority of  the United States.
 2. Applicable laws and regulations. Such approval to be subject to the adherence by any applicant air line company of 
other countries to the applicable laws and regulations of the United States but it is hereby understood that the Secretary of 
Commerce under existing law may exempt the foreign aircraft concerned from establishing their conformity to the usual 
domestic regulations as to airworthiness and airman-competence, though not from conformity to the air traffic [720] 
rules1. Furthermore, no authority can be given to engage in interstate or intrastate commerce over United States territory.
 3. Airways and service. Though the Secretary of Commerce has, of course, no power internationally and no authority by 
domestic law to designate airways in any region other than that within the jurisdiction of the United States, yet, naturally, 
in proceeding to make a designation of a particular airway within the United States, he may appropriately take into 
consideration the respective approaches and connections of possible airways outside the United States jurisdiction with 
those within it.
 4. Transatlantic airway. The Government of the United States therefore, having in view the best interests of all parties as 
affecting air commerce to the United States, would wish to have it understood that it is willing to approve such application 
to land at and take off from one of the following airports on the Atlantic seacoast; viz., New York City, New York, or 
Baltimore, Maryland, Norfolk, or Cape Charles, Virginia, or Charleston, South Carolina, when coming from any port in 
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England; via the Irish Free State, Newfoundland, or Canada; or via Bermuda and other countries on a frequency not to 
exceed two round trips per week.
 My Government is not disposed at this time to designate in the United States a separate airway leading to Bermuda but 
prefers to regard the route between one of the aforementioned ports and Hamil ton, Bermuda, as a leg of the proposed 
transatlantic airway described above. Temporary authority to land at and take off from one of the said ports when coming 
from or going to Port Hamilton, Ber muda, on a frequencv not to exceed two round trips per week, will be issued on a 
reciprocal basis, however, to a British air line, or air lines, satisfactory to the Government of Great Britain pending the 
estab. lishment of regular through-service from points outside Bermuda to the United States on the proposed transatlantic 
airway. It is the belief of my Government that when the arrangements for the trans atlantic air route and service between 
New York and London are concluded that, if agreeable to both Governments, the service on the Bermuda-United States 
leg of the transatlantic route can, if the traffic warrants, be increased over that on the through transatlantic service on said 
route, but it would be required that the local traffic between Bermuda and the United States should be transported on 
aircraft restricted to that leg of the route and that traffic destined for through service beyond Bermuda should be 
restricted to aircraft operating in such through service. The routes and services to be subject to al teration by mutual 
consent of the Governments concerned from time to time as conditions may warrant. 5. Non-exclusiveness. Approval of 
the permits shall be on a non exclusive basis and the air transport companies flying the services herein provided must at all 
times have the approval of their respective Governments. 6. Right of revocation. Because of limitations of law on the au 
thority of any agency of the Government of the United States to issue an irrevocable permit the Government of the 
United States desires to have it understood that any Government concerned may, for important reasons of public policy 
and upon due notice, withdraw at any time any approval already given by it. [721] If your Government is in accord with 
the Government of the United States on the foregoing points I should be pleased to be so informed in order that my 
Government may address similar communications to the Government of Canada and to the Government of the Irish 
Free State.
 I should likewise be pleased to be informed concerning the routes over which your Government proposes to accord 
permission to fly.
 Upon receipt of satisfactory information on the above points from the Governments concerned my Government will be 
pleased promptly to approve the pending application of  Imperial Airways.

HULL 

811.79640/278: Telegram
The Charge in the United Kingdom (Atherton) to the Secretary of  State

 LONDON, June 29, 1936 4 p.m.
 [Received June 29-2:35 p.m.]

 328. Embassy's 325, June 26, 5 p. Mi.87 Following just received from the Foreign Office:
 "Sir, I have the honor to refer to the note number 1738 " which Mr. Bingham was so good as to address to me on the 1st 
May, on the subject of  the establishment of  trans-Atlantic air services.
 2. His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom have no comments to offer upon those portions of Mr. Bingham's 
note which deal with reciprocity and applicable laws and regulations, with which they are in full agreement. You will recall 
that during the Conference held at Washington in December last between representatives of His Majesty's Governments 
in the United Kingdom, Canada, and the Irish Free State and the United States Government, the United Kingdom 
Director General of Civil Aviation was informed that Pan American Airways were acceptable to the United States 
Government for the purpose of the trans-Atlantic services. In view of this assurance he has, I understand, already 
informed the president of Pan American Airways that His Majesty's Government are prepared to issue to that company 
permits for landing rights in the United Kingdom, Newfoundland, and Bermuda, in the terms that were agreed at the 
Conference. These terms, and the terms of the permits to be issued by the United States Government to Imperial Airways 
(or a company in which Imperial Airways hold a controlling interest) were drawn up at the Washington Conference with 
the intention that they should constitute an agreed text giving effect to the understandings reached in the course of 
discussion. Provision was made in them for complete reciprocity and for adherence by the respective companies to the 
applicable laws and regulations of  the Governments issuing the permits. ss Not printed. 88 See 8upra. [722] 
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 3. His Majesty's Government desire to make clear that the permits for which applications were made by Imperial Airways 
relate to two distinct and separate services namely:

 (1) The trans-Atlantic service from London to New York,
 either via Newfoundland or via Bermuda, (on a frequency not
 exceeding two round-trips per week unless additional services
 are authorized by the Governments concerned).
 (2) The local service from Bermuda to New York, (on a fre-
 quency not exceeding two round-trips per week).

 His Majesty's Government are unable to regard the regular local service which they desire to see operated between 
Bermuda and New York as forming one leg of the trans-Atlantic service, because it is not expected that the latter service 
will be regularly and continuously operated via the Azores and Bermuda. One of the main principles adopted during the 
discussions at Washington was that the transAtlantic service should be operated via Newfoundland whenever possible, as 
being shorter and more economical. The connection of the Bermuda-New York local service with the trans-Atlantic 
service does not appear therefore to be fundamental, and His Majesty's Government find no difficulty in agreeing that 
aircraft employed on the Bermuda-New York local service should be separate from and independent of those employed 
on the trans-Atlantic service.
 4. In this connection His Majesty's Government while they naturally cannot agree to restrict themselves in their own use 
of territories under the sovereignty of the British Crown desire nevertheless to assure the United States Government that 
they have never intended nor do they intend to use the local service between Bermuda and New York as a means of 
creating a separate trans-Atlantic service additional to that provided for in the draft permits now under consideration. 
Though it is not entirely clear from the note under reference His Majesty's Government assume that the United States 
Government recognize that neither Government has the legal or practical power to designate an airway or a route to be 
followed over territories or waters outside its own juridical control.
 5. The records of the Washington discussion contain a reference to the non-exclusiveness of these arrangements, with 
which His Majesty's Government are in full  agreement. It is also agreed that the air transport companies operating the 
services concerned must at all times have the approval of  their respective Governments.
 6. As regards the suggested right of revocation His Majesty's Government appreciate the limitation which prevents the 
United States Government from issuing an irrevocable permit. They themselves feel strongly that the conditions of tenure 
under which the companies undertake this important enterprise should be such as will encourage them to develop the 
service by all  means at their disposal. Considering the heavy capital  expenditure which will be involved in the organization 
and establishment of the service His Majesty's Government conclude that it is only with the advantage of a reliable long 
term tenure that the undertaking can be expected to produce fully and effectively its inherent benefits for the trade and 
traffic of the countries concerned. His Majesty's Government on their part are willing to grant a permit of 15 years' 
duration (under the usual terms of [723] satisfactory observance) to Pan American Airways, so soon as the questions still 
at issue have been resolved. They have been officially informed that this company is acceptable to your Government and 
so far as they are aware it is the only United States company possessing an extensive practical  experience of commercial 
flying overseas. It has been engaged in close and friendly cooperation with Imperial Airways for over 6 years with 
advantages to both and you will no doubt recollect that it was largely with the object of enabling this beneficial association 
between the companies to continue that the proposed northern trans-Atlantic service which could always be operated as a 
purely British Commonwealth airway (and indeed was originally so designed) was extended from Montreal to New York.
 7. In this connection I would remind you of the long-term permits which have been granted to Pan American Airways in 
respect of  their services through British possessions in the West Indies.
 8. If the United States Government wish, however, to include a revocation clause in the permits, His Majesty's 
Government suggest that it should be agreed that resort should not be had to revocation except for the highest reasons of 
public policy necessitating the complete suspension of all  trans-North Atlantic air services to and from the United States 
and that prior communications should take place between Governments before notice is given to the company concerned. 
It would appear to them equitable that revocation should take effect 2 years after such notice. They would be glad to 
receive as soon as possible a draft of the clause proposed for the Imperial Airways permits, in order that they may arrange 
for the reciprocal provision to be made in those granted to Pan American Airways. Subject to this clause, His Majesty's 
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Government trust that it will be found possible to grant 15-year permits to Imperial Airways (or a company in which 
Imperial Airways hold a controlling interest).
 9. It is the earnest hope of His Majesty's Government that on receipt of the above explanations the United States 
Government will  be willing to issue to "Imperial Airways or a company in which Imperial  Airways hold a controlling 
interest" the permits in respect of the transAtlantic service and the Bermuda-New York service in exchange for those 
which they, on their part, are prepared to issue at once to Pan American Airways, and which His Majesty's Government are 
prepared to agree should become operative as from 1st June.
10. His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom note that the United States Government propose to communicate 

with His Majesty's Governments in Canada and the Irish Free State with regard to the permits to be issued to Pan 
American Airways by those Governments. I have, [etc.].

 ATHERTON 811.79640/278: Telegram
The Secretary of  State to the Ambassador in the United Kingdom

 (Bingham)
 WASHINGTON, July 9, 1936-7 p.m.

 245. Your No. 328, June 29, 4 p.m. Please communicate the following immediately to the British Foreign Office: [724] 
 "I have the honor to refer to the note of the Foreign Office of June 29, 1936, in regard to the establishment of the 
proposed transatlantic air services and to state that my Government has given careful consideration to the contents of that 
note and has instructed me to communicate the following reply to His Majesty's Government. Separate Services.
 My Government has given most careful consideration to your comments with reference to the United States-Bermuda 
service, and have noted that His Majesty's Government agree that aircraft employed on the United States-Bermuda local 
service should be separate and independent from those employed on the transatlantic service. My Government has 
likewise noted your assurance that His Majesty's Government have never intended, nor do they intend, to use the local 
service between Bermuda and the United States as a means of creating a separate transatlantic service, additional to that 
provided in the draft permit now under consideration.
 Subject to the above conditions, my Government agrees to regard the operations confined to the United States-Bermuda 
route as a separate local service, with the understanding, however, that the permits for this service shall run concurrently 
with the permit for the transatlantic service, but shall lapse if such local service connects with or becomes a part of any 
through service. Information as to Airports and Airways or Routes.
 My Government respectfully invites His Majesty's Government's attention to the fact that it indicated in the note of the 
American Embassy of May 1, 1936, a series of airports on the Atlantic coast for use by the proposed services, and is 
prepared, within its own territory and territorial waters, to designate routes leading thereto. Maps indicating such routes 
will be forwarded to London within a few days for delivery to His Majesty's Government. My Government now desires to 
be informed as to the airports which will be made available to the American company operating the services in the United 
Kingdom, Newfoundland and Bermuda and as to the airways or routes leading thereto. Communication with the 
Governments of  Canada and the Irish Free State.
 Although it was stated in the note of the American Embassy of May 1, 1936, that my Government had indicated its 
intention of communicating with the Governments of Canada and the Irish Free State, my Government now believes that 
it might be more expeditious, if no objection is perceived, for His Majesty's Government to approach the Canadian and 
the Irish Free State Governments with a view to having them furnish the desired information as to airports and airways or 
routes within the territorial jurisdiction of those Governments. As Canadian territory is adjacent to the United States and 
as the air routes must necessarily connect, my Government, in order to avoid delay, is also furnishing the Canadian 
Government directly with information in regard to the proposed routes in United States territory.
[725]
Right of  Revocation.
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 With reference to the right of revocation, my Government desires that His Majesty's Government be informed in 
response to specific inquiry that it proposes to include in the permits to Imperial  Airways, Limited, or a company in which 
Imperial Airways hold a controlling interest, the following provision:

 'This permit may be withdrawn upon notice for important reasons of public policy when the 
conditions thereof or the actual practice thereunder is no longer regarded by the Government of 
the United States as being in its interest. Such notice shall be sent to your company only after 
consultation between the two Governments concerned for a period of at least 60 days. 
Withdrawal will take effect 2 years after such notice has been sent.'

Texts of  Permnits.
 My Government will  within a few days telegraph for transmission to His Majesty's Government the complete texts of the 
proposed permits. Conclusion.
 My Government earnestly hopes that the considerations set forth above will  be acceptable to His Majesty's Government 
and that it will be possible for both Governments to issue the permits, valid as of June 1, 1936, at an early date. My 
Government desires to add that it is prepared to extend the most complete cooperation possible in any arrangements for 
the conduct of  preliminary experimental flights."
 Please communicate to the British Foreign Office simultaneously with the above, a further note in the following language:
 "I have the honor to refer to previous correspondence concerning the establishment of transatlantic and United States-
Bermuda air services.
 With reference to the acceptability of Pan American Airways Company for the proposed services my Government is 
pleased to inform His Majesty's Government that the fundamental data referred to in the letter of the Acting Secretary of 
Commerce of December 15 [13], 1935,9 addressed to the Director General of Civil Aviation in Great Britain, have been 
submitted by Pan American Airways Company, and that the company is acceptable to the United States Government and 
is hereby approved for the proposed services, which approval shall remain in force and effect so long as there is no 
violation of present or future laws of the United States and the company continues to provide a reasonably efficient air 
transport service.

 HULL 
Not printed. [726] 

UNITED KINGDOM 811.79040/301
The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Bingham) to the Secretary of  State 
No. 2464 LONDON,  August 18, 1936.

 [Received August 24.]
 SIR: Pursuant to the Embassy's telegram No. 404 of August 18, 5 p.m.,90 concerning the proposed trans-Atlantic air 
services, I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of a note, No. W 8742/186/27 of August 17, 1936, received to-day 
from the Foreign Office, together with a single copy of its enclosure, a draft of the permits which it is proposed to issue 
to the Pan-American Airways in respect of the services under consideration. There has not been sufficient time before the 
closing of  to-day's pouch to have additional copies made of  the enclosure to the note.
 Respectfully yours,  For the Ambassador:

 HERSCHEL V. JOHNSON
 First Secretary of  Embassy

 [Enclosure]
The British Secretary of  State for Foreign Affairs (Eden) to the American Ambassador (Bingham) 
No. W 8742/186/27  [LONDON,] 17 August, 1936.
 YOUR EXCELLENCY: I have the honour to refer to Your Excellency's notes Nos. 1890 of the 10th July and 1915 of 
the 18th July, 1936, regarding the proposed trans-Atlantic air services and the proposed local service between the United 
States and Bermuda.
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 2. His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom are in full agreement with the text of the permits proposed to be 
issued to Imperial Airways, subject to the following considerations. In particular they note that the interpretation of the 
permits is made subject to exchanges of  notes between our two Governments.
 (a) His Majesty's Government assume that paragraph (2) of the Bermuda permit, which is referred to in the second and 
third paragraph of Your Excellency's note of the 10th July, is intended as an interpretation of the assurances set out in 
paragraph (4) of the note which I had the honour to address to Mr. Atherton on the 29th June last and indicates merely 
the consent of His Majesty's Government not to use the New York-Bermuda local service as a means of creating a 
separate trans-Atlantic service from the United Kingdom to the United States, but does not imply that His Majesty's 
Government [727] accept any restriction upon their own use of territories under the sovereignty of the British Crown. 
Not printed.
 (b) His Majesty's Government would suggest that in paragraph (2) of the Bermuda permit the words "by either Company, 
unless additional frequencies are authorised by agreement between the two Governments", should be inserted after the 
words "not to exceed two round trips per week", in order to conform with conditions (a) and (e) of  the first paragraph.
 3. In conclusion I transmit for the information of Your Excellency's Government a draft of the permits 93 which it is 
proposed to issue to Pan-American Airways in respect of  the services under discussion.
 I have [etc.] (For the Secretary of  State)
P. LEIGH-SMITH
811.79640/328
 The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Binghamn) to the Secretary of  State

No. 2569 LONDON, October 9, 1936.
 [Received October 16.]

 Sir, I have the honor to enclose herewith copy of the Embassy's note to the Foreign Office No. 2085, of October 9, 
1936, sent pursuant to the Department's telegraphic instruction No. 366, October 8, 7 p.m.93
 Respectfully yours, For the Ambassador:

 RAY ATHERTON
 Counselor of  Embassy

 [Enclosure]
The American Ambassador (Bingham) to the British Secretary of  State for Foreign Affairs (Eden) 
No. 2085  [LONDON,] October 9, 1936.
 Sir, I have the honor to refer to your note of August 17, 1936 regarding the proposed trans-Atlantic air services and the 
proposed local service between the United States and Bermuda.
 My Government accepts entirely the assumption and suggestions set forth in paragraph 2 of your note under 
acknowledgment, and will  alter the proposed Bermuda permit accordingly. My Government also desires to add at the end 
of  paragraph 1 (b) of  the proposed Bermuda permit the following: "I Not printed. [728] 
(as to the United States mail, such of the same as may be authorized by the United States Post Office.) " This simply 
amends the Bermuda permit to accord with the transAtlantic permit in this regard. With these slight modifications the 
United States and the British permits for the Bermuda service appear to be satisfactory.
 The text of the proposed permit for Pan American Airways to conduct a trans-Atlantic service, enclosed with the note 
under acknowledgment, has received the most careful consideration of my Government, which finds it satisfactory with 
the exception of paragraph (e)." If this paragraph can be eliminated apparently both United States and the British permits 
for the trans-Atlantic service are also satisfactory. The United States Government is therefore prepared to issue to Imperial 
Airways the permits for the local Bermuda service and for the trans-Atlantic service in the forms now proposed 
simultaneous with the issuance to Pan American Airways Company by His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom 
of the Bermuda permit in the form proposed and the trans-Atlantic permit in the form proposed omitting paragraph (e) 
referred to above.
 It is further understood by my Government that upon the designation by His Majesty's Government in the United 
Kingdom of the customs airport serving London to be used by Imperial Airways and Pan American Airways Company 
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referred to in paragraph (b) of the proposed trans-Atlantic permit to be issued to Pan American Airways Company my 
Government will be furnished with information as to the designation of such airport, together with maps and flying 
directions showing entrance thereto to be used in the operation of the transAtlantic service contemplated in the exchange 
of  notes.
 It is of course assumed as a necessary condition to the commencement of the trans-Atlantic service that Pan American 
Airways will receive permits from the Governments of  the Irish Free State and Canada satisfactory to my Government.
 I have [etc.] For the Ambassador,

 RAY ATHERTON
 Counselor of  Embassy

 "Paragraph (e) reads: "That Imperial Airways, or a company in which Imperial Airways has a controlling interest, is 
authorized concurrently by the United States Government for a similar period to conduct similar reciprocal civil air 
transport service of the same frequency and under similar conditions between Bermuda and the United States, using 
therein the customs port used by Pan American Airways as the United States terminal. [729]

811.79640/343: Telegram
The Ambassador in the United Kingdom (Bingham) to the Secretary of  State

 LONDON, December 30,1936-5 p. in.
 [Received December 30-1: 40 p. In.]

 633. Embassy's despatch 2569, October 9. Foreign Office note in reply just received. Generally favorable except as 
regards concluding paragraph of  my note of  October 9. Reply reads:

 "The United Kingdom Government regret that for their part they are unable to accept the 
assumption that the receipt by Pan American Airways of permits from the Governments of 
Canada and the Irish Free State satisfactory to the United States Government is a necessary 
condition to the commencement of the trans-Atlantic service. It appears to them that as 
between the United Kingdom and United States Governments the necessary conditions are 
fulfilled by the grant of the requisite permits by the two Governments to Pan American Airways 
and Imperial Airways respectively".

 Copies 95 by pouch on the steamer Washington tomorrow.
 BINGHAM

 [Reciprocal exchanges of permits were effected in 1937 by notes dated February 9 and March 11 from the Irish and 
Canadian Ministers, respectively, in the United States, and a British note of March 4, transmitted in despatch No. 2904, 
March 5, from the Ambassador in the United Kingdom, and by three notes, each dated April 20, from the Secretary of 
State to the British Ambassador, the Canadian Minister, and the Irish Minister, transmitting letters dated April 17 from the 
Department of  Commerce for delivery to the three interested Governments.] [730]

Foreign Relations of  the United States
University of  Wisconsin Digital Collections

<http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/cgi-bin/FRUS/FRUS-idx?id=FRUS.FRUS1936v01>
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The Paul Majid Imperial Airways 
Exhibition Collection

As you will have seen in the Newsletter above Kelleher Auctions of Dan-
bury, Conneticut, USA will be offering for sale the Paul Majid Imperial Air-
ways Exhibition Collection on 12th to 13th December of this year. This world 
class collection is unprecedented for the depth and quality of the material it 
comprises.

Concentrating on developments in Africa, and how the Imperial Air-
ways’ route encouraged the development of feeder services, it commences 
with the pioneering survey and air mail flights prior to 1931 followed by the 
early days and difficulties experienced by Imperial Airways and terminating 
with the introduction of  the Short Empire flying boats. 

The collection comprises over 500 pages all of which are reproduced 
below. This is not the auction catalogue but the material as received by Kelle-
her Auctions. There is the odd gap, but this is no detriment for the pleasure 
this will give to aerophilatelists, those particularly with a keen interest in Im-
perial Airways and the evolution of aviation and air mail in the African con-
tinent in the first half  of  the twentieth century.

This is a rare opportunity to view an outstanding aerophilatelic collec-
tion, and due entirely to the proprietors of Kelleher Auctions in graciously 
permitting the full collection to be included on this CDROM edition of the 
Air Mail News. May I as editor on behalf of all members express my sincere 
thanks to them for this very generous gesture.

John C Symons












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































